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Abstract 

Tangaroa (Māori god of the ocean) is a kaitiaki (guardian) of the human brain and one 

of the prominent marine atua (deity) in Māori culture (Best, 1928; Marsden, 2003; Pomare & 

Cowan, 1987; Whatahoro, 2011). Atua are central to a Māori worldview and personify physical 

elements of the natural world. The mātauranga (Māori knowledge) of Tangaroa is embedded 

in pūrākau (cultural narratives) and whakapapa (genealogies). Pūrākau are cultural narratives 

that contain traditional Māori knowledge, history and whakapapa, such as the interaction of 

man and atua, the formation of the universe and the creation of man (Lee, 2009; Smith, 1922; 

Whatahoro, 2011). This whakapapa, expressed through pūrākau, traces the deep and intimate 

connection Māori have with atua and how this connection ultimately supports hauora Māori 

(Māori health) (Cunningham, 2016; Mita, 2016; Phillips, 2018).  

Māori health has been successfully examined through various health models that reflect 

a holistic view. Prime examples include Te Whare Tapa Whā (Durie, 1984), Te Pae Māhutonga 

(1999) and Te Wheke (1991). However, there is a gap in mainstream health of indigenous 

perspectives of the brain and brain health specifically. With Māori life expectancy rapidly 

increasing (Ministry of Health, 2019; Pool, 2019) and therefore the increase in age-related 

illnesses, such as Alzheimer’s and Dementia, Māori brain health is an urgent need. However, 

there is limited relevant research on Māori brain health and similarly Māori understandings of 

the brain. Te Rangi Hīroa first highlighted the importance of mātauranga surrounding the brain 

when he used the term wairoro (Hīroa, n.d) to describe and define the brain. His term provides 

an early link between the brain (roro) and water (wai) to Tangaroa, highlighting the significance 

of this atua for Māori brain health.  

The aim of this research was to explore a Māori philosophy towards understanding the 

brain and investigate whether whakapapa and pūrākau of Tangaroa can provide insights to 

Māori perspectives of brain health. The overarching methodology was Kaupapa Māori Theory 
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which is grounded on Māori ways of knowing, doing and understanding and are considered 

valid in their own right (Smith, 1997). This research used the Kaupapa Māori principles of Tino 

Rangatiratanga (self-determination), Taonga Tuku Iho (cultural aspirations) and Ako Māori 

(culturally preferred pedagogy). Additionally, the principles of pūrākau, whakapapa and 

atuatanga (all things atua) were utilised. The methods of the study involved archival research, 

analysis of whakapapa and semi-structured interviews. 

For the archival research I examined four pūrākau and the whakapapa connection 

between Tangaroa and the brain. These were: Tangaroa – son of Ranginui and Papatūānuku, 

Takaroa – husband to Papatūānuku, Tangaroa and Ruatepupuke – the origin of traditional 

carving, and Ngā Kura Huna o Rua – the hidden schools of Rua. These pūrākau depict Tangaroa 

as the kaitiaki of the brain and an atua connected to waitai (seawater), toi whakairo (art of 

carving) and the acquisition of mātauranga Māori. 

The main findings of this research were discussed in three analytical chapters. The first, 

analytical chapter entitled Kōrero Poutohu discussed emergent themes around Māori brain 

health, these were: tāwariwari (flexibility); raranga (weaving); mārama (understand) and; 

waiora (wellness). These emergent themes are then implemented into a Māori brain health 

model I will further introduce. This chapter also discussed that although there is current 

research on Māori brain health regarding traumatic brain injury (Elder, 2013, 2015; Dudley, 

Wilson & Barker-Collo, 2014), there is limited research that provides a basic understanding of 

the brain via mātauranga Māori. The second analytical chapter entitled Kōrero Poutokomanawa 

examined 9 emergent themes pertaining to pūrākau of Tangaroa, these were: the power of 

Tangaroa; mauri (lifeforce); iwi (tribe) specific narrative; whakapapa to the sea, human 

intelligence from the sea; influence of European religion; effects of colonisation; tohunga 

(expert) and pūrākau of Aotearoa. These emergent themes contributed to the finding of 

Tangaroa as guardian of the brain. The final analytical chapter entitled Kōrero Poutuarongo 
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introduced a Māori brain health model, Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi that delivers a mātauranga 

Māori approach to understanding the brain while recognising Tangaroa as kaitiaki of the brain.  
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Definitions will be given the first time a Māori word is used in brackets immediately 
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Wāhanga Tuatahi: Chapter One 

Te Roro: Introduction 

To establish my vantage point for this thesis, I begin with Epeli Hau’ofa’s1 words in 

his work Our Sea of Islands.  

Human nature demands space for free movement, and the larger the space the 

better it is for people. Islanders have broken out of their confinement, are 

moving around and away from their homelands, not so much because their 

countries are poor, but because they were unnaturally confined and severed 

from many of their traditional sources of wealth, and because it is in their blood 

to be mobile (Hau’ofa, 1994, p. 156). 

 

Hau’ofa details the intrepid characteristics that flows through us as Polynesians. As 

Māori, we are Polynesian, and it is in our ancestral history to seek space, freedom and 

movement. The connection between Māori and the vastness of space known as the Pacific 

Ocean is embedded in our identity. In departing Hawaiki (our ancestral homeland), our 

ancestors were not looking at leaving a life behind but instead, intentionally searched in hope 

to expand their own world and new homelands across the ocean; the realm of Tangaroa. 

Therefore, Tangaroa is embedded in our identity as Māori and in everything we are and do. 

Our ancestor’s thoughts, reasoning, judgement, and understandings were influenced by 

Tangaroa and his role as kaitiaki (guardian) of the brain.   

  

 
1 Epeli Hau’ofa was a Tongan and Fijian writer and anthropologist. His work explores Polynesian societies with 

connections to Oceania and the Pacific. 
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Ko Wai Au 

I whānau mai au i raro i te maru o Kahuranaki me te Koro o Ruapehu. 

Ko au te taitama o te wai rere o Ngaruroro me te wai roa o Whanganui. 

E noho ana au i raro i te tekoteko o te whare tūpuna o Kahuranaki ki Omahu, o Te 

Whakaarotahi ki Te Whakapono ki Raetihi.  

E mau ana au ki ngā kakī o ngā hoe o Takitimu rāua ko Aotea. 

I te taha o tōku Pāpā, he tuhanga tonu au nō te hapū o Ngāti Hinemanu.  

He uri tēnei nō ngā tīpuna o Tamatea-ariki-nui rātou ko Rongokako, ko Tamatea-pōkai-

whenua. He kākano ahau o Ngāti Kahungunu.  

I te taha o tōku Māmā, he tuhanga tonu au nō te hapū o Ngāti Uenuku. 

He uri au nō te iwi o Ngāti Rangi.  

Ko Dimitrious Rangi Te Kapapi Te Kahurangi Hanara rāua ko Jessica Mary Hanara (Taiaroa) 

ōku mātua. 

Ko Benjamin Dimitrious Hanara ahau. 

 

I was raised under the shadow of the mountain Kahuranaki and Ruapehu. 

I am a young man from the flowing waters of Ngaruroro and long waters of Whanganui. 

I sit beneath the carved figures of the ancestral house Kahuranaki and Te Whakaarotahi. 

I weld the paddles of the Takitimu and Aotea canoe. 

My subtribe is Ngāti Hinemanu on my Father’s side where I am a descendent of Tamatea-

ariki-nui, Rongokako and Tamatea-pōkai-whenua. From this I am a seed grown of Ngāti 

Kahungunu. 

My subtribe is Ngāti Uenuku on my Mother’s side where I am a descendent of Ngāti Rangi. 

My parents are Dimitrious Rangi Te Kapapi Te Kahurangi Hanara and Jessica Mary Hanara 

(nee Taiaroa). 

I am Benjamin Dimitrious Hanara. 

 

The above pepeha (formal greeting) acknowledges my whakapapa (ancestral heritage). 

In its poetic form, whakapapa outlines the creative and metaphorical language of te reo Māori 

to express my genealogical links to this world. Te reo Māori is one example of a vehicle which 

carries tikanga Māori (protocol). Through expressing these ancestral landscapes and tūpuna 

(ancestors), it allows you, the reader, to familiarise yourself with who I am by knowing the 

areas and people I descend from.  

The following kōrero is an expression of the pathway which has led me into the realm 

of Māori research. As a young Māori male, I have witnessed first-hand how my fellow tāne 

(male) within tertiary and academic institutions are the minority and an underestimated 

population. From this I experienced that Māori are often seen as inferior to Pākehā in regard to 
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academic intellect. A personal experience of this was where teachers would generally focus on 

advancing the education of non-Māori students while aiding Māori to simply endure secondary 

education. This view minimised the space and capacity for Māori led research in certain fields, 

more specifically those that are dominated by Western sciences. While I spent my time through 

the schooling system, my intentions were never to attend university, never to gain an 

undergraduate or postgraduate degree, and I certainly could not foresee a future of research at 

a postgraduate and Master’s level. The students that were considered university worthy were 

often the non-Māori and non-Pacific students. These are the struggles Māori endure in tertiary 

education and research in order to succeed (Smith, 1993; Webber, 2009). However, I see now 

that the path I have gone down is a path that is going to better the future for the growth of tauira 

(student) Māori throughout Aotearoa. It envisions a country where Māori are champions in 

education and research on their own terms as well as in the eyes of non-Māori educators and 

scholars.  

Personal Motivation  

The kaupapa (purpose) of this research was to examine the connections between the 

atua (deities, spiritual ancestor) Tangaroa and the brain in order to promote his role as kaitiaki 

of the brain. Why I have focused on this topic is because it is personal. I have experienced first-

hand the issues and complexities that accompany Māori brain health. In 2016 my Koro 

(papa/grandfather) was diagnosed with dementia a week apart from also being diagnosed with 

cancer. The years following were and continue to be an extreme struggle for not only himself, 

but also significantly for my Nana, my Mum, my Dad and my siblings. Although there were 

signs of previous brain degeneration over the past decade, it was once his diagnoses occurred 

that the largest transition began. Since then, we have gradually witnessed his health worsen to 

a point where he has become unable to take care of himself.  
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As I grew up and spent a large portion of my youth with him, Chuck Haven Taiaroa 

was the epitome of what I believed personified Māori health. He was forever active through 

martial arts, cycling, and rugby. His enthusiasm was un-met and his ukulele was an extension 

of his personality and his wairua (spirit). He didn’t drink alcohol and didn’t smoke during my 

lifetime and was the heart of every family event and gathering. I am yet to come to the 

acceptance that my Papa’s brain has changed from the man I once knew. It is a harsh reality to 

face but it is the key driver for me undergoing this critical research. My research does not aim 

to cure or fix the illness that our elderly are facing, rather it works to develop a way that we 

can understand this specific part of the body (an extremely tapu [sacred] part) with cultural 

authority and autonomy.  

During the time of coming to terms with my Papa’s diagnosis I had been examining 

tribal kōrero (discussion) from Kahungunu as well as pūrākau (cultural narratives) and 

whakapapa (genealogies) of many of our atua, including Tangaroa. In my examination of 

pūrākau of Tangaroa, I learnt about whakapapa related to the brain and the acquisition of 

knowledge. At that time, I did not pursue it further. Later, through my role in Te Koronga, 

attending hui (meeting) and wānanga (forum) as a part of the national Centre of Research 

Figure 1: Papa, my Koro was diagnosed with dementia in 2016 and is my personal 

motivation for this research. 
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Excellence Brain Research New Zealand (BRNZ), I began to see the emergence of potential 

connections to bring together these components. During these wānanga (forum), a common 

kōrero was that there was limited brain research that is Māori led (Dudley, Wilson & Barker-

Collo, 2014; Elder, 2013, 2015). Non-Māori research has dominated the advancement of 

understanding the brain. Furthermore, there were few if any studies that had examined 

mātauranga specifically related to atua, whakapapa and pūrākau in relation to the brain. This 

was the genesis for the research.  

State of Māori health 

The total Māori population of Aotearoa is approximately 15% (Statistics New Zealand, 

2018). Māori are considered a young population with the median age being 24 (Ministry of 

Health, 2019). Māori are also overrepresented in negative health statistics (Dudley, 2014). For 

example, the state of Māori health shows that both Māori children and adults are at higher risk 

for various health issues than non-Māori such as cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes and 

arthritis (Ministry of Health, 2019).  

While Māori currently comprise a small portion of people living with dementia, it is 

predicted to increase from 5.1% to 8% over the next 20 years, making dementia an increasingly 

relevant issue for Māori (Ministry of Health, 2019). Dementia is the gradual loss of brain 

functions; this being primarily due to structural changes within the brain. Alzheimer’s is the 

most common cause of dementia and within New Zealand Māori have the highest rate of 

increase for dementia compared to non-Māori (Ministry of Health, 2019). Māori have the 

highest predicted prevalence difference in Aotearoa (Alzheimer’s New Zealand, 2016); this 

means that although as a culture we are living much longer, our diagnosis numbers are also 

expected to increase the most. According to Statistics New Zealand (2018) the population of 

Māori living over the age of 60 has increased by 16,800 over the past 20 years. While this is 
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positive, it increases the risk of health issues related to an ageing population (Ministry of 

Health, 2019).  

Te Ao Māori 

Te Ao Māori (the Māori world) is all that is encompassed and intertwined within a 

Māori universe (Andersen, 1940; Best, 1924; Best, 1982; Marsden, 2003; Royal, 2005). Te Ao 

Māori has rich tradition and knowledge carried though tikanga, language, mythology, theology, 

history, health and everything that has been vital to the development and advancement of Māori 

culture (Mead, 2016). This research explored two major elements of Te Ao Māori: these were 

te ira tangata (human element) and; te ira atua (spiritual element) (Tamaiti, 2017). Te ira tangata 

concerns humankind and encompasses the principles of hauora Māori (Māori health) and brain 

health. It reflects research that is somewhat known and provides Māori understandings of the 

brain; te ira tangata was a steppingstone to then examine less known mātauranga of the brain. 

Te ira atua is concerned with the new research and learnings of the connection between 

Tangaroa and Māori brain health. Te ira atua reflects the spiritual element and incorporates the 

principles of pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga. These principles guided this research in 

examining Tangaroa as the kaitiaki of the brain. Furthermore, the two versions I continuously 

refer to are Tangaroa (aligning with my knowledge and experiences from Ngāti Kahungunu) 

and Takaroa of the Ngāi Tahu dialect (aligning with my knowledge and experiences from Ngāi 

Tahu). I now discuss these two elements in detail and their relationship to the overall research. 

Ira Tangata 

Te ira tangata was used in this research to describe the human element. I interpreted ira 

tangata as the health of our people and culture understood through concepts such as hauora 

Māori framed by Te Ao Māori. The importance of including this element is that it opens the 

space for the examination of all aspects to do with us as humans. Human health and wellness 

is the key to be alive. For Māori, the needs of our cultural health and wellness systems has roots 
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within the ira tangata and the ira atua; because as Māori our origins are to and through the 

realms and elements of the physical and meta-physical (Marsden, 2003; Whatahoro, 2011). Te 

ira tangata was expressed in this research through the discussion of elements of hauora (health), 

waiora (wellness/wellbeing), te wairoro (brain) and toiora (to be sound). I explain these aspects 

of te ira tangata in Chapter 3: Kōrero Poutohu.  

Hauora  

Hauora Māori is a phrase used to describe Māori health. As stated above, to be of te ira 

tangata is to be alive as humans, descendants of atua. Hauora is the breath (hau) of life (ora) 

and furthermore associates us as descendants of the atua who contributed to creating the first 

female form Hineahuone (female formed from earth) out of sand and clay (Royal, 2005; 

Whatahoro, 2011) (which I describe further in my analytical chapters). The World Health 

Organization’s (WHO) definition of health is that 

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity (WHO, n.d., para.1). 

 

Hauora Māori however is a culturally unique philosophy that underpins not only physical, 

mental and social wellbeing, but importantly incorporates a spiritual element. Hauora Māori is 

embedded within Durie’s (1982) Māori health model Te Whare Tapa Whā. Durie’s (1982) 

model is a well-accepted model of Māori health and has been influential to the advancement 

of Māori research within the health sector. Te Whare Tapa Whā consists of four pillars 

fundamental to one’s overall health. These are: taha whānau (social health), taha hinengaro 

(mental/emotional health), taha tinana (physical health) and taha wairua (spiritual health). Te 

Whare Tapa Whā is further discussed alongside several other Kaupapa Māori based 

frameworks of health; these being Te Wheke (Pere, 1991), Te Waka Oranga (Elder, 2013), Te 

Waka Kuaka (Elder, 2015), Te Wai Mātūturu (Hanara, 2018) and multiple models that have 

been developed within the Māori graduate research group Te Koronga (Cunningham, 2014; 
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Mita, 2014; Phillips, 2018; Raureti, 2018). To fully encapsulate what this research focuses on, 

I will now discuss a branch of hauora which concerns our brain. 

Te Wairoro: Māori Brain Health 

Brain health refers to healthy development and growth of the brain. It is a part of our 

hauora that has a branch in all four pillars of Te Whare Tapa Whā. For Māori, brain health is 

also holistic (Elder, 2015); Hīroa2 (n.d) established a list of Māori anatomical phrases where 

the term wairoro meant brain. Wai meaning water and roro acknowledging our brain as an 

organ of spongy matter. Wai is a source of sustenance and a realm personified by many Māori 

atua such as Tangaroa (ocean and sea water), Parawhenuamea (fresh water), Hinemoana (ocean 

maid), and Kiwa (ocean guardian) for example. The term wairoro acknowledges the vitality of 

our brain and that Māori can interpret it as a gift from atua. Therefore, in reference to the brain 

I use the term wairoro.  

A key concept to note within this research is the sacredness of the head as the house for 

te wairoro. The phrase ‘he tapu te ūpoko’ acknowledges the sacredness of our head (Elder, 

2015). The word tapu translates to and reflects on sacredness; sacredness being the element 

pertaining to atua (Calman, 2012). Interpreting our brain as a gift from the atua therefore 

endows the brain with sacredness as well as the sacredness of the surrounding protective 

structure. Disturbance to the tapu of our heads disrupts our brain and therefore impacts overall 

hauora and well-being as Māori.  

 There are very few studies that focus on brain health from a Māori perspective (Dudley, 

Wilson & Baker-Collo, 2014; Elder, 2013, 2015). For example, Elder (2013, 2015) examines 

traumatic brain injury (TBI) from a Māori perspective providing a fresh outlook in regard to 

brain health through Te Waka Oranga (2013) and Te Waka Kuaka (2015), Māori specific 

assessment tools for TBI recovery and healing. Furthermore, Dudley, Wilson & Barker-Collo 

 
2 Te Rangi Hiroa of Ngāti Mutunga, also known as Peter Buck, was a Māori doctor, military leader, health 

administrator, politician, anthropologist, museum director and author. 
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(2014) also presented work on assessing culturally appropriate ways for neuropsychological 

assessment. 

Te Waka Oranga is an indigenous intervention tool for rehabilitation following a TBI 

(Elder, 2013). Te Waka Oranga adopts the shape of a waka (canoe). As a traditional mode of 

transport, the waka represents movement as a collective in order to arrive at a desired 

destination (Elder, 2015). Te Waka Oranga expresses how TBI causes not only physiological 

damage, but also damage to our wairua by disconnecting us from identity and whānau. Since 

wairua is a separate entity to the body and the body is the vehicle, the damage to the physical 

can disconnect us from the spiritual entity that connects us to our roots and origin. TBI occurs 

when an external force injures the brain. This is further examined in Chapter 3: Kōrero Tāhuhu. 

Wairua provides Māori the reality to connect to all aspects of the woven universe (Marsden, 

2003; Elder, 2013). When our wairua is disturbed, our connection to the physical, emotional 

and social aspects of the universe are also disturbed and we become disconnected from our 

origins (Durie, 1985; Elder, 2015).  

Alongside TBI, major brain health issues that are prevalent in Aotearoa include 

dementia, Alzheimer’s and depression. These diseases and symptoms have a major effect 

towards a person’s holistic health. The workings advanced from the aforementioned 

researchers are extremely successful in examining a Māori perspective into brain research. 

However, what this thesis proposes to offer is a basic foundation for Māori to understand the 

brain; this being the basic structures and functions that make sense to Māori and are derived 

from Māori knowledge. The process of how this is achieved is through the reinterpretation of 

mātauranga Māori of Tangaroa through pūrākau and whakapapa. Mātauranga Māori is the 

knowledge and comprehension of everything that has, does and will ever exist in the universe 

as Māori (Hikuroa, 2017). It provides the foundation for how Māori interact and understand 

the tangible and non-tangible elements of the universe. 
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Māori brain health has a large focus on Māori brain illness (Dudley, Wilson & Baker-

Collo, 2014; Elder, 2013, 2015). Therefore, this shifts a large focus of Māori brain research 

towards negative statistics. Māori contribute largely to the young population of Aotearoa. For 

example, in 2018 the median age for Māori males was 23.1 years of age while females were 

slightly higher with 26.1 years of age (Statistics New Zealand, 2018). This shows that half of 

the Māori population are under the age of 23 (for male) and 26 (for females). Because Māori 

are a young population as evident by the statistics, the emphasis on Māori perspectives of brain 

health needs to be explored because as the ageing Māori population grows, ageing related 

illness and injury will become increasingly relevant issues for Māori.  

Despite this, there has been limited exposure and need for Māori to enhance a cultural 

philosophy of the ageing brain. Alongside the limited exposure is the lack of Māori engagement 

within the fields of brain health research also (Dudley, Wilson & Baker-Collo, 2014; Elder, 

2013, 2015). This research is significant for providing exposure around the importance of 

Māori brain health, and similarly the importance of encouraging the younger generation to 

engage in this important field of research for our people.  

Although the Māori population is predominantly young, Māori life expectancy is 

gradually increasing. Since the early 19th century, the life expectancy for Māori has increased 

exponentially from 30 years of age to 70 years of age (Pool, 2019). In the past 20 years, the 

number of Māori living over the age of 65 has increased from 8,900 to 26,100 (Statistics New 

Zealand, 2018). The increased population of Māori living to elderly ages drives the need for 

this research as a Te Ao Māori perspective as well. It not only attempts to address the gap in 

brain health research, but also attempts to provide mātauranga Māori towards understanding 

the Māori brain from a Māori perspective and worldview (Dudley, 2014). Dudley (2014) 

explains it is positive to see Māori population living for much longer, however, it results in the 

increase of health issues which align with older age, many relating to brain health. Māori are a 
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significant minority when it comes to brain health due to it being a field with limited Māori 

engagement, input and understanding (Dudley, 2014). The following section discusses the 

spiritual element, te ira atua. 

Ira Atua 

Te ira atua describes the supernatural element of this research; this being atua. Where 

te ira tangata examined the human side of existence, te ira atua focuses on the spiritual and 

extra-terrestrial elements of existence such as the numerous atua. Some of the primary atua 

within many of the Māori narratives are those such as Papatūānuku (Earth Mother) and 

Ranginui (Sky Father). Atua are the physical and spiritual manifestations of the physical world, 

metaphysical world, and experiences we as Māori come to understand (Heke, 2017; Marsden, 

2003). For example, Tūmatauenga is the atua of war but also personifies humans as hunters, 

while Rongomātāne is the atua of cultivation and also personifies peace. Atua are given the 

space within this research through a concept known as atuatanga (all things atua) (Rangiwai, 

2018). Atuatanga is a culturally driven philosophy that provides the space for the inclusion of 

all things atua related (Rangiwai, 2018).  

My research is focussed on Tangaroa and specifically the mātauranga and whakapapa 

derived from four key pūrākau that acknowledge Tangaroa/Takaroa as the atua of the marine 

environment, connected to the origins of the Māori artform of carving and associated with the 

hidden schools of knowledge (Best, 1928; Marsden, 2003; Pomare & Cowan, 1987). 

Tangaroa/Takaroa is often affiliated to the oceans, seas and all creatures therein (Pomare & 

Cowan, 1987). These two narratives originate from different iwi. The first residing within 

majority of the iwi and hapū (subtribe) in the North Island and the second belonging to a South 

Island (Ngāi Tahu) kōrero. Both kōrero pertain to Tangaroa as the atua of waitai (seawater). I 

refer to these two pūrākau in the thesis as Tangaroa/Takaroa o ngā Waitai. I also explored a 

third kōrero, Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo where Tangaroa has whakapapa to the origin of 
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carvings through his grandson, Rua-te-pupuke (Graham, 2004; Toia, 1996). I will continue to 

refer to this pūrākau as Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo. The final kōrero is the hidden schools of 

Rua pertaining to knowledge. This kōrero is entitled Tangaroa o ngā Kura Huna o Rua. 

(Aranga, 2009; Best, 2005). The aforementioned titles given to each kōrero falls under the 

umbrella of Tangaroa: Kaitiaki o te Wairoro (Tangaroa: guardian of the brain).  

For Māori, the reality is that we whakapapa to atua and therefore to te taiao (the 

environment) as personified forms of cultural deities (Mahuika, 2019). Tangaroa is highly 

regarded as the atua of the sea, the sea being the Earth’s salty water content. For this research, 

Tangaroa is referred in his role over not just the ocean and seas, but also in relation to the salty 

water content which resides in our brain. Specifically, I link the whakapapa of Tangaroa to 

understandings of the brain and to highlight his role as kaitiaki of the brain. The following  

discusses pūrākau as Māori cultural narratives. 

Pūrākau 

Pūrākau are cultural narratives, stories and myths shared through Māori culture as a 

way to recite cultural history and knowledge (Lee, 2013). The word pū means base, and rākau 

means tree (Lee, 2005). Pūrākau signifies the growth of a tree through its lifetime, forming a 

strong base where roots cement themselves into the soil (Lee, 2005); this then supports the full 

growth of the trunk, the branches to the twigs and leaves which grow at its ends (Lee, 2005). 

Pūrākau is an expression of strong cultural roots that encourage growth, learning and 

development (Lee, 2005; Royal, 2000).  

Pūrākau are a cultural taonga (treasure) and are central to uncovering the many realities, 

truths and mysteries of our culture. Pūrākau have an evident role in this research as they allow 

me to explore the minds and narratives of our ancestors, some of which had a deep, vivid and 

real connection to the atua. The concept of pūrākau is further examined in Chapter 4: Kōrero 

Poutokomanawa. The pūrākau that I examine in this chapter are Tangaroa o ngā Waitai as son 
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of Ranginui and Papatūānuku (North Island narrative), Takaroa o ngā Waitai as husband to 

Papatūānuku (South Island narrative), Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo in the origin of carving, and 

Tangaroa o ngā Kura Huna o Rua in the hidden schools of knowledge. Each of these pūrākau 

have a link which connects Tangaroa to the brain. Embedded throughout pūrākau are the 

whakapapa that ties us to the creation of everything and everyone; therefore, there is 

whakapapa that ties Tangaroa to the brain. The next section briefly discusses the principle of 

whakapapa.  

Whakapapa 

Whakapapa is the Māori conceptualisation of the term genealogy. Genealogy that can 

often be visualised or experienced through examining pūrākau. An extended understanding of 

the word whakapapa also means the layering or to recite in order (Williams, 1971; Bauer, 

1997). Marsden (2003) examines the idea of whakapapa as “every organism in the natural 

world … is the result of a prior cause, of a chain or procession of events” (p. 31). Each of these 

meanings signifying that for Māori, whakapapa is much more than just acknowledgement of 

genealogy, our human lineage and connection to the world. It suggests the recollection of past 

events, figures, people and systems which in turn, lead to who we are today (Roberts, 2010, 

2013). Whakapapa inherently connects us to our cultural landscapes and seascapes by 

acknowledging our descent from atua who personify these environments (Roberts, 2013), such 

as in my opening in this chapter. Whakapapa is a vital component of this research as it allows 

recollection and recital of traditional layering of Māori history. Whakapapa is further examined 

in Chapter 2: Kōrero Tāhuhu and Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa. The whakapapa of 

Tangaroa is fundamental to recognise his role in the guardianship of the brain. The following 

discusses the concept of mātauranga Māori.  

Mātauranga 

Mātauranga means Māori knowledge and ways of knowing. Mātauranga Māori is the 

phrase coined for the knowledge embedded into everything and anything that is known as 
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Māori. Hikuroa (2017) refers to mātauranga Māori as the ūkaipō of knowledge in Aotearoa, 

New Zealand. Ūkaipō translates to mother or source of sustenance. Therefore, Hikuroa (2017) 

establishes mātauranga as the source of all knowledge within Aotearoa.  

Mātauranga Māori is embedded within the four pūrākau I examine and reveals the 

reality of the relationships between creation, the universe, atua and man (Marsden, 2003). 

Furthermore, Hikuroa (2017) adds that “pūrākau represent a type of codified mātauranga 

Māori” (p. 5). This highlights that pūrākau are a culturally unique way of storing, preserving 

and accessing mātauranga Māori. As a ‘codified’ form, pūrākau can be deconstructed and 

demystified in order to access the kura huna (hidden knowledge) contained within. This is 

further examined in Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa. 

Research Rationale  

Brain health is a field in Aotearoa where there is a significant lack of a Māori presence 

and engagement (Dudley, 2014). There is a vast majority of brain research that seeks to 

understand at a neurological level what is happening to the brain at any point in time; more 

specifically to this research what is happening with age (Dudley, Wilson & Baker-Collo, 2014). 

However, there is limited research that considers Māori understandings of the brain, including 

its physiology and anatomy from a Māori perspective. Limited cultural input engenders limited 

cultural understanding, including how Māori interact, engage and cope with the harsh reality 

which many of us face when it comes to brain health and wellness. Oetzel et al, (2019) 

produced a study entitled Kaumātua Mana Motuhake: A study protocol for a peer education 

intervention to help Māori elders work through later-stage life transitions as part of the Ageing 

Well National Science Challenge3. Grounded in Kaupapa Māori, this research examined a 

protocol in which to help Māori whānau adjust to the non-curable diseases that align with the 

 
3 Ageing Well National Science Challenge “is a national research collaboration involving the major New 
Zealand research groups in ageing research” (retrieved from https://www.ageingwellchallenge.co.nz/about/). 

https://www.ageingwellchallenge.co.nz/about/
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rapidly increased life expectancy in Aotearoa. It resulted in acknowledging that the strength in 

doing so lay within indigenous philosophies and methods (Oetzel et al, 2019). Whether it is 

you or a family member, illness is a factor that is experienced by the entire whānau not just the 

individual. Therefore, it is important to place care around not only the individual, but the 

surrounding community (Oetzel et al, 2019). The rationale for this research is to raise 

awareness of the importance of Māori brain health research and demonstrate the benefits a 

mātauranga Māori driven perspective of the brain has.  

Aim  

The aim of this research was to investigate whether pūrākau and whakapapa of 

Tangaroa provides insights to a Māori perspective of the brain. 

Research Questions 

The overarching research question was: 

What are the connections between Tangaroa and Māori brain health for Māori health 

and wellbeing? 

The sub-questions for this research were: 

How does Mātauranga Māori preserve and protect Māori perspectives of the brain? 

How does the whakapapa and pūrākau of Tangaroa inform Māori understanding and 

perspective of the brain? 

Significance 

The significance of this research is to provide autonomy for Māori in the fields of brain 

research. It is about providing fresh cultural perspectives for Māori to learn and understand the 

structure and functions of the brain from our own lens. It is important that Māori advance in 

this area of research as the demand for it is expanding simultaneously with the life expectancy 

for Māori. With a young but ageing population, Māori are entering a phase where age related 
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illness are beginning to affect more of our own whānau. Therefore, a new phase of life demands 

a new phase of understanding, and for Māori this should be a way that is unique and our own.  

This research is also significant for promoting the centrality and legitimacy of 

mātauranga Māori in the usually western dominated fields of research, health and education. It 

engages a Māori worldview on health which includes the underlying atua of our world and it 

will validate and legitimise Māori input and knowledge within the areas of health and 

education. Furthermore, this thesis signifies the universal role atua such as Tangaroa have when 

it comes to understanding Māori brain health.  

Methodology 

This research was driven by Te Ao Māori. Therefore, the selected methodological 

perspectives I chose were Māori-based to enhance the mana of Te Ao Māori within this 

research. I utilised Kaupapa Māori Theory (KMT) (Smith, 1990) and three KMT principles; 

Tino Rangatiratanga (self-determination), Taonga Tuku Iho (cultural aspiration) and Ako 

Māori (culturally preferred pedagogy). I also chose to draw upon three additional principles: 

pūrākau (Lee, 2009), whakapapa (Roberts, 2013) and atuatanga (Rangiwai, 2018). 

The qualitative methods of the study included archival analysis of pūrākau and semi-

structured interviews. Archival material refers to pūrākau that contained whakapapa which 

connected Tangaroa to the brain. Furthermore, I employed semi-structured interviews with four 

kaumātua/kuia/pākeke (elders). The semi-structured interviews involved open ended questions.  

Structure 

The structure of this thesis is based on a traditional Māori ancestral house or a whare 

tūpuna. The importance of this is that it collates the symbolism of what each element of the 

whare (house) represents. I have chosen to structure this thesis in reflection of the whare tūpuna 

as it is one of the most important elements of the marae (meeting ground). It not only resembles 

a similar structure to the human form but it is also representative of our tūpuna and atua. This 
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thesis is a representation of my tūpuna who have passed down their mātauranga to me through 

whakapapa and into this thesis. I explain next the title given to each chapter, its relevance to a 

structural feature of the whare tūpuna and its connection to the overall kaupapa of this research. 

The first chapter, the current, is entitled Te Roro: Introduction. The name refers to the 

component of a traditional ancestral meeting house often noted as the front end or veranda. It 

is also a representation of the mind or brain of that specific ancestor to that marae. I have chosen 

the name ‘te roro’ as it is the initial entrance point before stepping inside the whare and it also 

recognises the brain; thus representing an entrance point to this thesis and recognising a key 

component embedded throughout. The Introduction chapter discusses the overarching kaupapa 

and motivation of this research, introducing key literature and archival material that depicts 

Tangaroa as the kaitiaki of the brain. I highlight the rationale of the research and significance 

of brain health research grounded in a Māori worldview, and conclude with stating the aim and 

research questions of the study.  

The second chapter is entitled Korero Tāhuhu: Methodology. Tāhuhu within the whare 

represents the spine or backbone of that specific ancestor. It is the supporting frame that runs 

the length of the whare. Therefore, Chapter 2 is the methodology which supported and framed 

this research. I discuss KMT and the underlying principles that were utilised in this research. 

Furthermore, it addresses the additional principles of pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga as 

guiding principles for this research. The methods then explain the process used to obtain data, 

introduces participants as well as the data analysis process.  

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are the analytical chapters where literature, archival material and 

data analysis are merged throughout. This follows the format of previous authors in this field 

(Cunningham, 2016; Jackson, 2011; Mita, 2016; Phillips, 2015; Raureti, 2018). These three 

chapters are symbolised by the three main pou (pillar) that stand upright in the whare tūpuna.  
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Chapter 3 is entitled Kōrero Poutohu: Te Ira Tangata. Translated as signpost and 

representing the first pillar standing in the whare, this chapter is the first analytical step into 

this thesis. The overarching element in this chapter is the ira tangata, the human element. I 

focused on examining hauora Māori through health models. It also discusses the concepts of 

waiora, wairoro and toiora. This chapter concludes with addressing the need for this research 

by examining Māori brain related illness. 

Chapter 4 is entitled Kōrero Poutokomanawa: Te Ira Atua. Translated as the centre post 

and representing the pillar that stands at the heart of the whare, poutokomanawa is the heart of 

Māori culture; this being atua. Ira atua is known as the spiritual element and grants the space 

to discuss all things atua related. This chapter therefore explores the ira atua aspects pertaining 

to this research, namely the concept of pūrākau an analysis of four specific pūrākau related to 

Tangaroa, as well as the concept of whakapapa and its relevance to Māori brain health. 

Chapter 5 is entitled Kōrero Poutuarongo: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. Poutuarongo is the 

pillar that stands at the backend of the whare and represents the final steps in the analytical 

process of this thesis. The word tuarongo itself has a strong relevance to the kaupapa of this 

thesis as the word ‘roro tuarongo’ translates to the cerebellum, a major structure of the brain. 

This chapter collates findings from the previous analytical chapters and weaves together the 

ira atua and ira tangata to consider an emergent model Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi.  

Chapter 6 is the conclusion chapter and is entitled Kōrero Ātea: Kaitiaki o te Wairoro. 

The ātea is the courtyard and open area in front of the whare, representing a place to provoke 

further discussion and advancement. It is also translated to be a place that is clear from 

obstruction. Kaitiaki o te Wairoro translates to ‘Keeper of the Brain’ and represents this entire 

thesis as it addresses the connection of Tangaroa and the brain. This chapter further provides a 

summary of each chapter, main findings and a consideration for the future directions and 
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aspirations for Māori in brain research. The chapter is then concluded with a karakia (prayer) 

to acknowledge the waters of Tangaroa.  

 

  

Figure 2: This thesis symbolises an ancestral house of a marae 
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Wāhanga Tuarua: Chapter Two 

Kōrero Tāhuhu: Methodology 

 

The following wāhanga (chapter) is entitled Kōrero Tāhuhu: Methodology and is the 

backbone to support this research. The spine of traditional whare tūpuna on marae is called the 

tāhuhu and represents the spine of the ancestor of that whare. Therefore, Kōrero Tāhuhu is the 

spine for this research and engages in kōrero surrounding methodologies and methods of this 

research.  

The overarching methodology for this research was Kaupapa Māori Theory which is 

the study of Māori ways of knowing, doing and understanding (Smith, 1997). To begin this 

chapter, I will firstly explain KMT as well as several underlying principles. Secondly, I will 

explain the methods of which this research was conducted. I utilised archival research with a 

specific focus on pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga as well as semi structured interviews. 

Thirdly, I will discuss my approach to working with Māori kaumātua/kuia/pākeke (elder/adult). 

Finally, I outline the participants involved in this research and conclude this chapter describing 

the processes of data analysis.  

Kaupapa Māori Theory  

Kaupapa Māori Theory is the overarching methodology. It is a culturally unique theory 

and methodology to Māori. The word kaupapa has several translations such as a platform, stage 

or purpose. Kaupapa Māori Theory therefore is a platform and purpose for Māori within 

research (Smith, 1997). The word kaupapa stems from kau, meaning purely, simply. Papa can 

mean foundation referring to Papatūānuku being the earth and the raw fibre of us as 

descendants of the first human Hineahuone (Moorfield, 2011; Royal, 2005). Kaupapa Māori 

provides the space for Māori to be Māori, for example it operates using values within Te Ao 

Māori such as language, beliefs and social structures (Eketone, 2008). Within Western 

institutions, Eketone (2008) explained that KMT provides a space for Māori to be Māori and it 
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challenges well-established philosophies. Part of the theoretical development of KMT was the 

influence of Critical theory and constructivism (Eketone, 2008).  

Critical theory 

Critical theory is a critique on social and cultural boundaries by applying social science 

and humanitarian views and perspectives to dismantle oppressive structures (Eketone, 2008). 

Horkheimer (1982) explains that critical theory “liberate[s] human beings from the 

circumstances that enslave them” (p. 244). It does so by advancing understanding for society 

about social equity (Horkheimer, 1982; Prince, 2017). Smith (1997) acknowledges three 

significant components within KMT drawn from critical theory: conscientisation, resistance 

and reflective change. 

Conscientisation  

The first component is conscientisation which is revealing reality. It highlights the 

importance of uncovering societal issues surrounding hegemonic forces then critiquing and 

deconstructing those issues. For example, Māori have been long battling the forces of 

colonisation (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011). Therefore, conscientisation provides the space to reveal 

the impacts and realities of colonisation. Colonisation has negatively impacted and continues 

to impact the people and also cultural practices. Pūrākau are an example of a cultural practice 

which has been affected by colonisation. According to Lee (2009), colonisation has impacted 

the way mātauranga Māori was and has been kept through the change in oral narratives to 

written word. 

Resistance 

The second component is resistance. Resistance is the process of reacting and being 

proactive to these negative forces previously discussed. Colonisation has forced Māori into a 

state of minority (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011). Therefore, Māori are in a phase of regaining autonomy 

in our own homelands. It is important that Māori do this in a way where Te Ao Māori is held 
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strongly in their philosophy to not only bring back the culture, but to carry the philosophies 

with them (Smith, 1997). 

Resistance is the recognition of opposing action which target the hegemonic forces of 

reality (Horkheimer, 1982). For Māori, this means for example the revival of pūrākau and 

revitalising how our tūpuna used to express and share pūrākau, or reinterpret those pūrākau for 

today. Pūrākau need to be more than just a myth or a story, these provide Māori an 

understanding to their place in Te Ao Māori. As Lee (2009) states “pūrākau, a traditional form 

of Māori narrative, contains philosophical thought, epistemological constructs, cultural codes, 

and worldviews that are fundamental to our identity as Māori” (p. 96). Lee (2009) also notes 

how pūrākau should not be considered a fable or myth because they are the cultural 

underpinnings of our world.   

Reflective Change 

The final component is reflective change. This refers to reflecting on the issues and 

examining a way to move forward from them (Horkheimer, 1982). For example, this 

component allows us to reflect on the negative impact of colonisation and construct 

methodologies and methods of changing those impacts.  

For example, this is about taking back pūrākau as not only a story to define cultural 

identity within a Māori context, but also as a narrative to enhance the presence of Māori in 

Western dominated areas such as health and research. This research is an example of how we 

can repurpose our pūrākau while still acknowledging and maintaining the kōrero within to help 

Māori advance in the area of health and research.  

Constructivism 

The second social theory which helped in the development of KMT is constructivism. 

The idea of constructivism is to examine the origin of knowledge from interaction and 

experiences with the natural world (Fosnot & Perry, 2015). It highlights how society and 
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cultures acquire knowledge. Constructivism aligns with the concept of whakapapa in trying to 

understand origins as well as the origin of mātauranga and tikanga, much of which is found in 

pūrākau. Critical theory and constructivism have had an influence in this research in the context 

of KMT. These views are important to theorise the decolonisation of Te Ao Māori and to reveal 

unequal power relations between Māori and non-Māori through KMT. The following 

introduces Smith’s (1990) Kaupapa Māori principles and expands on the three I utilised in this 

research.   

Kaupapa Māori Principles 

Smith (1990) initially proposed six key principles to understanding KMT. These were: 

Tino Rangatiratanga (self-determination); Taonga Tuku Iho (cultural aspirations); Ako Māori 

(culturally preferred pedagogy); Kia Piki ake i ngā Raruraru o te Kāinga (socio-economic); 

Whānau (extended family & relationships) and Kaupapa (collective philosophy). For the 

purposes of this research I will primarily focus on the principles of Tino Rangatiratanga, 

Taonga Tuku Iho and Ako Māori. Kaupapa Māori has created a space where I explore and 

develop upon the legacy of prior research. I also used three additional principles of Kaupapa 

Māori. These were pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga.  

Tino Rangatiratanga 

Tino Rangatiratanga is the principle of self-determination and autonomy. Tino 

Rangatiratanga establishes the principle of achieving and asserting control for Māori over their 

own culture, lives and aspirations (Smith, 1990). Rangatira, for Māori, is referred to as a chief 

or someone of high authority and rank. Rangatiratanga is the measure and right to exercise 

authority. Tino Rangatiratanga is the expression and exercise of Māori autonomy.  

This research seeks to provides autonomy for Māori within the areas of health and brain 

research. It is Māori led, working with Māori participants, and utilises Māori methodologies. 

Tino Rangatiratanga is for Māori to assert control rather than settling in to the hegemonic forces 
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that were introduced during colonisation (Eketone, 1982). Atua, whakapapa and pūrākau are 

vital to Māori regaining a strong cultural identity in Aotearoa. Having a strong understanding 

that we whakapapa to the atua allows Māori to connect with all elements of the world and 

therefore, separates our worldview in regard to a Western philosophy.  

Taonga Tuku Iho 

The principle of Taonga Tuku Iho is about providing legitimacy and centrality of Te 

Ao Māori within Western institutions and within Te Ao Māori in and of itself. This includes 

the revitalisation of te reo, mātauranga and tikanga (Smith, 1990). Taonga Tuku Iho translates 

to the handed down (tuku iho) treasures (taonga) of our ancestors. These taonga include for 

example our language, knowledge and traditions.  

The importance of Taonga Tuku Iho in this research is about the revitalisation of Māori 

ways of seeing, interacting and understanding our whakapapa, pūrākau and atua. I also interpret 

taonga to mean health, and the validity and relevance of understanding brain health for Māori 

by providing a cultural philosophy constructed from te reo Māori, mātauranga Māori, and 

tikanga Māori (Elder, 2015; Kingi, 2007). 

Ako Māori 

Ako Māori is a culturally preferred way of teaching and learning (Smith, 1990). Ako 

translates to both teaching and learning which reflects the importance of reciprocity for Māori 

when it comes to understanding. Ako Māori identifies culturally preferred ways of teaching 

and learning such as hui, wānanga and tuakana/teina (older/younger relationship) (Eketone, 

2008). I have also utilised this principle through data collection in my role as the researcher 

working with pākeke and kaumātua/kuia. In this case I was the learner and they were the 

teacher.  
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Pūrākau  

As discussed in Chapter 1: Te Roro, pūrākau are cultural narratives (Lee, Hoskins & 

Doherty, 2005). In this research I viewed pūrākau as an additional principle of KMT as pūrākau 

guided many elements of this research. For example, I examined and discussed pūrākau with 

each of my participants. The ira atua element of this research requires the layering and 

integrating of cultural narratives surrounding Tangaroa. By doing so, it creates Māori ways of 

teaching and learning through the utilisation of our traditional kōrero from our tūpuna. I have 

utilised pūrākau in my research as a scope to examine cultural histories and narratives 

pertaining to atua, more specifically Tangaroa.  

Whakapapa  

Whakapapa is the literal recital of both the spiritual and physical elements, stages and 

experiences that have influenced the creation of where we stand and who stand as today (Ngata, 

2019). Whakapapa is a lot more than revisiting our human genealogy as it includes 

understanding ourselves as a product of our tūpuna, atua and natural world (Roberts, 2013). As 

a chosen additional principle, Whakapapa is being utilised in order to understand the storage 

of atua and the identities that connect them to Māori research. (Te Rito; 2007; Mahuika, 2019). 

I have elevated whakapapa to a principle as it has guided the analysis of examining the layering 

of events, genealogies and phenomena in pūrākau. I have utilised whakapapa in my research 

as a principle to guide me through the layering process of connecting Tangaroa to the brain. 

Atuatanga 

Atuatanga was the final additional KMT principle I incorporated (Rangiwai, 2018). 

Tate’s (2012) atuatanga model explores the connection between atua, tangata and whenua. 

Atuatanga provides the space to interlink the spiritual and physical worlds connecting the ira 

atua and ira tangata. Atuatanga allows me to explore the kōrero and realms of our atua to 

uncover connections regarding Māori research. Atuatanga is being used in this research to open 

up the space for the discussion and exploration of Māori deities within this research. The 
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following section outlines the methods of which I undertook to complete the data collection 

process.  

Methods 

In alignment with my methodology, the methods for this research were archival 

research and semi-structured interviews. Archival research was used to source and examine 

pūrākau. Semi-structured interviews were used to gather rich information from Māori pākeke, 

kaumātua and kuia.  

Archival Research 

As stated, the four primary pūrākau which I have analysed for this research are 

Tangaroa o ngā Waitai (son of Ranginui & Papatūānuku), Takaroa o ngā Waitai (Husband to 

Papatūānuku), Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo (origin of Māori carving) and Tangaroa ngā Kura 

Huna o Rua (hidden schools of Rua). The following briefly explores the specific texts I drew 

upon and the contributors to each text. I found each of these texts through online sources of 

The Journal of Polynesian Society, the New Zealand Electronic Text Centre and the New 

Zealand Qualifications Authority. I also analysed the archival texts The Lore of Whare 

Wānanga through hardcopy as well as through the Internet Sacred Text Archive (ISTA) 

website. I utilised these sources because these are trusted stores of traditional archival material 

in Aotearoa.   

Tangaroa o ngā Waitai Texts  

There is an abundance of archival texts related to Tangaroa. I undertook archival 

searches of Legends of the Māori Volume 1 by Sir Maui Pomare and James Cowan (1987), 

Māori Religion by Johannes Andersen (1940), Māori Religion and Mythology Part 1 by Elsdon 

Best (2005), and The Māori Volume 1 (Best, 1924). Tangaroa is echoed as god of the sea, Lord 

of the vast waters and the tide controller. Each of these texts explore the universe of Māori 

theology, mythology, cosmogony and anthropogony. Although each of these texts had 
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contributions by non-Māori ethnologists, it was also the same men that were intrusted with this 

sacred knowledge from our ancestors for preservation. These texts were vital in the 

preservation of knowledge during the hardship of colonisation which saw traditional ways of 

disseminating and preserving mātauranga Māori dismissed. Furthermore, the first text that is 

crucial to recognise as to champion Māori research is The Lore of Whare Wānanga 

(Whatahoro, 2011). 

It was through the words of Ngāti Kahungunu tohunga Moihi Te Matorohanga4 written 

down by Hoani Turi Te Whatahoro and later translated by Stephenson Percy Smith in The Lore 

of Whare-Wānanga (1913) where Tangaroa-matua is listed as the eighth son, out of seventy 

(minor gods), of Rangi and Papa. It also outlines the whakapapa connecting Tangaroa back to 

the creation of gods, marriage of heaven and earth, the twelve heavens, Io-matua and forward 

to the messenger gods, separate dwellings of gods, ascension of the heavens and creation of 

the first human. As a tohunga, Te Matorohanga was intact with the voices of our supernatural 

beings and held sacred philosophies to understanding the coming of the Māori.  

Legends of the Māori Volume 1 was contributed to by Sir Maui Pomare and James 

Cowan (1987). Māui Pomare of Ngāti Mutunga was New Zealand’s first Māori doctor and was 

a prominent political figure. His talents were put towards enhancing the living conditions and 

health for Māori. Pomare is known for his works not only as a doctor, but also as an author. He 

is noted for his works in Legends of the Māori: Mythology, Folklore, Tradition and Poetry 

(1930). James Cowan was a non-Māori historian and ethnologist. He was raised in a 

considerable Māori community and therefore grew up as bilingual. His ability to fluently speak 

te reo enhanced his role within the communities of Māori, especially the elders and veterans of 

 
4 Moihi Te Matorohanga was a tohunga of the Ngāti Kahungunu iwi. 
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which he was able to sit with. It is from these origins that he gained and kept a fascination for 

Māori culture. 

Māori Religion was the archival texts by Johannes Andersen (1940). Johannes 

Andersen was an ethnologist from Denmark who grew a sought-after interest in Polynesian 

society and cultures. It was also Andersen who once suggested that artists and poets should 

‘leave the Greek and turn to the Māori’ for inspiration (Gibbons, 2012). Andersen was further 

invited by Best to co-edit the Journal of Polynesian Society in 1925. 

Māori Religion and Mythology Part 1 and The Māori Volume 1 were works from 

Elsdon Best. Best administered a strong presence in the Tūhoe area in 1895 where he built up 

strong relationships with many of the tribe’s elders, in which he began to record the teachings 

of the culture. Subsequently, Best was further appointed ethnologist at the Dominion Museum 

in 1910 which provided the space for him to pursue a much more focused rhythm for recording 

the history and facts of Māori culture. It was within these aforementioned texts that Tangaroa 

was explored in his role as marine deity. 

The archival texts I chose were sourced from trusted archival text preservation sites. 

While Tangaroa had his name echoed through many sources such as the prior texts, he was also 

prominent in Te Ara – The Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. I utilised Te Ahukaramū (2006) in 

Te Ara and his text entitled Tangaroa – the Sea. His discussions expanded on the importance 

of the sea to Polynesian peoples; thus, a relationship with Tangaroa. The following 

acknowledges the texts of archival material that were drawn upon in order to explore the Ngai 

Tahu narrative of Takaroa. 

Takaroa o ngā Waitai Texts 

 Being Ngāti Kahungunu, my understandings of Tangaroa were derived from my own 

narrative told throughout the East Coast. However, my second home is within the iwi of Ngāi 

Tahu, where I have sought to immerse myself in the knowledge of Takaroa. The three primary 
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texts I examined Takaroa within were The Gods of Māori Worship. Sons of Light by Hare 

Hongi (1920), Ancient History of the Māori by John White (1888) and Tangaroa – the Sea by 

Te Ahukaramū Charles Royal (2006). 

The Gods of Māori Worship Sons of Light (Hongi, 1920) was examined within the 

Journal of Polynesian Society. Born Henry Matthew Stowell, he assumed the name Hare Hongi 

as a tribute to his ancestral heritage of Ngapuhi. His work was so impressive that he was 

officially encouraged to gather and record Māori lore and legends. It is within The Gods of 

Māori Worship that Takaroa is described as “lord of the ocean” for the special mentions and 

references to him in traditional karakia pertaining to the sea. It is also stated therein that 

Takaroa was an antagonist to Rakinui5; this specific narrative separates Takaroa from being a 

minor god, to a primal god.  

Similar to this, John White also discusses Takaroa being the antagonist in The Ancient 

History of the Māori (1888). White was an English scholar, writer and linguist. His family 

migrated to New Zealand where he settled and mixed with the Māori community in and around 

the Hokianga. White is best-known for his work surrounding the collection of Māori historical 

traditions which were embedded within his text, The Ancient History of the Māori. 

Te Ahukaramū Charles Royal of Ngāti Raukawa, Ngāti Tamaterā and Ngāpuhi descent 

is a Māori academic, musician and Māori-music revivalist. He is responsible for many of the 

kōrero of Tangaroa within Te Ara – Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. As a researcher, Royal is 

an avid foregoer in indigenous knowledge and development. He researches, teaches and writes 

on elements of iwi histories, traditions and knowledge and are ingrained with Te Ara – 

Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. Furthermore, he also edited the selected texts within The 

Woven Universe by Māori Marsden (2003).   

 

 
5 Rakinui the Sky Father from the Ngai Tahu narratives and dialect. 
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Toi Whakairo Texts 

Tangaroa as atua of the marine therefore has a role within all events and phenomena 

that have occurred throughout Māori history in the ocean. One of these were the discovering 

of traditional Māori carvings. The three main texts that I utilised to examine this specific 

pūrākau were: The Story of Rua and Tangaroa an Origin Myth How the Art of Woodcarving 

was Acquired by man (Best, 1928); Whakairo – Māori Carving by Brett Graham (2014) and; 

National Zealand Qualification Authority (NZQA) Te Whakaruruhau booklet: Whakairo 

(1999). 

The Story of Rua and Tangaroa by Best was part of Māori Religion within The Journal 

of the Polynesian Society. The narrative depicts the discovery of Māori carving while also 

denoting the qualities and attributes to the many sea-folk (fish). It also recognises the peculiar 

figures and looks of the sea-folk as influential to the rise of traditional Māori carving. 

Whakairo – Māori Carving in Te Ara was written by Brett Graham of Ngāti Korokī 

Kahukura. Graham is most commonly known for his role as a Māori sculptor. The majority of 

his works embrace Māori culture. He discusses not only the pūrākau behind its discovery, but 

the many elements that go hand in hand with traditional Māori carving such as materials, 

techniques, rituals, training and styles. The immense discussion over each of these elements 

are pertinent to recognising the sacredness of whakairo Māori. 

The final text was from NZQA, Te Whakaruruhau booklet: Whakairo (1999). There is 

a quote in this text that states the following: “Carving, in the view of Pākāriki6 is the supreme 

artistic achievement of the Māori people. It holds a whole range of emotions and feelings of 

love, joy, hate, challenges and reverence” (p.2). Analysing this text was crucial for integrating 

the voices of our tohunga whakairo, such as Pākāriki Harrison.  

 

 
6 Pākāriki Harrison of Ngāti Porou was a Master carver. Exceptionally skilled in practice and knowledge.  
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Kura Huna o Rua Texts 

The following is a brief examination of the texts that allowed me to explore ngā kura 

huna o Rua, or the hidden schools of learning. The NZQA (1999) Te Whakaruruhau booklet: 

Whakairo further elaborates on whakairo with the introduction of Kura Huna o Rua. The 

following is a whakataukī from Pākāriki Harrison found in 1999 report. 

“Hei pupuri te aho o te wānanga Hei kawe i ngā kura huna a Rua.”  

To hold fast to the strands of valued learning. 

 To perpetuate the hidden schools of Rua 

 

Te Whakaruruhau booklet is a collection of ideas and philosophies discussed by tutors 

and tohunga of whakairo as they gathered for a whakairo hui.  

The specific pūrākau I speak of pertains to the various forms of personified knowledge. 

The three main texts I examined were the The Hidden School of Rua: Te Kura Huna a Rua by 

Monte Himone Aranga (2009), Te Whakaruruhau booklet: Whakairo (mentioned above) 

(1999) and Māori Religion and Mythology Part 2 - Knowledge (Best, 2005). 

The Hidden School of Rua was the work of Monte Himone Aranga. Aranga is of Ngāti 

Awa descent with a Master of Arts (Hons First Class) and a Senior Lecturer at Te Whare 

Wānanga o Awanuiārangi. Many of his works look at defining and understanding the elements 

of knowledge, more specifically that of Māori. Aranga provides a philosophical insight to 

understanding ngā kura huna o Rua. Aranga (2009) presents the idea of kura huna (hidden 

knowledge) to “encapsulate the whakaaro or thoughts of the tohunga” (p. 118). These are 

concealed in our customs, traditions and practices. The Hidden School of Rua (2009) discusses 

the systematic structure of which is the kura huna as it creates ways into seeing and being in 

the world. Similar to carving, ngā kura huna was seen as an institution for higher learning.  

Best (2005) recognises a list of 23 forms of personified knowledge, known each as Rua. 

It was also Best (2005) that noted Tangaroa as “the parent of the famous Rua brethren, the 
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personified forms of knowledge” (p. 259). The following explains the role of whakapapa in the 

research analysis process of this thesis.  

Whakapapa 

Whakapapa is being used in this research as a way to layer elements and knowledge of 

Tangaroa to establish a connection between him and concepts and structures found within the 

brain. An example of this is connecting Tangaroa to the brain through genealogies that are 

found to in connection between Tangaroa, fish and knowledge (Best, 1982).  

Interviews 

Interviews are often a professional conversation held in order to obtain knowledge on 

a certain topic (Brinkmann, 2014). Interviews were utilised within this research as these 

provide the opportunity to gain detailed information which can often be missed when using 

surveys and questionnaires. Interviews provide a unique voice and perspective for each 

participant (Brinkmann, 2014). Oral narratives form the basis of many pūrākau within Te Ao 

Māori as a way to explain cultural experiences and phenomena (Lee, 2009). Therefore, I 

selected semi-structured interviews to address specific topics of conversation while provoking 

further discussion. Semi-structured interviews are where the interview does not follow a strict 

course or set of questions (Mita, 2016; Raureti, 2018). The questions are less straightforward 

and more open-ended to provoke further discussion. Utilising semi-structured interviews 

granted each participant an opportunity to express their cultural experiences through oral 

narration.  

Working with Kaumātua 

Smith (1999) expands the development of KMT by introducing seven principles that 

guide Māori research. These are aroha ki te tangata (respect for people); kanohi kitea (present 

yourself face to face); titiro, whakarongo, kōrero (look, listen, speak); manaaki ki te tangata 

(share and host); kia tūpato (be cautious); kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata (do not trample 

on the mana of the people); and kaua e māhaki (do not flaunt your knowledge). The 
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aforementioned principles framed how I conducted myself, my approach and my relationships 

with my participants.  

Aroha ki te tangata refers to respecting the voices of my participants; this was done by 

allowing each of my participants to define their own space and meetings on their own terms 

(Cram, 2001). Kanohi kitea was honoured as we arranged a time and place where we would 

meet face to face. Cram & Pipi (2000) discuss the importance of face to face interaction in 

order to establish trust in the relationship. Titiro, whakarongo, kōrero was included through the 

method of semi-structured interviews which provided precedence to the voices of my 

participants. Cram & Pipi et al, (2004) argues that this is about looking and listening to develop 

an understanding in the ability to find a place to speak. Manaaki ki te tangata acknowledges 

the concepts of collaboration and reciprocity (Cram & Pipi et al, 2004). For each interview, I 

built a relationship through sharing knowledge between myself as the researcher and my 

participants as the holders of knowledge. Kia tūpato means being careful and respectful with 

Māori communities (Cram & Pipi et al, 2004). For each of the participants, I offered the option 

to review each of their interview transcripts. This was done to assure that the safety of their 

knowledge remained in their control. Kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata was implemented 

through continuously being in contact with each participant in order to review appropriate 

findings and gain feedback. This further enhanced the mana of my participants throughout this 

research. Kaua e māhaki is the final principle and recites being humble in your approach and 

to no flaunt your own knowledge (Cram & Pipi et al, 2004). The entire thesis is about using 

the knowledge embedded within the kōrero of our ancestors, culture and participants as a way 

to benefit the Māori community. 

The following introduces the four participants that I was fortunate enough to have 

involved in this research. For the past 3 to 4 years I have worked alongside these people while 
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being an active member of Te Koronga. My relationship with each of them will be alluded to 

with each introduction.  

Participants 

 The participants involved in the research were four Māori pākeke/kaumātua/kuia that 

currently live in the Otago region. Each of the participants have or have had a relationship with 

Te Koronga as both community members and researchers. The age range for the participants 

were 50 years or older. Participants were selected based on their relationship and mātauranga 

with Tangaroa, whakapapa, pūrākau and wairoro. Participants were personally contacted and 

approached to be involved in this research via social media, email, phone calls and face to face 

interaction. We then agreed on a set time for a kanohi ki te kanohi (face to face) interview. 

Each interview included sharing existing knowledge of several strands of whakapapa and 

pūrākau surrounding Tangaroa. The four participants are referred to by the following chosen 

person: Taua, Brendan, Matua and Koro.  

Taua 

Taua is a kuia and Professor of Kāi Tahu, Kāti Mamoe, Waitaha, and Rapuwai descent. 

Taua lives and breathes at the side of Takaroa and credits many of her early life memories with 

ocean and sea interaction. I approached Taua so I could honour the voices of the people of Kāi 

Tahu and she has such a special and personal connection to the marine environment.  

My relationship with Taua started through my undergraduate years as a student of the 

School of Physical Education. Being a part of Te Koronga, this relationship flourished through 

the connectedness between Te Koronga and the community out in Karitane and Puketeraki. It 

was also from interacting with Taua in this research that I have uncovered whakapapa to Kāi 

Tahu iwi and her whānau through my Koro. As I am part of the Taiaroa family, Taua notes that 

my whakapapa reaches down to the tribal areas of which she also calls home.   
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Brendan 

Brendan of Kāi Tahu (Kāi Te Ruahikihiki), is a Māori male that lives in Karitāne and 

is a Tangata Tiaki for Kāti Huirapa and Chair of the East Otago Taiāpure Committee. Brendan 

is an avid surfer, diver, waka enthusiast and kaitiaki (guardian) of Tangaroa. Brendan was 

selected as I see him as a tohunga that has built up a strong connection to Tangaroa through 

physical engagement. 

Brendan works as a researcher on Te Tiaki Mahinga Kai and leads research within the 

East Otago Taiāpure as well as supporting the research team in the field when working in other 

areas. He is also a part of monitoring the health of the Waikouaiti River. Prior to entering 

postgraduate study, I met Brendan through various activities ran through the School of Physical 

Education and noho marae. My earliest memories of Brendan were around six years ago when 

I first gained the opportunity to ride alongside him in the waka, Hauteruruku7. As he steered us 

down the Waikouaiti river, I recognised his passion for being on and amongst the mighty realm 

of Tangaroa. From then, my relationship with Brendan has continued to revolve around the 

ocean and Tangaroa.  

Matua 

Matua is a male Māori Reverend of Tūwharetoa ki Kawerau, Ngāi Tuhoe and Ngāti 

Awa descent. He is a current PhD student in Māori theology. I have known Matua for the past 

three years and have always been in awe of his knowledge and spirituality regarding Māori 

mythology and theology. Matua was requested to be involved in this research as his expertise 

revolves around traditional Māori theology surrounding atua. 

My relationship with Matua began in 2017 when he first started attending Whānau Fit8. 

As one of the only kaumātua that would consistently attend and with his witty humour, my 

relationship with Matua reminded me of my relationship with my Koro. I became widely 

 
7 Hauteruruku was built by Brendan and wider whānau members of Karitane and Puketeraki marae.  
8 Whānau Fit a space for Māori to be Māori in a physical activity and health paradigm (Raureti et al, 2017). 
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fascinated at how he has an encyclopaedia of whakapapa in his own wairoro. Matua to me 

embodies a tohunga of unravelling the mysteries and genealogies of Māori theology.  

Koro 

Koro is a male kaumātua of Tūhoe descent and is the Kaitohutohu/Māori advisor within 

the Office of Māori development at the University of Otago. Koro is also a kaumātua of the 

Ageing Well National Science Challenge. Koro supports and overseas the various kaupapa 

throughout the university and often speaks at hui and wānanga. I have known Koro for the past 

few years and am honoured to have his voice in this research with his expertise in mātauranga 

Māori such as te reo and karakia. Koro is a Māori spiritual healer and supports the spiritual 

needs of Māori in the public health system formerly as the Kaiāwhina at the Dunedin hospital. 

I have always had an awareness of Koro since the beginning of my university. He was 

the staunch, wise kaumātua that I would see engaging with all tauira Māori. In 2017, I attended 

several wānanga as a tuakana where Koro was kaumātua. It was one particular wānanga in 

Golden Bay where myself and three other members of Te Koronga received the news that 

Anne-Marie’s mother, Cece, had passed away. She was a mother figure to us all and it was 

Koro who had the burdensome task of revealing this heart-breaking news. However, it was also 

Koro that comforted us in a way that we could not even begin to ask for. To me, he truly 

epitomises a tohunga in the way that he supports and understands the spiritual capacities and 

needs of tauira Māori.  

Ethics 

This research was approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee 

Category B and the Ngāi Tahu Research Consultation Committee.  

Data Analysis 

The interview data from my four participants were audio recorded and transcribed. All 

participants were given the opportunity to review their transcribed interview as a process 
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known as member-checking (Harper & Cole, 2012). Once the participants were happy with 

their transcripts I also sent drafts of the thesis for their feedback and approval. 

The archival texts and interview data were analysed through inductive and deductive 

analysis. A deductive approach is aimed to test theories while inductive analysis is about 

forming new theories and findings (Gabriel, 2013). The deductive approach for this research 

was the application of KMT principles I discussed previously as well as whakapapa, pūrākau 

and atuatanga. For the archival research texts, I specifically examined the kura huna (hidden 

knowledge). For the interview transcripts, I read through the texts and highlighted key words, 

ideas and thoughts as these pertained to KMT principles.  

The inductive analysis included the emergence of new themes and information from 

the archival texts and interview transcripts. I used deductive analysis for the archival research 

through highlighting new and emergent themes that were not found in relation to the KMT 

principles or pre-existing literature. Similarly, for the interview transcripts I found ideas, 

concepts and words that emerged from the participants. Often, I was able to discuss the themes 

with my participants that had emerged from the archival material.  

The data gathered was then collated into themes that were used to identify, analyse and 

report what I had found within the collated data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). For this research, a 

theme is a short phrase or one word that summarises an element from the given data (Mita, 

2016). Coding data into themes allowed me to highlight patterns and elements of mātauranga 

from the data. 

Conclusion 

This chapter, Kōrero Tāhuhu: Methodology introduced Kaupapa Māori Theory as the 

overarching methodological framework of this study and the key principles employed that 

guided the data analysis process. These were Tino Rangatiratanga, Taonga Tuku Iho, Ako 

Māori, pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga. Archival research of four key pūrākau pertinent to 
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the link between Tangaroa and the brain were also discussed in conjunction with participant 

interviews. After this, I discussed my approach to working with kaumātua Māori and 

acknowledged the expertise and mātauranga that each of my four participants have in relation 

to the kaupapa of this research. Finally I explained how the archival and interview data will be 

analysed using a deductive and inductive thematic approach. The following chapter is the first 

of three analytical chapters and discusses the importance of te ira tangata, the human aspect in 

relation to Tangaroa and the brain. The following begins the first of three analytical chapters, 

Kōrero Poutohu.  
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Wāhanga Tuatoru: Chapter Three 

Kōrero Poutohu: Te Ira Tangata 

The first of three analytical chapters, Kōrero Poutohu represents the front post or pillar 

of this thesis. As detailed in Figure 2, the poutohu is the pillar at the front of the ancestral 

meeting house, it is the entrance way to the house. As the first analytical chapter, this chapter 

is an entrance way to the analytical research and specifically to the concept of te ira tangata, 

the human element and its importance. Furthermore, this chapter highlights what is known 

within Māori brain health research.   

Te ira tangata embodies all that exists and relates to humankind (Moorfield, 2011). The 

following chapter begins with the exploration of understanding ira tangata. It then delves into 

an examination of hauora as well as the rise of influential Kaupapa Māori based health models. 

Furthermore, this expands into the discussion of a concept known as waiora as an expression 

of not only health but also the vitality of water. Following this, I then begin the exploration of 

te wairoro, the brain. This discussion includes current Māori perspectives and introduces a 

Māori based approach to understanding both structural and functional elements of the brain. 

The final discussion that is crucial to this research is the recognition of wellness in regard to 

Māori brain health, recognising the concept of toiora, age related illness and the effect on the 

Māori population.  

Ira Tangata 

Ira tangata embodies the human element of this research. For Māori, ira tangata means 

mankind or human genes, tangata meaning person or human and ira meaning gene (Moorfield, 

2011). The importance of incorporating ira tangata in this research is that it creates the space 

to discuss the health and wellness of Māori communities. One participant exclusively spoke of 

the ira tangata. Matua referred to the following:  

What is the source of the ira tangata, some argue it is the moenga tangata 

(parents). In my PhD, I argue that the whenua ‘Papatūānuku’ is the source of ira 
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tangata as it is the raw material or fibre used to create Hineahuone (Matua, 

personal communication, 2019).  

 

Matua argues the source of mankind is the atua, more specifically Papatūānuku “as it is the raw 

material or fibre used to create Hineahuone”. As will be stated in Chapter 4: Kōrero 

Poutokomanawa, Māori are connected to atua through whakapapa. What Matua acknowledges 

is that because of this, ira tangata have origins much further than just our own parents, but also 

to our tūpuna and atua.  

Ira tangata is represented through the concept of hauora wairoro (brain health and 

wellness). The following will explore and critique literature pertaining to Māori health and 

wellness and Māori brain health. It will also draw on whānau experience and knowledge that 

rose through personal communication and interview analysis. The first section I will discuss is 

the concept of Hauora Māori.  

Hauora Māori 

Hauora Māori is Māori health and wellbeing and is based on Māori culture, values and 

attitudes (Mead, 2003). Hau is often translated as breath; this is reflected in the creation of 

Hineahuone for it was Tāne Mahuta (atua of the forest) who breathed the vitality of life into 

her (Royal, 2005). Reflecting on what Matua acknowledged in the previous section, the word 

hauora itself has origins to atua as Tāne Mahuta fashioned Hineahuone out of the “raw material 

or fibre” that is Papatūānuku (Matua, personal communication, 2019). Ora is translated to be 

alive and well (Moorfield, 2011). Therefore, hauora has the meaning of the breath of life 

endorsing vitality and wellness. There are numerous Māori terms that refer to Māori health and 

each is unique in their reasonings. Alongside hauora, there is waiora (external influences on 

human wellness), toiora (lifestyle influence on wellness) and mauriora (internal influences on 

wellness) for example (Durie, 1999; Jackson, Baxter & Hakopa, 2018). For the purposes of 

this research, I focus primarily on hauora and waiora, and more specifically hauora wairoro. 
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The purpose of this is that hauora is the state concerning health, waiora relates to wellness and 

specifically brings forward the importance of the environment because of its focus on wai.  

As Māori we are connected to everyone and everything; a notion of integration and 

layering which is captured through whakapapa (Roberts, 2013). It is vital that Māori have a 

culturally appropriate and preferred way of understanding health because our worldview is 

unique, and also different than the predominant European understandings of health (Jackson, 

Baxter & Hakopa, 2018). As stated in Chapter 1: Te Roro, the WHO defines health as “state 

of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or 

infirmity” (WHO, n.d., para.1). What this definition lacks is what Durie (1982) establishes as 

the fourth pillar of hauora; this being the spiritual element. Durie (1985) acknowledges this as 

he states that health is by no means a “universal concept” (p.438). A Māori worldview drives 

Māori attitudes and values, many of which are influential to our health. Mason Durie’s (1982) 

health model itself reflects a holistic philosophy. The term Te Whare Tapa Whā is used 

synonymously with Hauora Māori referring explicitly to Durie’s (1985) model. For the 

purposes of this research, I will refer to Durie’s model as Te Whare Tapa Whā rather than 

Hauora Māori as I discuss hauora more broadly than Durie’s model alone. The following will 

begin the discussion on health models and highlight how they work to deliver the holistic 

underpinnings of hauora Māori.  

Health Models 

There are a number of Māori health models. Durie (1982) developed Te Whare Tapa 

Whā and it is an agreed approach to understanding Māori health. Alongside Te Whare Tapa 

Whā, Durie (1999) also advanced the examination of health promotion from a Māori 

perspective with Te Pae Māhutonga. Pere (1991) provided a further perspective on whānau 

health with her development of Te Wheke. Each of these models continue to influence and give 

rise to Māori contribution to health and offer fresh perspectives on the enhancement of hauora 
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Māori. Furthermore, Elder (2017) provides an overview of her models of whānau assessment 

tools, Te Waka Oranga (Elder, 2013) and Te Waka Kuaka (Elder & Kersten, 2013), specifically 

in the context of Māori brain health. Professor Hinemoa Elder’s contribution and models 

provides an indigenous based set of tools for assessment in whānau experiencing traumatic 

brain injury. These pioneers of Māori health have provided a space and pathway for the next 

generation of Māori health researchers and advocates.  

Te Koronga is a Māori research excellence kaupapa based at the University of Otago 

and over the past 5 years has contributed to additional perspectives on Māori health. Phillips 

(2018) developed a Māori water safety and health model titled Wai Puna. Through her PhD 

thesis, Phillips highlighted three vital components for Māori water safety and health within 

Wai Puna. These being whakapapa (source of water safety knowledge), mātauranga (deepening 

of water safety knowledge) and tikanga (application of water safety knowledge) (Phillips, 

2018). Cunningham (2014) created a model entitled Maui. Cunningham (2014) highlights the 

point where sport engagement begins to intersect with identity for Māori youth. Mita (2014) 

developed a model based on the relationship between waka and hauora titled Te Waka Oranga. 

Te Waka Oranga was developed through personal experiences and relationships between Mita 

and waka/waka hourua (Mita, 2014). Raureti (2018) also developed a framework titled 

Mukukai: Kaitiaki o te Ao Kauhoe, where she explored whānau relationships with water 

through engagement with their awa. Raureti (2018) developed this framework through her 

connectedness with not only her awa, but also through engagement as a previous competitive 

swimmer (Raureti, 2018). Te Wai Mātūturu (Hanara, 2017) is a health model I developed as a 

part of the Wai Māori Ngāi Māori project with Toi Tangata (national Māori physical activity 

and nutrition organisation). Te Wai Mātūturu was influenced by my passion and interest for 

Māori atua and therefore is symbolised by a droplet of water to acknowledge Tangaroa (which 

I discuss in more detail in this chapter).  
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The health models that have risen from Te Koronga are ways that we as tauira Māori 

work to build and develop stronger understandings of Māori health. We were inspired and 

guided by the aforementioned pioneers of Māori health research (Durie, 1982, 1999; Pere, 

1991; Elder, 2013, 2017) and it was through their original works that our own extensions and 

understandings of hauora Māori stemmed from. It is important that we continue to develop 

Māori ways of thinking, especially those that pertain to our cultural heritage. Brendan quotes 

in reflection of cultural heritage: 

When you can develop an understanding of that [cultural heritage to atua] you 

know, it truly relates to a lot of the attitudes in terms with the way things are. 

Knowing you’re a descendent of a small part of that (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Brendan argues that when Māori come to grasp with the fact that our heritage is what 

we see written in our pūrākau and expressed in our whakapapa, it will allow us to truly 

understand our place in the world as Māori. Health models as such allow us to carry our 

understanding of who we are into a sector where society often does not recognise our full 

potential. Taua also argues the importance of having kaupapa Māori based research: 

It is important to have the kōrero around the science, so Māori have a way of 

understanding it, that’s theirs not someone else’s (Taua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

With each of the previous health models, these all have kōrero based around how and 

what they were influenced by. All have kōrero which pertain to Te Ao Māori including waka, 

wai, atua, tūpuna and tipua (supernatural ancestor). Taua argues the importance of having these 

kōrero wrapped around the science or research of health so as Māori, we have our preferred 

pedagogies intertwined. These frameworks have all been inspired by current Māori health 

frameworks. For the purposes of this research in light of the research questions, I will examine 

Te Whare Tapa Whā (1982), Te Pae Māhutonga (1999), Te Wheke (1991) and Te Wai 

Mātūturu (2018). Finally I will discuss current models that address a Kaupapa Māori approach 

to assessing TBI; these are Te Waka Oranga (2013) and Te Waka Kuaka (2015).  
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Te Whare Tapa Whā 

Rochford (2004) states that Te Whare Tapa Whā is a “unified theory of health” (p.47). 

Not only this, but Te Whare Tapa Whā gave Māori a distinctive voice within mainstream health 

(Durie, 2011). Te Whare Tapa Whā was one of the first Māori based frameworks that 

popularised an indigenous lens in regard to health and is considered the epitome of hauora 

Māori (Rochford, 2004). Te Whare Tapa Whā draws on the symbolism of the whare tūpuna of 

a marae as it remains a sacred and iconic structure within Te Ao Māori. The composition of 

the model has four components which mimic the importance of the four walls of the whare 

(Rochford, 2004). Each wall being significant to maintaining the overall structure of the whare 

tūpuna as they are to maintain our overall health and wellbeing (Durie, 1985). The four 

components are: taha wairua (spiritual); taha tinana (physical); taha hinengaro 

(mental/emotional) and; taha whānau (social/extended relationships).  

Taha wairua is the spiritual component of Te Whare Tapa Whā (Durie, 1985). Wairua 

is an extremely difficult concept to define, examine and observe and is often a difficult 

component to measure. Wai is water and is considered one of the primary sources of our mauri 

(energy). Rua as stated in the previous section can mean either storage pit or the embodiment 

of knowledge. Wairua therefore can be acknowledged to mean our capacity for energy and 

knowledge. Wairua is the spiritual connection between our atua, the people and the 

environment (Marsden, 2003). Spirituality is about the energy and essence of a person, most 

considerably known as mauri (life force). Interrelated to wairua but with embedded connections 

is the concept of mauri. Mauri is our energy which forms our cultural attitudes, actions and 

values towards life (Whakaatere et al, 2011). Our wairua is the element that connects us to the 

spiritual realms of our atua. It envelops the capacity to be in touch with higher beings and 

forces of the universe as well as with our surrounding environments.  

Taha tinana is the physical component of Te Whare Tapa Whā. Tinana is our physical 

body, the actuality of our physical manifestation (Rochford, 2004). Our physical health has 
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been a dominant component within the health sector, primarily because it is observable (Durie, 

1985). We are able to experience and observe physical deterioration or improvement within 

ourselves and others. Our physical health is extremely important because our body is the 

vehicle for our soul, our mauri, our spirit and our connection to the world. Our body allows us 

to interact with each other and the environment. Taha tinana acknowledges the significant roles 

our physical manifestation allows and is about the capacity to grow and develop as humans 

(Durie, 1985). Our physical existence is what allows us to physically interact with the atua and 

environment.   

Taha Hinengaro is our mental and emotional capacity of Te Whare Tapa Whā. 

Hinengaro is translated to mind, consciousness, awareness or intellect. Hinengaro is our 

capacity to exist as conscious beings through communication, thought and feeling (Durie, 

1985). Hinengaro is vital to establishing identity as it forms how we see and acknowledge our 

own presence within the world (Durie, 1985). Hinengaro has two root words engrained, Hine 

and ngaro. Hine is the acknowledgement of a higher being and is often associated to female 

atua such as Hinemoana (ocean maiden), Hinetitama (dawn maiden) and Hineraukatauri 

(goddess of music). Hine also refers to the energy and mauri of the female while ngaro means 

to be hidden or unseen (Moorfield, 2011). The word hinengaro acknowledges our hidden 

consciousness and has a direct link to the significance of atua within Māori health. Our 

hinengaro is our conscious awareness of the universe. Hinengaro being our mind has a crucial 

role in this project as it engages one of the many systems associated directly with the brain.  

Taha Whānau is the social and extended relationships component of Te Whare Tapa 

Whā. Community and social structures have been prevalent in Māori culture since the creation 

of the world (Te Pō, Te Kore, Te Ao Mārama) (Marsden, 2003). Māori atua and narratives 

even revolved around social structure such as Ranginui and Papatūānuku and their offspring. 

Whakapapa establishes social structures that extends from the creation, through atua and down 
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to us. Māori have inevitably lived and formed lifestyles around social structures. From iwi 

(tribe), waka, hapū, marae, and whānau, Māori have lived and strived in these social structures. 

Taha Whānau holds the capacity to belong and identify to a collective. For Māori, our whānau 

provides strength, through support systems. This component of Te Whare Tapa Whā allows 

whānau to reflect how health impacts an individual and furthermore the community. This 

project works to develop ways Māori can better help understand the Māori brain and brain 

health for Māori whānau. Considering Māori whānau are living much longer, brain issues are 

becoming more prevalent which calls for culturally sensitive ways to understanding the Māori 

brain.  

Te Whare Tapa Whā gave rise to the acknowledgement and examination of Māori 

health in the health and education sector. It has successfully proven its role within health and 

education and has influenced the development of previously discussed health models 

(Cunningham, 2014; Mita 2014; Raureti, 2018; Phillips, 2018). Te Whare Tapa Whā has also 

been an influence on the structuring of this thesis. This thesis utilises anatomical features of a 

whare tūpuna identical to Te Whare Tapa Whā. The purpose of this, was to further reinforce a 

Māori approach to research. Te Whare Tapa Whā provides an excellent general description of 

health. A criticism of Te Whare Tapa Whā is that it does not directly refer to the environment, 

although this is implied. For example, the physical house is placed in the environment. Also, 

the components have a distinct connection to the environment such as Taha Wairua recognises 

the whakapapa connections between atua, people and the environment. This research builds 

upon the foundations of Te Whare Tapa Whā and provides explicit linkages between atua and 

the brain for Māori health and wellbeing. The next model I will examine is Te Wheke (Pere, 

1991). 
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Te Wheke 

Pere (1991) developed the whānau based health model Te Wheke. Te Wheke is a model 

which elaborates on the many elements that contribute to hauora. In doing so, it further 

promotes a holistic philosophy. Wheke are octopus as well as cultural icons and guardians and 

inhabit the realm of Tangaroa (Wassilief & O’Shea, 2006). Their nature is to protect, sustain 

and survive which highlights the efficiency of utilising the wheke in this model (Love, 2003). 

For the wheke, the majority of their neurons are in the tentacles (peripheral nervous system) 

where compared to humans these are in our brain or spinal cord (central nervous system) 

(Godrey-Smith, 2017). Neurons are specialised cells that are vital to carrying and delivering 

messages around the body (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). Therefore, Te Wheke reiterates the 

Figure 3: Te Whare Tapa Whā health model developed by Sir Mason Durie in 1982. 
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importance of all eight tentacles as the intertwining and overlapping are fundamental to the 

whānau as a whole and total wellbeing.  

Wheke is translated as octopus and are prevalent in the formation of Māori identity. For 

example, there is the pūrākau which tells of a giant octopus named Wheke-o-Muturangi which 

led Māori navigator Kupe to Aotearoa (Wassilief & O’Shea, 2006). Similar to the tohorā 

(whale), the wheke were also seen as spiritual guardians of the deep given their role in Māori 

navigation and voyaging stories (Wassilief & O’Shea, 2006). Brendan shares the following 

regarding marine intelligence: 

Yea well for Māori, specifically the wheke… there is a whole lot of kōrero and 

pūrākau around them and their spirituality within Māori culture… you know the 

whales and octopus have an extremely important role in our waka stories… 

(Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 

 

As an avid waka navigator and voyager, Brendan agrees on the importance of the wheke 

to Māori. As he points out, there is a lot of kōrero pertaining to the wheke which highlights 

their role within Māori culture. Being entitled Te Wheke as a whānau based health model 

reinforces the use of Māori culture and history in health sectors. Te Wheke is made up of eight 

components: the head, eyes and the eight tentacles. The following is a brief explanation of each 

component. 

Te Whānau represents the head of the wheke. Te Whānau is the acknowledgement of 

the family as a whole. Waiora is represented as the eyes of the wheke. Waiora is the total 

wellbeing for the individual and whānau.  

The following are representations of the eight tentacles of the wheke. These each 

represent a specific characteristic regarding whānau hauora (Love, 2004). The importance of 

these being symbolised by the tentacles is that tentacles overlap and are interlinked; 

demonstrating that each component is interconnected and dependent on each other in order for 

hauora to flourish (Love, 2004).  
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Wairuatanga represents the spirituality aspect of whānau health. Spirituality is 

extremely prevalent in Māori culture and Hauora Māori as it is the link between the ira atua 

and ira tangata. 

Hinengaro represents the power of the mind. Hinengaro is an expression of mental and 

emotional capacity which is important as our minds are our conscious connection to reality.  

Taha Tinana similar to Te Whare Tapa Whā represents the physical wellbeing. Our 

tinana is the vehicle in which we carry ourselves. Therefore, it is important that we remain 

physically well in order to achieve overall wellness. 

Whanaungatanga is the power of building relationships both through immediate and 

extended whānau. Our culture strives through communities and this is evident all throughout 

our cultural history such as waka, hapū, and iwi. 

Mauri is the essence of life force and envelops the energy and vitality that is crucial to 

life. Marsden (2003) recites the whakapapa of creation where the sixth stage is represented as 

Te Mauri, or the life principle.  

Mana ake represents the unique identity of individuals and the whānau. Mana is the 

understanding of power while ake can mean to uplift or uphold (Moorfield, 2013). Therefore, 

mana ake is the preservation of identity and power over who you are. 

Hā a koro ma, a kui ma recites the breath of life from our forebears. Ripikoi (2015) 

acknowledges this component as our inherited gifts and strengths from our tūpuna. Therefore, 

hā a koro ma, a kui ma is the utilisation of our unique cultural ways.  

Whatumanawa is the final tentacle and it is the capacity for a healthy expression of 

feelings and emotions from both the heart and mind. Whatumanawa means our heartbeat and 

healthy emotions (Ripikoi, 2015).  
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The importance of drawing on the wheke in this research is that it invites the realm of 

Tangaroa into the discussion of hauora Māori. While Te Wheke is successful in examining an 

extensive background for Māori whānau health, similar to Te Whare tapa Whā it does not 

directly refer to the environment, although this is implied through a creature within the realm 

of Tangaroa. This research continues to build on the foundations of Te Wheke and recognising 

the connections between Tangaroa and the brain. The following health framework I will 

examine is Te Wai Mātūturu which is another model that was influenced by the realm of 

Tangaroa (Hanara, 2017). 

  

Figure 4: Te Wheke whānau health model developed by Rose Pere in 1991. 
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Te Wai Mātūturu 

Te Wai Mātūturu is a model I created based on the importance of wai (see Figure 5). 

The development of its name has been a dynamic process. Te Wai first acknowledges water in 

all its forms such as waitai or waimāori (fresh water). Mā can often be thought of as purity, 

therefore pure waters. However, mā also means white. Matua shares the following of his view 

on how mā can be an issue for Māori in terms of understanding purity: 

White is pure and Pākehā are white, does that make them pure? It is part of how 

the western world saw and compartmentalise the world to ensure they remained 

on top. Anything pure was given the colour white and anything not pure or bad 

is dark (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Matua provoked further discussion and whakaaro on how I have begun to revise Te 

Wai Mātūturu and what it represents. Matua has effectively guided me to a stage where I can 

portray this framework in a more mana enhancing way for Māori. Mātūturu therefore doesn’t 

acknowledge the colour white nor the purity through mā. Instead, mā is reflected as ‘a way of’ 

followed by tūturu which indicates authenticity and truth. Therefore, Te Wai Mātūturu for me 

with the guidance of Matua means living by the ways of our authentic waters, our waitai and 

waimāori.  

Te Wai Mātūturu promotes wai in four ways; these being external interaction, physical 

interaction, internal properties and external properties. The four elements of Te Wai Mātūturu 

are all reflected on how we as Māori connect with the water in various ways that are beneficial 

to hauora. It is reciprocal of not only what we can do for our water but what it can do for us. It 

was also created with a specific view on the importance of the environment and water. The 

following are the four elements of Te Wai Mātūturu: wai ki waho; wai ki runga; wai ki roto; 

wai ki raro. 

Wai ki waho is the first element of this model and acknowledges the external effects 

we have on our waitai and our waimāori. It can be considered as the environmental component 

of Te Wai Mātūturu as it considers our role towards wai. Whakapapa connects us to the 
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environment and all natural elements of the universe which means we need to be the kaitiaki 

for these environments (Royal, 2007). As kaitiaki, we must protect and shelter our land and 

seascapes. An example of where wai ki waho is currently in action are rāhui (ritual prohibition). 

Rāhui within the ocean are restricted areas where collection of kaimoana are prohibited in an 

attempt to rejuvenate our marine life (Phillips, 2015). Wai ki waho is about maintaining and 

sustaining the relationship between Māori and atua.  

Wai ki runga is the droplet connecting the body of water to the droplet. Wai ki runga 

represents physically engaging with the water through things such as physical activity, 

exercise, and movement. Water is an excellent resource for exercise such as swimming for 

many reasons including a soothing environment, low impact on joints, non-load bearing and 

most of all, low cost. It is not only physically engaging in the water but also on the water. 

Activities such as waka, waka ama, waka hourua are all part of our ancestral heritage as 

voyagers (Mita, 2014). Activities on and within the water are all a part of the lives that our 

ancestors lived day by day. Wai ki runga provides an insight to the physical connection between 

Māori and water. 

Wai ki roto represents waters within. There are two ways we can consider the waters 

within. The first are the waters within our body and being able to understand that we are made 

up of water. It is here where wai ki roto represents who you are. Wai ki roto is also about the 

waters from where you descend from; commonly referred to in the questions of ko wai koe nō 

wai koe, meaning from whose and what waters are you a descendent of (Phillips, 2018). These 

questions are amongst the basics of learning and teaching te reo Māori. It is also in our pepeha 

that we recite our ancestral connection to rivers, lakes or the ocean; these being fundamental 

to the construction of cultural identity. Therefore, wai ki runga is about having a personal 

connection to water as a basis for cultural identity.  
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Wai ki Raro as the final element acknowledges the nutritional aspects of Te Wai 

Mātūturu. Water consists of many resources considered as nutritional value. Kaimoana 

(seafood) was common in traditional Māori diets (Phillips, 2015). Kaimoana is packed full of 

nutrients, proteins and healthy fats essential for a healthy diet. It is also the water beneath our 

soil that enriches our plants and vegetation. Alongside what is in our waitai and waimāori, 

water itself is the healthiest of beverages to drink. As we are made up on 70% of water, it seems 

logical that we fuel our bodies with its primary biological constituent. Therefore, wai ki raro 

represents how water is a fundamental component of nutrition. 

Te Wai Mātūturu has been a developing model for the last three years. It has been 

crucial in helping me find my stride as a developing Māori researcher. This specific model is 

relevant to this research as it refers explicitly to the environment and includes the realm and 

substance personified by Tangaroa. Not only so, but it was also created to promote wai for 

health. This model has a relevance to the brain as it further acknowledges how water is a 

primary ingredient of both us and the majority of our brain tissue. Therefore, Te Wai Mātūturu 

is a developing model that has the capacity to illicit Māori understandings of the brain. For me, 

Te Wai Mātūturu is about encouraging the utilisation of atua as a way to further enhance a 

Māori way of thinking about hauora. This follows the path set by my fellow Te Koronga 

students and researchers in identifying the important role of atua with health and well-being.. 

Te Wai Mātūturu highlights an important concept of waiora (the importance of the 

environment), and wai for wellbeing (ora). Before the discussion of waiora, I will briefly 

introduce Elder’s (2013, 2015) two frameworks that have advanced the role and presence of 

mātauranga Māori in brain health research titled Te Waka Kuaka and Te Waka Oranga.   
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Te Waka Kuaka me Te Waka Oranga 

Te Waka Oranga (Elder, 2013) and Te Waka Kuaka (Elder, 2015) are both Kaupapa 

Māori based models that assists Māori in coping with TBI. Te Waka Oranga symbolises a 

birds-eye view of a waka to represent what both whānau and clinicians need to achieve in order 

to advance Māori with TBI forward as if rowing together to paddle the waka (see Figure 6). 

Elder (2013) describes 7 ‘pou’ to provide a useful guidance in achieving this work. These are: 

wairua is fundamental and attended to as a priority; whānau are the functional unit of healing; 

whānau experience the clinical world as an alien culture; mātauranga Māori has a wealth of 

resources specific to mokopuna traumatic brain injury; Māori identity is about connection; 

places have a healing role because they define identity; and other trauma is remembered when 

traumatic brain injury discussion is invited. 

Te Waka Kuaka is a “bilingual cultural needs assessment tool for whānau developed 

using theory building, whakawhiti kōrero (discussion and negotiation), and Rasch analysis” 

(Elder, 2017 p. 28). Te Waka Kuaka was originally developed in order to aid in the assessment 

Figure 5: Te Wai Mātūturu health model I developed in 2018 in alliance with Toi 

Tangata.  
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of whānau who are experiencing TBI. Furthermore, 4 navigational priorities form the 

assessment subscales; these are: wairua (a pivotal component of hauora and wellbeing, 

concerned with the unique connection between Māori and all elements of the universe); tangata 

(people); wā (time) and; wāhi (place) (see Figure 7: Page 1 of the initial assessment tool form 

for Te Waka Kuaka. A Māori assessment tool for TBI developed by Elder (2015).). 

I acknowledge these two models as they are the only current models that are driven by 

Kaupapa Māori and mātauranga Māori that have specific focus on the brain. While these are 

extremely important and provide methods that are culturally preferred and sensitive for Māori 

dealing with TBI, this research specifically addresses the gap of the limited research 

surrounding the most basic functions and structures of the brain as Māori and the important 

connection to atua, namely Tangaroa. Therefore, Professor Hinemoa Elder has been influential 

in stepping into the space of brain research while being strongly guided with her kōrero and 

mātauranga of our ancestors.   

  

Figure 6: Te Waka Oranga model developed 

by Elder (2013). 
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The next section discusses the concept of waiora as an extension of the importance of 

wai for health.  

Figure 7: Page 1 of the initial assessment tool form for Te Waka Kuaka. A Māori assessment 

tool for TBI developed by Elder (2015). 
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Waiora 

Waiora is a way of understanding hauora through the interconnectedness between the 

environment and people, and particularly wai (Durie, 2004). Durie (2004) endorses waiora to 

be the “spiritual element connecting human wellness with cosmic, terrestrial and water 

environments” (p.183). Wai is the meaning of water and ora being the word for life, wellness 

and wellbeing (Ngata, 1993). Therefore, waiora refers to for example the life-giving properties 

of water and water as the fountain of wellness. It explicitly references the connections to wairua 

or spirituality. Waiora is a central component to this research in its recognition of the intrinsic 

environmental element of hauora Māori.  

We are made up of 70% of water as humans and therefore the lack of or mistreatment 

of water in our environment is reflected in how we envision our waiora. Water New Zealand 

(2018) acknowledges six types of water, where wai-ora is the first and purest form of water. 

The other types are waimāori, waikino (polluted water), waimate (dead water), waitai and 

waitapu (sacred water).  

As has been discussed, in the Māori health models I examined of most relevance to this 

research, there has been less of a focus on the importance of the environment and wai 

specifically; and this is what led to the creation of Te Wai Mātūturu. Waiora is an important 

connecting concept between hauora, wai, the atua Tangaroa specifically and the brain. 

Furthermore, waiora is critical in this research because of the wai and is a direct link to the wai 

of our brain, as well as the term I used to describe the brain - wairoro. The following will 

explore elements of hauora and waiora more specifically within the brain.  

Te Wairoro 

The brain is an extremely complex organ and arguably the most important of the organs 

in our body. The brain controls, coordinates and monitors everything we do from walking, 

talking, thinking, sleeping, behaving and feeling (Shapiro, 2018). Western science dominates 
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the field of brain research and has revolutionised the way the world sees and understand the 

brain. Colonisation has forced a Western way of thinking leaving indigenous knowledge latent 

(Dudley, 2014). Elder (2012) acknowledges a significant lack of mātauranga Māori within the 

field of brain research; this being an evident impact of colonisation. In this research, I focus on 

researching and revitalising mātauranga Māori through examining the brain from and through 

a Māori lens. Taua argues that it is important for Māori to have their own unique philosophies 

separate from western philosophies; this being done by utilising and repurposing our current 

philosophies forward which further enhances the position of mātauranga Māori in western 

dominated research. She says: 

the repurposing is from information about, to information that is your own 

(Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua reiterates the importance around differentiating knowledge and knowing. Māori 

have endured the realities of seeing their culture become dormant due to the dictatorship of 

early European settlers (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011). Therefore, Māori have been forced to absorb 

the philosophies of the white man. However, with this knowledge, Māori are now equipped to 

construct our own ways of truly knowing it, taking the reins back into the hands of our tūpuna, 

whānau and culture. There is a magnitude of western research that examines the anatomy and 

physiology of the brain; neuroscience and neurobiology being the primary. However, as Elder 

(2012) alluded to, there is minimal research based around indigenous philosophies and 

knowledge. The following examines both the anatomy and physiology of the brain, however it 

does so from the perspective of mātauranga Māori; this exemplifies how Māori can reinforce 

an indigenous way of thinking. 

Wairoro is a term used to describe the brain. Roro is generally considered the Māori 

name for our brain while it also refers to the front end or porch of a whare tūpuna (Ngata, 

2003). Relating to the whare tūpuna, the localisation of the word roro represents the brain of 

the ancestor of that specific whare tūpuna. It is often found that the roro of the marae is 
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surrounded by carvings such as those along the maihi (arms), raparapa (fingers) and the amo 

(legs) (Ngata, 1993). These carvings represent tūpuna who protect the roro. The whare tūpuna 

of the marae is also reflective of atua; primarily towards Ranginui (as the roof) and 

Papatūānuku (as the floor) and their offspring regarding marae practices such as pōwhiri 

(Keane, 2013). The maihi of the whare are also said to represent the arms of Ranginui stretching 

down and reaching over his beloved Papatūānuku. Koro spoke of the following:  

when you enter the marae through the door, you were going back into the womb 

of Papatūānuku. The roro is above the veranda, the veranda is sometimes called 

the pae. The roro represents the brain of Ranginui, cause he is stretched out over 

Papatūānuku with the maihi (arms)… very sacred place because of what it 

represents (Koro, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Koro verifies the sacredness of our whare tūpuna and its structures and protocols based 

on its symbolism. Therefore, when in consideration of wairoro, we must pay attention to where 

these names and functions originate.  

To return to the term wairoro. I came upon the term wairoro within the work of Te 

Rangi Hīroa and Māori anatomy (n.d). Te Rangi Hīroa and Maui Pomare were leaders and 

scholars of Māori health and Māori culture. Te Rangi Hīroa become the second ever Māori 

medical doctor (first being Maui Pomare), the first to graduate from the University of Otago, 

and his work developed the incorporation of indigenous Māori knowledge into western 

medicine. He was also a leading expert of Māori and Pacific culture, as such he has dual 

influence in this research through his examination of worldview, particularly in relation to 

Tangaroa and his many manifestations across the Pacific, which I discuss in Chapter 4: Kōrero 

Poutokomanawa.  
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In analysing the manuscript, and researching the phrasing of wairoro, it is evident that 

the term has a Māori understanding of the brain. For example, wai refers to the significance of 

water and roro is the acknowledgement of our brain (with reference and metaphor to the 

wharenui as described earlier) and spongy matter. Our brain has an abundance of water 

contributing to its biological composition (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013); this also reflected in 

the composition of our tinana. Therefore, the name itself suggest that our brains are not only 

water dense, but they also have a correlation to similar environmental arrangement. Beyond 

the physical components, the wai also draws connection to waiora and wairua for example, 

waiora recognising vitality with wai being water and ora meaning to be well, and wairua 

regarding the spirit and soul.  

Emergent themes of wairoro 

The four themes that arose from each interview participant is that te wairoro needs to 

be flexible, te wairoro needs to coordinate, te wairoro is a conscious connection to Te Ao, and 

te wairoro needs waiora. To support and strengthen these themes, I have chosen to entitle each 

of these themes tāwariwari (flexibility), raranga (coordination), mārama (conscious 

Figure 8: Manuscript of anatomical Māori translations from Te Rangi Hīroa. 
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understanding) and waiora respectively. These themes align with the principle of Ako Māori, 

learning and knowing as Māori.  

Tāwariwari  

Tāwariwari translates to flexibility. It is of high importance that our brains have a 

capable function known as plasticity (Petracca et al, 2016). Plasticity reflects the ability for 

growth in the cell and therefore is responsible for our brain’s ability to adapt and grow; this 

being its flexibility. Taua recognises the following in regard to brain flexibility:  

That’s what I think, water and solid are always at a point of resistance, whereas 

in your body they shouldn’t be in anyway, and particularly in your brain because 

that would be hard work. Water is extremely flexible to its environment which 

is why it is crucial in our brain, but also because there is water in it, it also causes 

us issues. Therefore, it needs to be encased in something that isn’t itself (Taua, 

personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua examines the brain through its flexibility and the importance of this. She 

acknowledges how water is crucial for liberation within the body and especially within the 

brain. Taua has portrayed knowledge where wai is fundamental for the brain because of its 

specialty as an adaptable fluid. It allows space for growth and adaptation; thus, acknowledging 

its role in being able to absorb knowledge.  

Raranga 

Raranga translates to weave. Raranga is most commonly associated to the art of 

decorative weaving that is embedded throughout our cultural identity. Weaving is a process of 

interlocking two separate things. Therefore, Matua in the following quote brought about the 

idea of weaving together the tapu and noa: 

The tuarongo is the coming together of the tapu and noa in the whare. So, when 

I saw the structure and functions of the brain it made sense, it is about 

coordination (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

What Matua highlights is the interlinked relationship between the specific structure of 

the whare and anatomical feature of the brain. Matua examines the brain through the name 

tuarongo, where roro tuarongo is an anatomical structure of the brain important for 
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coordination. Matua aligns this to the underlying kōrero to where this name is prevalent in the 

whare tūpuna, “the tuarongo it is the coming together of the tapu and noa”. He further concludes 

that to him, the word and the structures he speaks of are about coordination. Therefore, raranga 

is about bringing together separate elements to form a coordinative function.  

Mārama 

Mārama translates to be clear in mind or have an understanding. As Brendan alluded to 

early, the head is extremely tapu because of the brain since it contains “philosophies and 

beliefs” (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). The brain is the connection of the mind to 

the physical and spiritual elements of the world. Therefore, it is our conscious awareness of 

existence in the universe. He argues the following: 

Perhaps when you’re physical strength disappears or begins to diminish; your 

brain becomes more important because its figuring out how to do things and 

complete tasks more easy, efficient to maybe the current state of your tinana. It 

keeps conscious of your current state of wellness (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Brendan examines the brain through discussing the effect of brain illnesses. He speaks 

of the brain being a conscious element that works to protect our mind and consciousness from 

physical degeneration. He aligns his kōrero with the adaptability that Taua elucidated. It is with 

age that some whānau begin to experience brain illness such as dementia. Brendan portrays the 

idea that our brain is responsible for reminding us of our current state of physical wellness. 

Waiora 

Waiora was the final emergent theme and arose from Koro in him understanding the 

calibre of ‘wai’. As addressed in the previous section of waiora, it expresses the meaning ‘to 

be well’. The following is a quote from Koro regarding the expression of wai:  

Wairoro makes sense for the brain eh, not just roro eh cause it could be a roro 

of a house or other animal or something you know. And wai represents quite a 

bit eh like the wai puna, the waiora and it is all representative of something like 

brain or holy water or energy (Koro, personal communication, 2019). 
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Koro discusses the brain through its Māori understanding as wairoro. He argues the 

importance of wai being a fundamental element in the acknowledgement of the brain, rather 

than just roro. He details how wai discusses more than just water but concepts such as “wai 

puna” (spring), “waiora” (to be well) and “wairua” (spirit waters). These elements will be 

further explored as I have implemented them into the development of a Kaupapa Māori based 

health model of the brain entitled Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi (which I will introduce in Chapter 

5: Kōrero Ātea). 

Mātai Tinana 

Mātai tinana is the Māori equivalent to the concept of anatomy; mātai means to examine 

and tinana is our physical body (Moorfield, 2011). Anatomy is the study concerned with the 

structure of organisms. Human anatomy focuses on the study of the human body and its 

structures while brain anatomy is narrowed down to the structure and composition of the brain. 

Firstly, our heads are significantly tapu (Elder, 2015). Māori consider the head of a 

person is the most tapu part of our body because of its role (Elder, 2012). Our head is the whare 

for our brain. It houses and protects the most complicated and complex organ of our body. It is 

also valid to note that our brains give us our individuality. They allow us to interact with the 

world, understand the processes of the world and understand who and what we are (Dudley, 

2014). As explained by Koro earlier, much alike the whare tūpuna many of the structures of 

our brain are also representative of significant cultural elements, many of which pertain to the 

spiritual realm. For example, roro not only represents the porch or veranda, but also the mind 

of tūpuna and atua.  

Mātai Whaiaroaro 

Mātai Whaiaroaro is the Māori equivalent to the concept of physiology (Moorfield, 

2011). Physiology is the study of the processes our bodies go through at a molecular, cellular 

and organs systems level in order to function (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). The physiology of 

the brain is also one of the most complex and complicated processes that occur in the body. 
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Our brain controls everything that connects us to the universe through its physical, spiritual, 

emotional and social functions (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). As the control centre determining 

our connection to the physical world, the brain is involved with cognition, sensation, emotion, 

behaviour, movement and signalling (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013).  

I acknowledge that there is other research focusing on Te Reo Māori terms in mental 

health, psychology, anatomy some of which Professor Hinemoa Elder is leading alongside Te 

Reo Māori experts. Due to the focus of this research, and within the limitations of a Master’s 

thesis, I will explore both the structural anatomy and physiological functions of the three main 

components of the brain: cerebrum (roro hiringa), cerebellum (roro tuarongo) and the brainstem 

(pūroro) as well as the cerebral spinal fluid functions outlined by Patton & Thibodeau (2013). 

I will discuss the Western description of the component, the Māori understandings alongside 

interview data, my own analysis and literature.  

Mātai Tinana me te Mātai Whaiaroaro o te Wairoro 

Roro Hiringa  

Roro hiringa is the Māori name for the part of our brain known as the cerebrum 

(Moorfield, 2011). The cerebrum consists of two halves, these being the left and right 

hemispheres (haurua roro). Of the two halves, there are five lobes, four of which are visible 

and are named after their aligning bone within the skull. The four visible lobes are the frontal, 

parietal, temporal and occipital while the insula lobe is hidden from view (Patton & Thibodeau, 

2013). The brain also has wrinkles with peaks (gyri) and valleys (sulci) that serve an important 

function which will be further discussed. The cerebrum is the primary location where these 

wrinkles are visibly present in the brain.  

The roro hiringa is the brain’s largest of the three main components (Gray, 1977). The 

following section of function will be reflective of the work by Gray (1977). The roro hiringa is 

what is often visualised and portrayed when we think of the brain and is the wrinkly flesh we 
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see. As stated, it has two hemispheres and four lobes, where each lobe also has specific 

functions. The frontal lobe is considered responsible for important cognitive skills and 

behavioural features. It acts as the primary control panel for communication and personality. 

The parietal lobe in layman’s terms, is where we process sensory information sent to the brain 

such as touch, taste and temperature. It is also the region of the brain that allows us to regulate 

spatial awareness. The temporal lobe is primarily responsible for sound and speech, more 

specifically analysing and regulating the noises we hear. The occipital lobe is at the back of the 

brain is responsible for processing vision. The function of the wrinkles in the cerebrum is that 

it increases surface area which increases space for neurons.  

The word roro hiringa stems from roro, literally defining the brain and hiringa which is 

energy and vitality. Matua acknowledges hiringa as the following: 

te hiringa in the brain, so that would be like the vitality or energy I guess. You 

know… like those extra functions that we happen to have (Matua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

  

Matua recognises that hiringa is relatable to the expression of higher functions 

expressed as vitality. Therefore, in support of Matua, roro hiringa as the cerebrum and as an 

element of brain research within this thesis acknowledges the role of the cerebrum in 

processing higher functions. 

Roro Tuarongo 

Roro tuarongo is the Māori equivalent and anatomical name for the cerebellum 

(Moorfield, 2011). The word cerebellum literally means little brain. Its location is beneath the 

cerebrum closer to the back of the brain. Similar to our cerebrum, the cerebellum also consists 

of two halves, again the left and right hemispheres. The third section of the cerebellum is in its 

centre and known as the vermis (Gray, 1977). The cerebellum also has gyri and sulci, however 

not as prominent as the ones seen in our cerebrum (Gray, 1977).  
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The roro tuarongo or cerebellum has a significant role within motor control. It is the 

structure which receives information from other major sensory systems and in turn, regulates 

movement. The roro tuarongo also coordinates voluntary movement such as posture, balance, 

coordination and speech. Of its primary functions, its main focus is to provide smooth and 

balanced muscular activity and movements. Matua further shares his knowledge of the word 

tuarongo: 

Anei taku kōrero mō te tuarongo. Ko te tuarongo o te whare ko te poupou kei 

waenganui o te pakitara kei muri o te whare. Ko tēnā pou, te pou tuarongo, te 

wāhi o te whare hei tūhono, hei piritahi i te tapu me te noa o te whare.  

 

Here are my thoughts of tuarongo. Pou tuarongo is the middle, the long one in 

the middle at the back end of the whare. The tuarongo is the coming together of 

the tapu and noa in the whare. So, when I saw the structure and functions of the 

brain it made sense (it is about the coordination and weaving) (Matua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Matua links his knowledge pertaining to traditional mātauranga encased in our marae 

to develop an understanding of the specific part of the brain involved in coordination. He recites 

the way Māori have structured the whare tūpuna and endorses how the coming together of the 

tapu and noa are reflected in the coordination function. The word tuarongo stems from tua and 

rongo. Tua within this name means in addition to, as it is the second largest component. Rongo 

translates to senses excluding sight; these being touch, sound, smell and taste. These senses are 

significant to include smooth and balanced muscular activity and movement (Moorfield, 2011). 

Rongo also recognises Rongomātāne, atua of many things one of them being peace (Hīroa, 

1949). Peace resides as an equivalent to unity and harmony. The kōrero of Matua, reflects this 

whakaaro where he states rongo also represents unity and coordination; explained by the 

coming together of tapu and noa.  

Pūroro 

Pūroro is the Māori translation for the anatomical component of the brain known as the 

brain stem. The brain stem primarily consists of three main components, the midbrain, pons 
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and medulla oblongata and further connects the brain to the spinal cord (Patton & Thibodeau, 

2013). The pūroro or brain stem is an extremely important part of our bodies as it controls the 

flow of neurons and messages between the brain and body. The pūroro is the highway that 

relays and helps control basic but vital functions such as breathing, heart rate, blood pressure 

and consciousness. Damaging this will also damage these basic vitals.  

Pū has multiple translations: one is pipe or tube, reflecting its function as a highway for 

travelling neurons; a second is precise, precise is an effective way of describing the brain stem 

as it controls all the precise movements that occur in our body. The final translation that is 

essential to acknowledging its function is pū used as a meaning for root or origin. Matua 

identifies the following: 

Pūroro, Pūrākau… kaua e wareware he aha te pū? Don’t forget what pū means, 

source origin as in pūrākau stories that explain the roots or origins of something 

(Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Pū was discussed regarding its role in our pūrākau. Matua considers pū to recite the 

origin or roots of something. Therefore, pū supports the brain as the root planting in firm to the 

body.   

Additional structures 

The brain has a multitude of structures and the three listed are just a very basic 

comprehension of the brain as a whole. Some of the other main elements that are crucial to 

acknowledge in this research are the white and grey matter and the cerebral spinal fluid. Each 

of the three main structures of the brain are made up of the two matters. Over the course of 

time, nature has developed further protection for the brain excluding our skull and external 

tissues. The brain floats within a cushion of fluid known as cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) (Patton 

& Thibodeau, 2013). CSF has a high composition of water and sodium chloride, otherwise 

known as salt (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). CSF is an extremely crucial component of the brain. 
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It has three main functions as part of the nervous systems. It protects the brain from trauma, 

supplies nutrients and it also aids in waste removal. 

The brain is an element which Western science has spent centuries on trying to 

understand how it works. It is to the point where it is so complex that it is the one organ that 

places us in conscious reality with the world and universe. The previous kōrero has been an 

exploration of the brain through the eyes of mātauranga Māori. There are differences in 

understandings when indigenous cultures begin to attain health and wellness issues regarding 

the brain. The following section discusses brain health and wellness for Māori. 

Toiora 

Toiora (to be sound) is understood as a way that Māori recognise health in relation to 

lifestyle (Durie, 1999). Healthy lifestyles revolve around the habits that both the individual and 

whānau live by. Therefore, toiora is crucial to recognising how not only Māori live their lives, 

but also how they live and cope with illness. Regarding brain health and wellness, toiora is 

about acknowledging the way Māori, both individually and in a whānau context understand the 

brain and therefore the lifestyle that surrounds this. The following section explores current 

research that begins the discussion of Māori brain health.  

The previous section investigated basic anatomical and physiological Western science 

perspectives of the brain. It also then aligned these philosophies with Māori equivalents of 

understanding. This is a crucial step in bringing mātauranga Māori into brain health research. 

There is currently a critical lack of Māori research surrounding the brain (Dudley, 2014). 

Current understandings of brain health stem from Western world knowledge and science 

(Elder, 2013). In order to see the growth of Māori knowledge in the field of brain health 

research, we must see an increase of culturally safe places, practices and philosophies. Koro 

states: 
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You know, it is new to us eh because we are finally in the stage of vulnerability, 

but you know, we need to understand it as Māori not as Pākehā (Koro, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Koro shares that in order for Māori to begin to understand the brain and brain wellness, 

we have to understand it on our own terms. It is crucial to note that Māori philosophies rely on 

the whakapapa connections to the environment, and to atua, this is embodied through the 

language, narratives, knowledge, values, attitudes and traditions (Marsden, 2003). Therefore, 

Māori research should be based on understanding the brain by understanding our environments. 

It is vital that we understand Māori philosophies in fields where there is a growing need, such 

as brain research and health. 

Māori over the past two decades have gone through significant population changes due 

to extreme lifestyle changes, many outside of Māori control. First of all, the onset of 

colonisation began the depopulation in the early 19th century upon arrival of European settlers 

(O’Malley, Stirling & Penetito, 2010). It was to a point where Pākehā would come to believe 

that at the plummeting rate of Māori population, the culture and its people would soon become 

extinct (O’Malley, Stirling & Penetitio, 2010). It was also enforced that if Māori wanted to 

survive, they would have to learn to adapt their lifestyles to that of the European settlers 

(O’Malley, Stirling & Penetito, 2010). Having to do so initiated the diminishing of the ‘Māori 

way’. Māori then rapidly declined in population due to several factors such as musket wars and 

the onset of foreign diseases brought over by Europeans. The resounding loss of Māori left the 

culture as a minority in their own lands. 

Since this time, Māori have fought back and enhanced their presence within their own 

country. Although the number of Māori still don’t match those of non-Māori within Aotearoa, 

there is a definite growth. Over the past 28 years, the Māori population has increased 59% 

(Statistics NZ, 2018). In addition, Māori living over the age of 60 has increased from 19,400 

in 1991 to 74,500 in 2018 (Statistics NZ, 2018). That being a 284% increase of Māori 
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population over the age of 60. Although it is positive to see Māori living much longer, there is 

a correlation between the increase of Māori being diagnosed with brain health issues such as 

dementia and Alzheimer’s with an ageing population. The following takes a look at dementia 

from a Māori philosophy.  

Dementia 

Dementia is not a specific disease itself, however it is a syndrome that can involve 

multiple symptoms. Many of these symptoms link to memory loss, thinking, understanding and 

judgement. These symptoms result in negative experiences through behaviour, cognition, 

mood, muscle atrophy, speech and more. These all being connected to a person diagnosed with 

dementia feeling lonely and unattached to the world, community and family. It is predicted 

from 2011 to 2026 that of those in Aotearoa diagnosed with dementia, half will be of Māori or 

Pasifika descent (Dyall, 2014). Although there is no complete or recognisable cure for 

dementia, there are medication and therapies suggested to treat it.  

Elder (2013) examines Māori theories on how to cope with traumatic brain injury in 

mokopuna. It is noted that the concept of wairua and whānau are crucial when dealing with 

brain issues. Wairua is fundamental to Te Whare Tapa Whā as it carries our mauri, our energy 

(Whakaatere et al, 2011). Wairua in regard to coping with brain issues should be about 

revisiting the essence of mauri, what is it and where does it come from? We should also 

consider what happens to our mauri at times of distress such as brain illness and consider ways 

of mauri restoration (Durie, 2001).  

Whānau is also a critical component of Te Whare Tapa Whā as it forms unity. Prime 

examples of this is where traumatic brain injury or other brain related health issues such as 

dementia not only affect the individual, but it more often than not effects the whānau (Elder, 

2012). From personal experiences, my whānau have had to go through seeing our loved one 

change both physically and mentally. It is a reality that Māori have started to face however, for 
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Māori whānau are a functional unit for healing (Elder, 2013). The ways Western science 

enforces treatment for brain health issues may not be fully applicable to Māori as majority of 

the Western science is alien to Māori (Elder, 2013). 

One key aspect of hauora which is often damaged when it comes to brain health is 

identity (Elder, 2013); this reinforces the ideas of whānau and wairua when approaching Māori 

coping mechanisms. There are few methods or frameworks fully developed to assist Māori in 

understanding and dealing with brain health issues. However, Elder (2013, 2015) has argued 

and successfully introduced a world where Te Ao Māori and mātauranga can begin to help us 

with the harsh reality we have begun to face. Identity is our whakapapa and is about 

connectivity to people, the natural world and the universe (Marsden, 2003; Roberts, 2013). 

Māori knowledge has a rich abundancy of wealth, health and wellness from the view of our 

tūpuna (Elder, 2013). These are inherited by us through whakapapa. Upon discussion of 

whakapapa, we can also discuss the healing properties of space and place. Māori connect to 

the environment through whakapapa and it is these places that we come from (Marsden, 2003; 

Roberts, 2013). Therefore, these places have healing properties considering they define who 

we are as individuals, people and culture (Elder, 2013). The following section explores 

connection to the mate wareware (dementia) for Māori; this being how it is perceived and how 

it is dealt with. Mate wareware was a term that arose from participant data.  

Mate Wareware 

The Māori name given for dementia is mate wareware (Moorfield, 2011). Mate 

recognising a state of illness or unwellness and wareware meaning forgotten or forgetfulness. 

For Māori, knowing this can be a threating and scary reality to have to go through for both the 

patient and whānau. Considering the lack of Māori research around this topic, it makes sense 

that whānau are threatened as it is a world of unknown. Taua shared her opinion of the concept 

and translation aspect of dementia being mate wareware. She stated: 
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the wareware itself isn’t the issue, it is how it’s being labelled. Mate wareware 

is the perfect word for me because it explains the mixing up and not necessarily 

making sense of everything in the world – and there is nothing wrong with that. 

It sometimes seems like an issue for everyone else and not for the person who 

has it. It explains that as Māori, we can live beyond the ages of what was once 

unseen (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua acknowledges that in this sense, it is important to understand the meaning of mate. 

It is not recognising it as death but more as the mixing of knowledge and knowing. It is seen 

as a blessing and a curse the fact that Māori are entering the stage where we are getting 

diagnosed with illnesses such as mate wareware. A blessing being that we as a culture are 

striving as Māori life expectancy continues to grow and a curse in that we as Māori are enslaved 

in western dominated research that adheres to this age-related illness. The following will draw 

upon interviews, knowledge and experience from the whānau I have been engaging with 

regarding this research. Therefore, I begin with the following quote from Brendan: 

I wonder that if dementia is a way of protecting you from your physical 

degeneration because you forgot or things don’t matter to you the same. I mean 

looking at people that I know who have gotten old, suddenly things that were 

once important to them become less so you know, there is less to 

prove…(Brendan, person al communication, 2019). 

 

What Brendan exhibits profiles the strong tolerance to illness that is encased within a 

Māori way of thinking. Dementia is only ever looked at in a way where it ruins lives, and I am 

not saying that it doesn’t; but taking a glance down the scope of mātauranga Māori explains 

that mate wareware isn’t the end of all. It is our bodies current state and Brendan teases that it 

potentially protects us from the physical degeneration that aligns with elderly. Taua argues 

Mate wareware, it’s not health related its age related and there is a big 

difference. There is always a price for getting old (Taua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Once again Taua further elaborates on the differences between the indigenous mind and 

a western mind. Age comes at a cost and Māori accept that. However, the cost now is not 

familiar to Māori as it is new and it is daunting, therefore, Māori need a way to understand this 

cost rather than try to cure an incurable illness. Matua illustrates the following: 
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In the Western world and as a Minister I deal with death a lot, more often than 

I want. And I guess mate wareware for us Māori is just a part of life, a part of 

the life journey (a newly found stage of the journey). So, we don’t try to isolate 

it and rationalise it and try to explain it in a way. Māori emphasis placing care 

around the person who has it, rather than okay this has happened now we must 

try to justify it and explain it. Māori just move with it, accept it as a part of life 

journey and put support around that person (Matua, personal communication, 

2019) 

 

Matua illustrates that Māori understand life as a journey and that mate wareware is a 

stage of the journey that some of us just happen to go through. In comparison to western ways 

of thinking, Māori tend to fight illness less and place care around the individual. Matua 

examples this in the following memory he brought to attention: 

There was a koroua of our iwi and marae and dad was his 2IC who had fallen 

ill. I said to my father, what happens now? He said “nothing, he maintains his 

status, all the things he has he doesn’t have to function, I do that now I step into 

that role, but all the titles; rangatira, morehu stays and belongs with him for 

life.” And he lasted for about 5 years then died. So that is what I like about how 

we treated our people, we made sure they maintained their mana (Matua, 

personal communication, 2019) 

 

Many of the ways Māori care for people is by preserving their mana or their authority. 

Matua recognises that the condition is sometimes our kaumātua reach a stage of the journey 

that we haven’t, therefore in no way should their mana be taken from them. Matua shares that 

his experiences as both a Māori minister and a rangatira, are that Māori have priorities far 

separate than western ways of dealing with illness. Therefore, this highlights the concern that 

Māori need their own ways of understanding; Māori need Māori. 

Conclusion 

This Chapter 3: Kōrero Poutohu was the entranceway to this research of Māori health 

and the first of three analytical chapters. The overarching idea that hauora Māori was discussed 

and understood within was the scope of the ira tangata. This chapter first discussed the key 

concept of te ira tangata as it embodies all that exists as a part of humankind. From here, I then 

examined hauora and the rise of Kaupapa Māori based health models that provide a mātauranga 

Māori approach to understanding health. Following this, I discussed hauora, examining te 
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wairoro and a mātauranga Māori approach to analysing the structural and functional elements 

of the brain. The final discussion was recognising toiora as well as age related illness of the 

brain and the effect these have on the ageing Māori population. From uncovering these 

findings, I was able to understand Māori philosophies of the brain and within this mātauranga, 

was elements that contained a connection to Tangaroa such as waiora and wairoro, therefore 

embedding him a role as kaitiaki of these elements and the brain. The next chapter will discuss 

te ira atua as the spiritual element of this thesis.  
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Wāhanga Tuawhā: Chapter Four 

Kōrero Poutokomanawa: Te Ira Atua 

Chapter 4 has been entitled Kōrero Poutokomanawa. This chapter represents the post 

in the middle of the whare, the poutokomanawa. The poutokomanawa represents the heart of 

the tūpuna. Manawa translates to heart; therefore, it is the centre beam of the whare. This 

chapter focusses on te ira atua, the supernatural or spiritual element. The analogy of utilising 

the ira atua as the poutokomanawa component of this research is that atua lay at the heart of 

the Māori universe, and similarly the heart of this research. They personify and represent 

everything from the creation of Te Ao Māori to our existence in the environment today. As 

Māori we are able to explore the realm of ira atua through the concepts of pūrākau and 

whakapapa.  

This chapter examines te ira atua and its various components. The first component that 

will be examined is pūrākau. Pūrākau are the narratives which embed whakapapa and atua and 

are an exploration of cultural history through narratives (Lee, 2009). Pūrākau are an effective 

tool which allow us to recall accounts that stretch back to creation (Hakopa, 2019). I analyse 

four pūrākau to uncover the connection between Tangaroa and the brain. These were Tangaroa 

– son of Ranginui and Papatūānuku, Takaroa – husband to Papatūānuku, Tangaroa & 

Ruatepupuke – origin traditional carving, and ngā Kura Huna o Rua – the hidden schools of 

Rua. I then describe the emergent themes from the aforementioned pūrākau and from the 

interview transcripts. From the Tangaroa and Takaroa data, the emerging themes were: power 

of Tangaroa; mauri; iwi specific narratives; whakapapa to the sea and intelligence from the sea. 

From Toi Whakairo, the emerging themes were: influence of European religion and; effects of 

colonisation. The final themes that arose from Ngā Kura Huna o Rua were the role of tohunga 

and pūrākau of Aotearoa. These themes establish Tangaroa as a kaitiaki of the brain.   
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Whakapapa is the next element that is discussed as a concept of a Māori genealogical 

system (Roberts, 2013). Whakapapa is crucial to this research as it provides a system to layer 

information and cultural history. As a principle, whakapapa is intertwined through pūrākau and 

holds the ancestral information that links everyone and everything.  

Ira Atua 

Ira atua is the overarching spiritual or supernatural element of this research. Atua are 

the literal personifications of every element that exist as a part of natural world and universe 

(Marsden, 2003; Royal, 2006). The ira atua often refers to the celestial realms and beings of 

Māori culture (Tamaiti, 2007). The ira atua connects us as terrestrial elements of the universe 

to our celestial origin; therefore, we as humans are not separate from creation but a specific 

component of Māori creation. We are created from the same elements and contain the same 

intelligent energy source (mauri) as our atua, tipua and tūpuna (Whakaatere et al, 2011). A 

Māori worldview exhibits a philosophy full of powerful beings such as atua that represent every 

element of creation including us as humans. For example, Tūmatauenga is said to be not only 

the atua of war, but also of mankind (Heke, 2017). The word atua translates to ‘the beyond’, 

therefore immediately engaging the concept with the idea of the supreme, spiritual and super-

natural (Hongi, 1920). Ira atua refers to the celestial beginnings of Te Ao Māori; this research 

primarily focusing on atua. Two participants discussed this in their expression of the ira atua. 

Brendan informs the following about Māori connection to atua: 

The fact that our whakapapa connects us to the atua is completely at odds with 

the western view of their God. It truly relates to a lot of Māori attitudes knowing 

that you’re a descendent of that, I guess that is the ira atua connection for us eh, 

connection to the literal atua of our world (Brendan, personal communication, 

2019). 

 

What Brendan exhibits here is that as Māori, the fact that we have whakapapa truly 

separates our worldviews and how we approach life by having higher being connection and 

influence. Brendan’s view of whakapapa as genealogical heritage to atua correlate to Marsden 
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(2003) as he also suggests that whakapapa is the binding of us to and within the universe. A 

tohunga from my tribe Ngāti Kahungunu, Te Matorohanga, argues that Māori whakapapa to 

and through atua, beyond the level of the primal parents Ranginui and Papatūānuku 

(Whatahoro, 2011). Te Matorohanga disputes the idea that the existence of a supreme atua was 

brought to Māori from Europeans. He argues that it was long before the arrival of Europeans 

that Māori bestowed honour to a higher being. Reclaiming the name “Io-matua, Io the omni 

parent” (Whatahoro, 2011, p.111). Atua are more than gods, they are the creation (Whatahoro, 

2011). A second participant shared their examination of atua through experience. Matua stated: 

I don’t consider atua to be translated as a God, because in Christianity (which 

was brought to Aotearoa during colonisation) there is only one God, and he is 

the supreme. Whereas in Te Ao Māori, there are many gods and we may use 

different names instead of atua such as tipua or tūpuna. These often having the 

commonality of meaning ancestor. Trying to find the English equivalent, if you 

ask me… I have no idea right now, but if we break it down to A-tua. A meaning 

to be away or belonging to and tua meaning not from here or this realm. So in 

that term, atua means something belonging or being from a separate realm, I 

would suggest spiritual. (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

The example from Matua stems from his experiences as a Māori Minister/Reverend 

and aligns with the definition of atua from Hongi (2003). He explains “atua means something 

belonging or being from a separate realm, I would suggest spiritual”. Atua translates to the 

beyond and where Matua struggles to find a fitting English equivalent, his process of breaking 

down the word exhibits the idea of an entity which belongs to the beyond. As stated, atua 

expand beyond the common expression of Ranginui, Papatūānuku and their offspring. It 

extends far through to the highest of heavens, Tikitiki-o-ngā-rangi (Te-toi-o-ngā-rangi) where 

Te Matorohanga acknowledges the dwelling of Io-matua and his messengers, Apa-Whatu-kura 

(male guardians) and Apa-Marei-kura (female guardian) (Whatahoro, 2011 p. 115). Therefore, 

Matua acknowledges the entirety of creation being the Māori understanding of atua. Hakopa 

(personal communication, 2019) stated “atua are not a figment of mind or myth”. There are 

many departmental atua, furthermore one with an extreme significance to this study is 
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Tangaroa. The following discusses pūrākau as a way I looked at and examined the narratives 

pertaining to Tangaroa. 

Pūrākau  

Pūrākau are the cultural legends and narratives used to express every moment, 

phenomena, and experience seen to be fundamental to the creation of Te Ao Māori (Lee, 2009). 

Hakopa (2019) recounts that “pūrākau stretch back to the stories of the creation” (p. 36). 

Pūrākau are fundamental tools that allow Māori to unravel the philosophies that underpin a 

Māori worldview. Pūrākau conceptualise mātauranga Māori and pertain to all measures of 

existence, both physical and spiritual (Cherrington, 2002; Marsden, 2003). Pouwhare (2016) 

further clarifies that pūrākau extend beyond the realms of human nature and examine 

cosmological elements that also construct Māori philosophies such as Te Kore (the void), Te 

Pō (the dark), and Te Ao Mārama (the world of light); these being the “epochs of time and the 

expansion of space” (p. 6). Pūrākau are a central source of sharing, storing and protecting 

mātauranga Māori of our tūpuna (Lee, 2009). Te Matorohanga warned his scribes that they 

would be “writing for years” listening to all the information embedded in his oratories 

(Simmons, 1994. p.116).  

The following will explore various forms of pūrākau. Traditional formats of pūrākau 

include waiata (song), karakia (prayer), haka (cultural dance), tauparapara (incantation) and 

mōteatea (chant) (Lee, 2009; Ngata, 2004). There are a number of pūrākau that are still 

recognised through educational institutions in Aotearoa; many which are fundamental to the 

identity of this country being of indigenous Māori. The great demigod of the Pacific, Māui, is 

an example of how Māori philosophies of land, space and sea are acquired. These pūrākau 

include Māui fishing up the North Island and slowing the sun (McLintock, 1966). The narrative 

of Tāne Mahuta constructing and breathing life into the first woman Hineahuone elaborates on 

the creation of man (Royal, 2005). The following will explore the four pūrākau of Tangaroa 
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briefly mentioned in Chapter 1: Te Roro, from the archival texts and sources discussed in 

Chapter 2: Kōrero Tāhuhu. I analysed these pūrākau to reveal emergent themes. I also 

combined the interview data to strengthen and support the analysis. 

Pūrākau of Tangaroa 

Tangaroa takes the form widely associated as atua of the marine and marine life. 

Although there are many marine atua such as Kiwa9 (Te Moana-nui-a-Kiwa), Punga (god of 

all things strange looking such as sharks and rays), and Hinemoana (Ocean Woman), Tangaroa 

is considered an overarching atua of the ocean and ocean life (Best, 1928; Pomare & Cowan, 

1987; Marsden, 2003). Tangaroa is titled atua of water, more specifically saltwater. The 

precedence of Tangaroa within this research is found where water covers the majority of our 

planet, 90% of the total water being saltwater. 

For many cultures, specifically those intact with philosophies of departmental higher 

beings, there are several deities who are affiliated to respected realms such as the ocean, for 

example Poseidon of Greek mythology and Neptune of Roman mythology (Jordan, 1992). 

These gods have been eminent to their cultures on engaging with these waterways, much like 

Tangaroa is for Māori. Māori believe that there is no separation between the sea and Tangaroa, 

he is the sea and therefore coincides or relates to the energy that is within (Royal, 2006). I have 

included two whakapapa charts of Tangaroa below.  

 
9 At the dawn of time, it was Tangaroa, Kiwa and Kaukau appointed guardianship over the sea (Best, 2005). 
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Figure 10: The 70 sons of Ranginui and Papatūānuku retrieved from The Lore of Whare Wānanga 

(Smith, 1913; Whatahoro, 2011). Tangaroa listed number 8.  

Figure 9: Whakapapa of Tangaroa retrieved from https://teara.govt.nz/en/document/7389/fish-

genealogy (Te Ahukaramū, 2006). 
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Tangaroa/Takaroa o ngā Waitai  

Tangaroa o ngā Waitai refers to Tangaroa as the atua of the marine and therefore earth’s 

salt-water bodies. The following explains a Māori understanding of Tangaroa which aligns 

with the kōrero I have become familiar with from Ngāti Kahungunu. It involves the separation 

of our Earth Mother and Sky Father as well as the creation of the heavens. Many details from 

the following kōrero stem from Marsden (2003) and the great tohunga Te Matorohanga (cited 

in Whatahoro, 2011).  

Tangaroa was one of the 70 sons of Ranginui (Sky Father) (also known as Rangi-awatea 

– Rangi of day light) and Papatūānuku (Earth Mother) (Whatahoro, 2011). Each son represents 

and personifies a fundamental realm of the natural world (Marsden, 2003). Hīroa (1949) 

postulates the debate of which some Māori believe in a higher being named Io (also found 

throughout the Pacific). Io meaning ‘core’ which represents the centrality of where some Māori 

believe in a supreme being (Hīroa, 1949). Te Matorohanga also spoke of Io being the creator 

residing in the highest of heavens.  

The separation of Ranginui and Papatūānuku was caused by their many sons. The 

following are the 7 departmental atua often portrayed as directly involved in the separation; 

Tāne Mahuta (atua of the forest), Tūmatauenga (atua of war), Tangaroa, Tāwhirimātea (atua of 

the winds), Haumiatiketike (atua of uncultivated foods), Rongomātāne (atua of cultivation & 

peace), and Rūaumoko (atua of earthquakes & seasons) (Best, 1982; Pomare & Cowan, 1987). 

As they remained within the tight embrace, rebellion stirred as their world was surrounded with 

darkness. All siblings but one, Tāwhirimātea, desired to live in a world of light. Tāwhirimātea 

believed that separating their parents was wrong (Pomare & Cowan, 1987). Despite the 

disagreement of one of the siblings, the rest joined together in attempt to separate Ranginui and 

Papatūānuku. They succeeded through the strength of Tāne Mahuta. Tāne Mahuta lay back on 

his shoulders and hoisted Ranginui high into the heavens with his legs; this subsequently 
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bringing light into the natural world and creating the physical manifestations of nature these 

atua and more represent. Tāwhirimātea abandoned his fellow atua on earth and joined Ranginui 

in the skies to reign down his anger towards his siblings.  

Ranginui was also originally given the task to complete the heavens by Io but 

abandoned the mission after creating the first heaven to lay with Papatūānuku, giving birth to 

their offspring. Abandoning the mission delegated by the supreme atua, Io set out messengers 

Rehua and Rehutai to the children of Ranginui and Papatūānuku to seek a suitable atua to 

ascend the heavens (Whatahoro, 2011). Upon this, Tāne Mahuta was selected and is known by 

many other names such as ngā rangi i roherohea e Tāne (the heavens separated by Tāne), ngā 

rangi tuitui ā Tāne (the inaccessible heavens of Tane), ngā rangi tokorau ā Tane (the distant 

heavens of Tane) (Best, 1982).  

Tangaroa pertains to the kōrero regarding the separation of Ranginui and Papatūānuku 

and creation of heavens, hence bringing forth the world of light or Te Ao Mārama. It is within 

this kōrero that Tangaroa is established as one of the sons of the primal atua. It is from this 

origin that Best (1924) states “Kiwa, Tangaroa and Kaukau were appointed guardians of the 

realm of Hine-moana” (p. 105). 

Takaroa o ngā Waitai is the southern iwi Ngāi Tahu dialect and narrative pertaining to 

Takaroa as the atua of Waitai. The narrative of Takaroa is as follows. 

Ngāi Tahu (Kāi Tahu) describes Tangaroa (Takaroa) as the first husband to 

Papatūānuku. I have utilised Royals (2006) account of this narrative as he recognises the 

importance of Takaroa and the sea being the meeting place of the sky and land. (Mita, Jackson 

& Hakopa, 2014). The two cohabitated in peace before Takaroa was betrayed and Papatūānuku 

was seduced by Ranginui (Royal, 2006). It is in this account where Takaroa is viewed as a 

competitor to Ranginui (Royal, 2006). Ranginui and Papatūānuku had a son and was named 

Tāne-nui-a-Rangi (Tāne of the great heavens), and it was his idea to separate the two so that 
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light could shine through (Royal, 2006). This is where Māori acknowledge the sky being up 

above and the land laying below. It also signifies Tangaroa through his role as competitor to 

Ranginui as his domain remains between the two as it surrounds our earth.  

Takaroa is considered the uncle of the heavens and first husband to the land (Hongi, 

1920). The narrative of Takaroa was one I was not necessarily familiar with growing up. 

Chapter 1 discussed the primary difference of Takaroa pertaining to not only the marine, but 

as the first husband to Papatūānuku (separating him as the son of Ranginui and Papatūānuku). 

White (1888) details that Takaroa took Papatūānuku as his wife and then left to venture far to 

Kahui-pu-aki-aki (flock of the seagulls) in order to obtain the treasures of Whāki tau (abundant 

year). Upon returning, he found Papatūānuku had betrayed him as she was taken by Ranginui. 

In anger Tangaroa demanded a fight as both welded a spear. Tangaroa pierced through the legs 

of Ranginui and decided he would leave Papatūānuku to deal with the injured Ranginui. In this 

narrative, Tangaroa is represented as much more than an offspring of the heavens and earth. 

He aligns with many of the Polynesian Pacific versions of Tangaroa affiliating much more 

closely to a creator (Andersen, 1940; Jordan 1992).  

Emergent themes 

The overarching title that Tangaroa was associated with was Tangaroa/Takaroa atua of 

waitai. Taua commented on this directly: 

Takaroa is the waitai (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

However, the following section discusses 5 emergent themes from participant data. 

These themes were: the power of Tangaroa; mauri; iwi specific narratives; whakapapa to the 

sea and human intelligence being drawn from the sea. The emergence of these themes arose 

from their cultural experiences and relationships towards Tangaroa.  
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Power of Tangaroa 

The first emergent theme was the power of Tangaroa from Brendan: 

Whether you’re in the water diving or on the waka, you can feel the power of 

Tangaroa… through the tides, the currents and the waves (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Brendan associates the power of Tangaroa as the energy found within waitai, such as 

the waves, the currents and the physical manifestation of tides (although said to be ruled by 

external elements, Tangaroa embodies its movements). It is Brendan who acknowledges this: 

“Whether you’re in the water diving or on the waka, you can feel the power of Tangaroa”. 

Being the power and energy embodying the movements of water coincides with Royal (2006) 

acknowledging Tangaroa as living energy. Energy can often have a translation of mauri. 

However, neither Tangaroa or water is the source of mauri. Whakaatere et al, (2011) elaborates 

on the source of mauri coming from Io. He quotes “Io has been created by Māori thinking and 

bodies of knowledge as the primary nurturing, unifying and emanating source of mauri” (p. 2). 

Te Matorohanga explains the realms and higher beings of which lead to the highest heavens, 

Tikitiki-te-toi-o-ngā-rangi, where Io-matua dwells and where mauri is believed to have origins 

(Whatahoro, 2011).  

Mauri 

Mauri is the essence of life (Whakaatere et al, 2011). Cowan (1930) mentions the 

difficulties in trying to understand or translate the concept of mauri through a European lens. 

For example, an English translation may equate mauri to the soul of a man (Best, 2005). 

However, the idea of a soul is seemingly exclusive to humankind. Furthermore, Māori consider 

mauri as a life force while it being present in everything that has, will and does exits as a part 

of creation; creation with a lifeforce sourced from Io-matua (Te Matorohanga, 2011). 

Māori have long lived alongside atua. It is even once said that atua and man interacted 

before the separation of the mortal cosmic elements (atua) from immortality (humankind) 
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(Toia, 1996). Our tūpuna were reliant on the movements and energy of Tangaroa as they 

voyaged through the Pacific Ocean (Somerville, 2012). It is also evident throughout the Pacific 

Islands that an ocean deity is crucial to cultural identity and creation (Jordan, 1992). Later in 

this chapter I will examine further the four pūrākau surrounding Tangaroa as marine atua.  

Royal (2006) acknowledges the energy of Tangaroa as “water with many moods – it 

can be calm and life giving or dangerous and destructive” (p. 1). In this sense, energy is related 

to the quality of sustainability (Shove & Walker, 2014). As mentioned, our energy is sourced 

from the creation, the universe and everything interwoven including the earth, its movements, 

its positioning, the atua and all other celestial bodies (Marsden, 2003). Mildon (2016) further 

argues the importance of the energy which we draw from the sea and water. Mildon (2016) 

focuses on Māori healing methods and further argues the importance of Tangaroa in an 

indigenous approach to healing; this being related to the capacity for energy and its life giving 

and destructive qualities (Royal, 2006). Matua lists specific attributes of which he aligns with 

Tangaroa in the following: 

I think Tangaroa being water is about energy, movement and transparency 

(Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Matua affiliated Tangaroa to not only energy, but also the transfer and movement of it 

as he quotes “water is about energy movement and transparency”. As Matua recites these 

specific qualities, it is supportive of Tangaroa being associated to the energy that transfers 

between us and the natural environment, more specially for Māori, the energy we draw from 

water for movement and clarity (Mildon, 2006). Matua alludes to the movement and clarity 

elements of Tangaroa. In regard to this emergent finding, our brain is considered the control 

centre for our own movement and clarity in thought. This analysis will be further explored in 

the following chapters. It is also evident in our pūrākau that we exhibit the movement of energy 

through whakapapa; these being mauri (gifted from Io) and the breath of life (gifted from Tāne 

Mahuta) (Whatahoro, 2011). 
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Iwi specific narratives  

The third emergent theme was the reality that different iwi have different narratives that 

shape their own unique understanding. The following is a quote from Matua: 

Tangaroa is the ocean… I found that in sea coastal areas like Te Whānau Apanui 

and Ngāti Porou they’re more sea-based people and therefore experience more 

Tangaroa and reflected more in their pūrākau (Matua, personal communication, 

2019). 

 

Tangaroa was involved in the separation of the heavens and earth. In common narrative, 

it was Tāne Mahuta who used his mighty strength to force Ranginui away from Papatūānuku 

with his legs (Pomare & Cowan, 1987). This specific narrative is embedded strongly within 

iwi such as Tūhoe where there is no coastline. Furthermore, Tāwhirimātea waged war on all 

his siblings in rebellion to the separation. Pūrākau suggest the thundering of war between 

Tangaroa and Tāwhirimātea is responsible for the raging waves, currents and environmental 

forces that occur at sea (Hīroa, 1949). Thus, stories of Tangaroa are strongly embedded in 

coastal iwi. It is also noted that Tāwhirimātea is responsible for the fleeing of Ikatere (fish atua) 

and his whānau to the depths of the sea and Tūtewehiwehi (reptile atua) with his ancestor 

fleeing inland (Hīroa, 1949); this being reflective of the rage between Tāwhirimātea and 

Tangaroa.  

Out of the many Polynesian Pacific cultures, Māori are one of the main indigenous 

people who have a narrative where an ocean deity is not necessarily the supreme being (Io-

matua takes this role) (Whatahoro, 2011). Ranginui and Papatūānuku alongside Tāne Mahuta 

are considered the creators due to their roles with departmental atua and the separation of 

heavens and earth. The possibility of this is because islands within the Pacific such as Samoa, 

Tahiti and Hawai’i, are connected through relativity to coastlines on the Pacific Ocean 

(Jackson, Mita, Hakopa, 2017). Aotearoa although very coastal based as well, also has 
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significant iwi that are inland therefore have less direct interaction with Tangaroa such as 

Tūhoe and Tūwharetoa. Koro acknowledges the following: 

Up in Tūhoe we have that whakapapa to the trees and the ngāhere you know, 

and it all stems from that one fella Tānemāhuta (Koro, personal communication, 

2019). 

 

Koro states how in Tūhoe, whakapapa is strong in terms of connecting to the forest as 

“we have that whakapapa to the trees and the ngāhere”. Koro details how iwi, hapū and whānau 

influence how pūrākau are often envisioned due to significant landmarks and territory (Lee, 

2009). Matua also states: 

I remember in Taranaki creation stories with Tangaroa marries Papatūānuku, 

and I found that in sea coastal areas like Te Whānau Apanui and Ngāti Porou 

they’re more sea-based people. Whereas inland like Tūhoe, where there is no 

Waitai, we tell stories of Tānemāhuta, and when you go to the coast, they tell 

stories pertaining to Tangaroa (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Matua supports Koro in the discussion that pūrākau surrounding creation narratives are 

largely influenced by which realm your iwi is closest associated with. The following will 

explore the creation story that is significant to the Ngāi Tahu region.   

Whakapapa to the sea 

The fourth emergent theme was recognising whakapapa that connects us to the sea. 

Although a different origin narrative compared to the previous Tangaroa, Takaroa is still very 

much appointed as the atua of the waitai. When recognising the role of Takaroa in the southern 

region of Ngāi Tahu, Taua discusses the following as kōrero for Māori having whakapapa to 

the depths of Takaroa: 

You don’t often hear of whakapapa to the seabed…ideally you would start from 

the seabed and then go to the various places or the degrees of what happens, 

who is, or what constitutes Takaroa or waitai, and it should be able to come 

straight up to us, and we only talk about it in science or marine science, not 

necessarily as our own whakapapa (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Although not directly referencing the role Takaroa has as creator, Taua envisions the 

ability to whakapapa and connect Māori origins to the depths of the seabed and to everything 
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that consists between there and the surface. It highlights the identity of which Taua associates 

to the role of Takaroa and suggest a supreme entity role for Takaroa which aligns with 

perceptions of Takaroa throughout the Polynesian Pacific (Best, 2005; Andersen, 1940; Jordan, 

1992). Taua also describes the idea of human having whakapapa to the sea. Brazil (2017) 

explains that life has the possibility of sea origins and research suggest that “deep sea 

hydrothermal vents have been suggested as the birthplace of life” (p. 2). What Taua explains 

is that we aren’t necessarily sourced from the ocean, but we have whakapapa that links us to 

the elements of marine life.  

Human intelligence from the sea 

The final emergent theme that arose was the theory of human intelligence having an 

ocean origin. Brendan discusses the idea of human intelligence also being sourced from the 

sea: 

Yea well for Māori, the sea is a system of intelligent life forms, specifically the 

wheke and the aihe and the tohorā, and the dolphins and that, and there is a 

whole lot of kōrero and pūrākau around them and their spirituality within Māori 

culture… (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Polynesian cultures, such as Māori, have a strong relationship to the sea life because of 

the narratives around the creation being a product of Takaroa. Therefore, a lot of our marine 

life are pivotal in cultural identity such as the wheke (octopus) being symbolised in Pere’s 

(1992) health model Te Wheke. The tohorā (whale) are also sacred to many iwi as they 

represent many important elements of Māori culture. They inhabit the realm of Tangaroa and 

are gifted from Io as ancestors, guardians, and ocean navigators. The tohorā are eminent in our 

pūrākau such as Tinirau and Tutunui and Paikea (Best, 2005; Reed, 1967; Haami, 2006). Haami 

(2006) reviews the tohorā as guides for our ancestors as they voyaged the seas. The spiritual 

connection between Māori and sea life have origins to before arrival in Aotearoa. The 

intelligence between Māori and our spiritual guardians of the deep portray how Brendan 

associates a key element of Tangaroa to early Māori origins. The importance in acknowledging 
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this is that in order to understand the role of Tangaroa in the brain you need to understand the 

origin and whakapapa of Tangaroa. Intelligence is an aspect that flows alongside many of the 

kōrero pertaining to Tangaroa. As mentioned, pūrākau often speak of the intelligence of our 

spiritual guardians such as the whales.  

 

Tangaroa/Takaroa is renowned for his role as supreme being of the ocean. Te 

Matorohanga delegates this role to Tangaroa alongside Kiwa and Hinemoana. This thesis has 

continuously examined the role of which Tangaroa pertains to all elements of the marine. As 

discussed at the beginning of this section, “Takaroa is the waitai (Taua, personal 

communication, 2019). Koro also explicitly states: 

Well, Tangaroa is the ocean, or more specifically he is the salt-water and the 

fishes and stuff (Koro, personal communication, 2019).  

 

The argument with considering Tangaroa as the marine is that he is the atua of earth’s 

saltwater bodies. Although the kōrero of Tangaroa and Takaroa differ due to iwi differences, 

the one thing that remains constant is that Tangaroa is waitai. Wai being the waters and tai 

representing the embodiment of tidal waters. Hence, Tangaroa in this research regarding the 

brain is primarily examining the role of waitai or saltwater.  

Chapter 3: Kōrero Poutohu explored te wairoro through wrapping whakaaro Māori 

around what western science has advanced in the fields of brain research. Encasing Western 

science with our kōrero has allowed me to understand the elements of the brain in more depth. 

The main argument of which influenced the adaptation of te wairoro and waitai is that both 

contain the substance known as salt. The brain is not only composed of mainly water, but 

majority of this water is salty. Brendan argues that this was most likely known by our tūpuna 

before western science was even introduced to Aotearoa: 

yea back then they didn’t need machines to tell that it was salty or to test the 

saltiness of it cause you know how our tūpuna were eh, they consumed their 
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enemies eh that includes the brain, so they probably tasted it (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019).  

 

Although very different to how Māori are today, it suggests one foundation for how this 

knowledge potentially exist as mātauranga Māori, rather the knowledge from the Pākehā. The 

knowledge Brendan refers to from our tūpuna was most likely gained through experience and 

lifestyles at that specific point in time. Brendan also demonstrates his experience through 

knowledge that has been built up through connection and engagement: 

The tides and everything yea, if you spend a lot of time around Tangaroa it 

creates a rhythm or like it is a different rhythm. It takes you away from having 

a watch and meetings and so forth whether you get the time to spend with him, 

or in him or on him (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 

 

What Brendan talks about is that the time that he spends in, on and around Tangaroa 

has created a rhythm for him where he is taken away from the modern-day realities, “It takes 

you away from having a watch and meetings”. Tangaroa helps him maintain the reality of 

staying in the rhythm of being Māori. Whether you are a Tangaroa person or not, our atua are 

very much present and Brendan explains how they can help bring us back to who we are when 

factors out of our control begin to take over. Brendan exhibits how Tangaroa is the embodiment 

of waitai. Our brains are also embodiments of not necessarily waitai, but saltwater. Brendan 

connects this knowledge not to western driven understandings but embedded as mātauranga 

Māori that stem from our tūpuna and their lifestyles. 

 Taua reminisces on her interaction with Takaroa as a child: 

Sometimes dad would get us to cut the kelp, go underneath and make a cut. 

There would be getting too much so the pāua were getting no light and would 

move away from the spot. So, in that way, I guess the connection with Takaroa 

is more with brain and learning… Water can have a better conversation in things 

that are water rather than things that are solid. Water and solid are always at a 

point of resistance, whereas in your body they shouldn’t be in anyway, and 

particularly in your brain because that would be hard work. Water is extremely 

flexible to its environment which is why it is crucial in our brain (Taua, personal 

communication, 2019). 
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Rather than arguing the brain as waitai, Taua discusses her engagement with waitai as 

an instinctive way of living and learning. She spoke of how her relationship between her father 

being a fisherman and her engagement with Takaroa built up a capacity where Takaroa became 

an innate teacher or environment of lessons. Taua recognises that the importance of this 

purpose revolved around the flexibility of the relationship between her and Takaroa. The 

flexibility of the relationship taught her how to interact correctly. She discussed the following: 

All those things that you learn that you didn’t necessarily know as a kid, but this 

is why this happens and how it happens, or this is him/her affecting this or that 

(Taua, personal communication, 2019).  

If you are a Takaroa person of playing, playing teaches you a lot. You get 

flipped and sucked and you learn stuff from that, but it still makes you safe to 

play and lessons you in that way (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua concludes this discussion by recognising that she engaged in this specific manner 

with Takaroa because of her relationship with waitai. For her she found that “playing teaches 

you a lot”. Whether the outcome was known or not, the relationship for her is that Takaroa 

teaches and she argued this by saying “all those things you learn that you didn’t necessarily 

know as a kid”. Takaroa was the atua that she learned many lessons off; and many deliberations 

can be made for all Māori in their relationship with Tāne Mahuta, Tāwhirimātea and the many 

other atua. 

Taua elucidates Takaroa as lessons and learning; this relationship being engrained in 

her upbringing and connection to the ira atua. Brendan examined Tangaroa as the embodiment 

of waitai, where waitai or saltwater are a primary constituent of our brain. Both interpretations 

of Tangaroa and the brain are pivotal in helping the development of mātauranga Māori into 

brain health, wellness and research.  

As discussed waiora is wellness and often stems from environmental interaction (Durie, 

1999). Both Brendan and Taua present their whakaaro and whether intrinsic or not, stem from 

environmental connection. Toiora is focused on the lifestyle connection of wellness (Durie, 

1999). Once again, Brendan and Taua source their kōrero from lifestyle. Brendan 
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acknowledges a lifestyle where both the ira tangata and ira atua influence elements of each 

other. For example, Tangaroa influencing reactions to realities and realities influencing 

engagement with Tangaroa. Taua presents personal lifestyle as a reflection of her built up 

knowledge; this enhancing her knowledge and knowing by engaging with waitai.  

The significance of Tangaroa being the atua of the marine is that this environment 

embodies waitai. The brain is not only composed of salty waters but is also encased in a fluid 

that is highly concentrated sodium chloride (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). The argument that 

this research proposes is that Tangaroa has an infinity to the brain through waitai. Waitai as 

salt waters was a reoccurring theme that arose from whānau data pertaining to who and what 

is Tangaroa. Therefore, further deliberations can be made in the fact that Tangaroa has a 

connection to the brain because he has connection to waitai. Although there has been no 

significant examination of Tangaroa being directly involved with the creation of the first human 

Hineahuone, there has been no evidence that Tangaroa wasn’t involved in the creation and 

development of the brain. Much like Tāwhirimātea gifting the lungs and Tūmatauenga gifting 

the muscles, it is conceivable to present the idea that Tangaroa gifted the brain and the 

complexities that go alongside it. The following pūrākau examines Māori intelligence by 

introducing the highest forms of decorative art into the world, otherwise known as carving 

(Mead, 2003).  

 

Toi Whakairo 

Toi Whakairo connects Tangaroa to the whakapapa and origin of traditional Māori 

carvings through his grandson Ruatepupuke (Graham, 2004). The East Coast account tells the 

story that the son (some say grandson) of Ruatepupuke, Manuruhi was an avid sea goer and 

had a craving for kaimoana. Rua fashioned Manuruhi a fishing lure and it was therefore named, 

Te Whatukura-o-Tangaroa (the sacred stone of Tangaroa). Using the lure, Manuruhi went to 
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sea to hunt and upon catching a great haul, he showed transgression by avoiding customary 

practice of releasing the first catch back to Tangaroa. Tangaroa was enraged on two accounts, 

one that his name was used without his permission and the second that custom and protocol 

was blatantly disregarded by Manuruhi. Manuruhi went missing after this and Rua went 

searching and found him in the realm of Tangaroa in the form of a tekoteko (traditional Māori 

carving) at the top of Hui-te-ana-nui o Tangaroa (house of Tangaroa) (Best, 1982; Jackson, 

Hita & Hakopa, 2017). This is where Rua stumbled across many carvings within and 

surrounding the house of Tangaroa. 

Toi Whakairo is the art of carving and this pūrākau tells of the acquisition of carving 

knowledge by Ruatepupuke (Ngata, 1958). It is from this account where Tangaroa is affiliated 

to the “highest forms of decorative art” (Mead, 2003 p. 256). It is pertinent to recognise that 

the acknowledgement of this pūrākau recognises the process of gathering the knowledge of the 

highest forms of decorative art. In regard to understanding brain health, this pūrākau serves as 

a reminder for the importance of knowledge acquisition. The origin of Māori carving is a 

pūrākau that explores the time period where atua and Māori lived in interaction (Toia, 1996). 

One of the primary faults of Manuruhi showing transgression was the wrongdoing of tikanga. 

Meredith (2006) acknowledges the tikanga around sacrificing your first catch back to Tangaroa 

to say thank you and uphold tikanga. Alongside this Māori would often karakia to Tangaroa as 

a rite of passage into his realm and into the practice of gathering kaimoana (Meredith, 2006). 

Koro recites the following around his practice of karakia when around Tangaroa: 

There is a karakia I always take with me around the ocean and the sea which is 

always paying tribute to Tangaroa eh, Pare e reira o Tinirau, i runga i te kare o 

ngā wai raro i te kare o wai…you know, so it’s all good out there. (Koro, 

personal communication, 2019). 

 

Koro with an insatiable appetite for kina, discusses the importance of paying respect to 

Tangaroa due to the power and energy he possesses. It asks for safety while in the realm and 
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pays tribute to the whakapapa of Tangaroa such as Tinirau and Ikatere. Koro recognises the 

practices he always carries with him supporting Meredith’s (2006) recital of fishing protocol. 

Tangaroa backlashes due to disobeying tikanga. Graham (2004) also debates that this 

backlash was influenced by the use of his name in Te-Whatu-Kura-o Tangaroa without 

permission. Tangaroa kidnaps Manuruhi and takes him down to Hui-te-ana-nui (the house of 

Tangaroa) and plants him at the top of the gable. The gable figure most commonly seen as the 

tekoteko which represents the ancestor of that specific marae. As Ruatepupuke awaits the long 

return he soon realises the realities behind the disappearance of his son. He ventures to go find 

him and is led to his path as footsteps into the depths of Tangaroa. Upon arrival at Hui-te-ana-

nui, he discovers his son’s body situated on the roof gable, speechless. He also noticed the 

whare was endowed with mesmerising carvings all whose eyes had been replaced with pāua 

shell. As he stepped inside, he heard whispers that came from the carvings within the whare. 

With no Tangaroa in site he sought revenge, eye for an eye. Ruatepupuke attempted to burn 

Hui-te-ana-nui and in doing so, collected several carvings from the exterior of the house to take 

back to land. 

The kōrero of Ruatepupuke details the acquisition of traditional Māori carvings (Best, 

1928). To fully grasp the spiritual connection of Tangaroa it is important that Māori have ways 

of connecting treasured elements of the world to our atua. The origin explored can be 

demystified by observing our marine life. Best (1928) acclaims “it is possible that it came about 

by observing the peculiar figures shown in the markings of some of our fish” (p.258). Brendan 

also states: 

I just wonder about the kōrero around the discovering of carving, were some of 

the patterns maybe engorged on sand or rocks or coral and did they form that 

sort of whakaaro around whakairo. [seeing the designs] Yea so when you look 

at like kina, or kina and the patterns of some of the fish, the hammerhead shark 

and te wheke, you know they’re all in kowhaiwhai and carving. When you also 

look at tukutuku panels as well, a lot of the motifs are from like the bow waves 

and so forth (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 
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Brendan examines this kōrero around the discovery of carvings similar to Best (1928). 

By demystifying the narrative Brendan elucidates the idea of the carvings reflecting or 

mimicking the realm of Tangaroa and the many elements within. He then questions the 

following in regard to the link between carving and tāmoko: 

Were the patterns that are attributed to say, creatures of the ocean, and if you 

transferred them onto your own skin, would you develop or absorb the attributes 

of wherever that pattern or design came from? (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Brendan argues the idea of interlinking the world of Tangaroa with our own. Ruatepupuke is 

one example of pūrākau where the two worlds interlink and collide with each other. When 

carving was introduced to the world through Ruatepupuke, Brendan teases the idea that it was 

done so to absorb and establish the whakapapa links we inherently have to Tangaroa. As stated, 

carvings are said to be the pinnacle of Māori craftmanship. The NZQA (1999) Te 

Whakaruruhau report recognises these as the many elements involved in the accumulation of 

the skill. The pūrākau itself entails the importance of knowledge accumulation in order to 

advance our own boundaries of knowing. For the brain and more specifically for Māori, it is 

crucial now more than ever that we begin to advance our own philosophies of the brain 

considering we have entered the dimension of age-related brain illness. The process of 

knowledge acquisition is extremely important in traditional forms of carving. As traditional 

keep safes of mātauranga Māori, carvings are embedded with the history of our peoples. The 

following explores the role and influence of European settlers and how they affected traditional 

cultural stores of knowledge.  

Emergent Themes 

While there were findings of Tangaroa being an atua connected to the brain through the 

preservation of cultural memory known as carving, the following introduces two emergent 

themes that arose from the discussion of toi whakairo. The first is the influence of European 
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religion and arose out of kōrero from Matua as he discusses his role as a Māori minister and 

his understanding of the term God: 

…because in Christianity (which was brought to Aotearoa during colonisation) 

there is only one God, and he is the supreme… (Matua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Following this, Koro further discusses the presence of multiple gods rather than just 

one supreme deity that has guardianship over sea. Upon mentioning Tangaroa he also speaks 

of Hinemoana and Kiwa. As previously stated, Hinemoana being the ocean maid and Kiwa 

being one of the original atua granted control over the sea and tides (Best, 1924).  

The second theme that arose was the effects of colonisation. While European religion 

inflicted their own values and traditions into Māori culture, colonisation also degraded many 

other traditional customs, practices and protocols. Matua and Koro both argue the role of 

ethnologists and how while they were pertinent to the preservation of our ancestral kōrero, it 

pays to step cautiously in their writings as the knowledge becomes vulnerable to their own 

worldviews. A snippet from a quote I will refer to in this section from Koro: 

With pūrākau, what I suggest is to go back to your ancestor’s kōrero, it’s written 

in their waiata and tauparapara you know. It just needs to be translated (Koro, 

personal communication, 2019). 

 

What Koro argues is that the truth and validity of our ancestral knowledge and heritage 

lays in the language of our ancestors. Therefore, the first theme I discuss is the influence of 

European religion.  

Influence of European religion 

It is also crucial to note that Māori culture has been influenced by European religion to 

often regard the atua as Gods (Andersen, 1940; Best 2005; Cowan 1987). With the arrival of 

European settlers, foreign religious philosophies and theories were also introduced to Māori 

(Stenhouse, 2018). Prior to European contact and religious movements, the rituals, movements, 

beliefs and values of our tūpuna were intrinsic to their lifestyles (Keane, 2013). Māori soon 
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became disillusioned once various religious movements arrived in Aotearoa (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 

2011). Matua recognises his experiences with the conflict between European and Māori 

theology: 

I don’t consider atua to be translated as a God, because in Christianity (which 

was brought to Aotearoa during colonisation) there is only one God, and he is 

the supreme… (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Matua considers the importance of understanding the role of colonisation when 

beginning to understand the spirituality of atua. He states, “in Christianity (which was brought 

to Aotearoa during colonisation) there is only one God”. Therefore, the idea that atua translates 

to God misinterprets the Māori principle of atua, because there is a magnitude of atua that exist. 

Although Tangaroa is well established as the predominant atua of the marine environment, 

there are many other atua that serve important roles to their respected elements of the marine 

and marine life such as Hinemoana (Ocean Maiden), Kiwa (Ocean Guardian) and Ikatere (fish 

atua) (Heke, 2017). This further elaborates on atua meaning more than just one God, but many 

that are intrinsic to Māori living. For example, we live in the environment of which are the 

living and breathing realms of atua. Matua supports Stenhouse (2018) and Kean (2017) as he 

recognises the religious views and opinions of Europeans effecting traditional Māori 

understandings of atua. Koro when speaking of Tangaroa also stated the following: 

Well we all know who and what Tangaroa is eh bro. You know, Tangaroa, 

Hinemoana, Kiwa, them being of the ocean… Up in Tūhoe we have that 

whakapapa to the trees and the ngāhere you know, and it all stems from that one 

fella Tānemāhuta… the same goes with Tangaroa eh, but instead of the trees 

and the ngāhere, this time he is also the sea and the fish and all that (Koro, 

personal communication, 2019). 

  

Koro exhibits the idea that Tangaroa doesn’t exist as a single atua of the sea. He relates 

back to the importance of Kiwa and Hinemoana being the guardians of the sea and then 

acknowledges Tangaroa as more than just an atua of the marine, he is the marine (Whatahoro, 

2011). Koro supports the arguments of both Matua, Stenhouse (2018) and Kean (2017) where 

atua means more than just ‘god of’. 
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Effects of Colonisation  

Colonisation saw the diminishment of Māori customs, protocols and practices, such as 

pūrākau. Tohunga were often spiritual medians that shared our cultural narratives and their 

presence slowly became suppressed due to European impatience and incompetency against 

indigenous knowledge systems (Roake, 2014; Voyce, 1989). However, due to the decline of 

capable tohunga and cultural orators, some European ethnologists were trusted to share the 

indigenous knowledge such as Elsdon Best and Alexander Reed. The kōrero shared were 

scribed and stored in a way which was new for Māori, this being on paper (Holman, 2007). Te 

Reo Māori was also becoming eroded through colonisation and the language was once thought 

to become extinct (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011). It is also through education that language was lost 

through the introduction of Eurocentric education systems (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011); this 

included “assimilation, cultural invasions, cultural subordination, language domination, 

hegemony, the curriculum, class structures, racism, meritocracy, intelligence testing and 

negative teacher expectations” (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011, p.196). Therefore, this invited foreign 

concepts and worldviews into Aotearoa.  

Although ethnologists have been important in the keeping of cultural history throughout 

colonisation, it is also critical to recognise that being of their own culture also invites the 

critique and interweaving of personal beliefs and influences (Holman, 2007). Matua speaks to 

the authenticity and problematic issues that arose from this: 

the problem with all these ethnologists like Elsdon and what not is that they all 

put their worldview on it (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

What Matua argues is that ethnology is vulnerable to being twisted by the ethnologist 

as they have their own particular views and beliefs (Holman, 2007). For example, Best would 

have himself “never intended his works to be used in assisting Māori to know who they were 

in 2005” (Holman, 2008, p. 93); this could also explain why in certain areas of examining 

traditional pūrākau on paper, there are common differences of information between sources. 
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Koro recites his experiences with some ethnologists in regard to tribal affiliations and pūrākau 

differences associated with Tangaroa: 

Yea, the Tūhoe pūrākau around Tangaroa is a bit different than the Ngāi Tahu, 

or even Taranaki and other iwi… you have to be careful with like the Best’s or 

Reed’s sometimes, they may mispronounce or misspell a certain word 

especially if they were listening and trying to put it on paper, for example they 

may write rua (which means like the source) but the word was rau (which is like 

to gather) (Koro, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Koro supports the claims of Holman (2007) that it is important to stay aware of potential 

miscommunications and that pūrākau sourced from Māori in Te Reo will often be more 

accurate than those from European ethnologists. However, ethnologist as previously stated 

have been useful to Māori who have been unable to access the pūrākau of their tūpuna due to 

the effects of colonisation. Colonisation influenced the diminishing of certain formats of 

pūrākau as the written word began to take dominance (Lee, 2009). Although, the de-

colonisation of pūrākau is slowly occurring, the rise of waiata, haka, karakia, mōteatea and 

taonga tākaro will encourage the adaptation of traditional ways of keeping mātauranga Māori.  

Aotearoa is full of rich creative history and it is primarily recognised as Te Ao Māori 

(Lee, 2005). Pūrākau are evident throughout the country within place names, and landmarks 

such as the famous landmark in my home region Hawkes-Bay. The name itself tells the story 

of the hill of which Tamatea-pōkai-whenua (father to Kahungunu) played his flute to his loved 

one. It is also recognised as the world longest place name in any English-speaking country. 

Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaungahoronukupokaiwhenuakitana

tahu is the name of a hill in Hawkes Bay and tells the story of my great ancestor Tamatea, a 

giant man, the climber of mountains, the land swallower who journeyed to the summit to play 

the flute for his loved one. 

Historically and as displayed in the previous explanation of a place name as pūrākau, 

te reo Māori was primarily a spoken language and the effects of colonisation have inhibited the 

continuation of this for some/most Māori (Pouwhare, 2016). As stated earlier, knowledge 
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belonging to the different areas of Māori practice were often shared through tohunga as 

mediums who translated our atua (Gudgeon, 1907); this meaning they were the communication 

conduit between the spiritual and physical. Simmons (1993) suggest that ethnologists such as 

Best are indebted to the many tohunga and scribes who shared their knowledge. The knowledge 

shared from pūrākau were continuously passed down through generations and therefore are 

vulnerable to distortion, depending on who and how they were shared. Koro explains the 

following in regard to distortion of traditional pūrākau: 

With pūrākau, what I suggest is to go back to your ancestor’s kōrero, it’s written 

in their waiata and tauparapara you know. It just needs to be translated (Koro, 

personal communication, 2019). 

 

What Koro supports is that the strongest understandings of pūrākau come from the 

direct kōrero of our tūpuna that are often hidden in our waiata, tauparapara and karakia; this is 

evident as he recites “go back to your ancestor’s kōrero”. He also reinvigorates the role of 

tohunga and tūpuna and the effect of language loss that was a result colonisation. The 

authenticity however of pūrākau lay in the direct language and teaching of our ancestors; this 

has been affected due to the effects of colonisation. Therefore, the following is a summary of 

the gathered findings entitled Te Whakairo Wairoro. 

Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo 

The pūrākau of Ruatepupuke details how the sacred art of Māori carving was accessed 

by Ruatepupuke and brought to man (Aranga 2009). The narrative itself is extremely sacred as 

it recites the origin of carving being of the ira atua. As covered, Tangaroa is renowned as the 

atua of the marine and marine life (Best, 1928; Royal, 2006; Heke, 2017). However, there is 

also pūrākau that have renowned Tangaroa for his role in the origin of carvings, as the first 

carvings are said to have been found at Hui-te-ana-nui (Best, 1928; Aranga, 2009). The 

carvings found at Hui-te-ana-nui represent immortalisations of our tūpuna. Upon asking 
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participants what carvings symbolised for them, there was one overruling agreement that 

carvings represent memory. Koro envisioned the following:  

Well carvings, that’s our photographic memory. Even when years go by, a 

carving tells a story and that was the only way of doing it back then. 

Photographic memory. That is what we had, we couldn’t take pictures. Even 

our language, it’s not a written language, it’s a spoken language and it is all held 

by memories and visual things like carvings you know, not writing. They were 

clever man, our people (Koro, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Carvings for Māori are far from just decoration. What Koro explains is that carvings 

are our cultural memory and visual history as “that is what we had; we couldn’t take pictures”. 

When our history and culture couldn’t be written down, they were engrained as photographic 

memory in our landscapes and Koro reiterates this as important because “our language, it’s not 

a written language”. As stated before, carvings enable us to immortalise everything and 

everyone and therefore, the memories of our people. Koro also argues that our culture is not 

expressed through words and writing, but through creative arts such as carving. Taua furthers 

the point with the following: 

They’re about knowledge and stories, always. You know like, we never did need 

the written word because we were said to be and still are, story tellers, and other 

ways of telling the story you when you couldn’t necessary have the conversation 

with someone was to put it on someone or something, and the story was and is 

able to be seen (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Carvings as alluded to by Taua are visual representations of conversations of our 

ancestors. They were a way of telling a story by visually putting it “on someone or something”. 

Carvings from the perspective of Taua are conversations that encase the memories of our 

people and still stand today. The fact that carvings are in some way a keep safe for our culture 

solidifies the importance of Ruatepupuke retrieving them. If they were not to be attained, what 

would this have said about the preservation of certain cultural memories? Although our tūpuna 

had waiata, karakia and mōteatea, carvings stood strong in their representation through the 

visual. Taua supports the strength of carvings holding memories simply because they can be 

seen. Europeans brought the written word and at the time, Māori had no way of knowing how 
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to use this as a way to sew into history Māori waiata, karakia and mōteatea. Through 

colonisation, the expression of these cultural taonga also took a hit with the domination of the 

Eurocentric education (Kai’ai-Mahuta, 2011). However, what did remain constant for Māori 

was maintaining the ability to portray kōrero through carving. Considering their representation, 

the creative arts are held with very high honour in Te Ao Māori. Matua refers to the following 

quote: 

He toi whakairo, he mana tangata – where there is artistic excellence, there is 

human dignity. Cravings represent pūrākau, one way of maintaining the 

memory of that tupuna and events and what they did (Matua, personal 

communication, 2019).  

 

Matua alludes to carvings not only representing tūpuna but representing their feats and 

achievements. “He toi whakairo, he mana tangata” outlines the supremacy of which is the 

ability to carve. It is a way of embedding the lives and the memories of our tūpuna into our 

own lives. Carvings are not just memories of the past, but they also connect the future and 

reinforce the reality that the kōrero told through carving are not myths; they are real people and 

real events. The uniqueness of carving is that they are encased in the kōrero that represents the 

superiority of Māori culture. Brendan further explains:  

Yea I just wonder about the kōrero around the discovering of carving, were 

some of the patterns maybe engorged on sand or rocks or coral and did they 

form that sort of whakaaro around whakairo. You know, these pūrākau live on 

because they are told in such a manner that champions who we are, and 

rightfully so (Brendan, personal communication, 2019).  

 

What Brendan explains is that having the narratives such as Ruatepupuke diving to the 

depths of the sea to rescue his son and attain the highest form of creative arts is that they 

advocate Māori superiority. It also advocates for the lifestyle of our tūpuna. To dive to the 

depths of Tangaroa was often a feat completed for mahinga kai (food-gathering) (Phillips, 

2015). Diving was not a onetime feat, but it is something that was vital for sustenance and is a 

way of connecting and engaging with Tangaroa and reinvigorates the interaction between ngā 

tangata me ngā atua (people and deity).  
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Carvings have been an effective way of maintaining who we are and where we come 

from. They embody the lives and the memories of our ancestors and are becoming more and 

more visible throughout Aotearoa. Carving not only stores our culture in our own unique way, 

but they are engrained within our environment and ecosystems. From the totara and kauri trees 

of Tāne Mahuta to waka that voyage Tangaroa, carvings can be seen as a gift from the atua to 

allow us to connect with them. The brain is how we internally store our memories. For Māori 

carvings are a form of external storage from ourselves. Therefore, the relationship through this 

particular pūrākau and Memory is where the relationship between carving and Tangaroa 

manifests in this research. 

Ngā Kura Huna o Rua  

The final korero is the account of knowledge, and its origin within Māori mythology 

(Best, 1982). There is a branch of whakapapa which derives from Tangaroa and it 

acknowledges the multiple personified forms of knowledge, Ngā Kura Huna o Rua (see Table 

1). Several of these forms are acknowledged as the sisters of Tinirau being the son of Tangaroa 

and most commonly known as the ancestor and guardian of fish. They extend from the first 

being Rua-i-te-pūkenga and this form represents repository knowledge. Rua-i-te-hiringa is the 

second personified form and represents the desire for knowledge. Forms 15, Rua-i-te-kukakore 

and 16, Rua-i-te-parakore are said to represent the knowledge of carving (see Table 1). 

Kukakore meaning without chips, and parakore meaning without dust. These referring to the 

creation of wood chips and wood dust which occur during the process of carving and reflects 

fine tuning. Ngā Kura Huna o Rua with its specific strand of whakapapa is crucial to 

acknowledging Tangaroa within Māori brain health as it serves as a direct link from Tangaroa 

to the brain.  

Ngā Kura Huna o Rua recites the pūrākau layering the whakapapa of the hidden schools 

of knowledge. As discussed in Chapter 2: Kōrero Tāhuhu, these kura huna are said to be the 
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offspring of Tangaroa. It is also worthy to note that this pūrākau has many affiliations to the 

previous story of Ruatepupuke as Ngā Kura Huna is an institution of higher learning for carvers 

(Aranga, 2009). For this research, I have derived my understanding of rua and knowledge from 

several sources. I have utilised the works of Best (2005) as he provided a base platform to begin 

the exploration of personified knowledge forms. I have also chosen to use Te Whakaruruhau 

booklet: Whakairo (NZQA, 1999) as it discusses the elements of achieving “supreme artistic 

achievement” through the process of rua (sourcing knowledge and knowing) (p. 2). The final 

source I examined was Aranga (2009) as it speaks of many elements coming from the word 

Rua.  

It was during a karakia session with my supervisor that I was first introduced to Ngā 

Kura Huna, or the hidden knowledges of mātauranga Māori. I was told:  

these are the most sacred of knowledge’s that not even Google know of. Ask 

your ancestors about it, they know (Hakopa, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Being told this I then gained a desire to understand at the most basic level what he 

meant and how could I channel a forum to begin to wānanga and kōrero with my ancestors 

about such kura huna. It was in Best’s (2005) work that I initially found to a number of these 

personified forms of knowledge listed within, however that was merely it. The pure knowledge 

behind each form was still unknown to me. Therefore, I named this pūrākau Ngā Kura Huna o 

Rua, the hidden knowledge forms of Rua. Aranga (2009) presented several forms with an 

English comparison or concept to align an understanding. However, many still remain 

unknown and I have set my sites on them for further development and clarification in future 

research.  

Nonetheless, Aranga (2009) recites five personifications that were said to be the sisters 

of Tinirau or daughters of Tangaroa: Rua-i-te-mahara (power of thinking and memory); Rua-

i-te-pupuke (to swell with); Rua-i-te-whaihanga (to make build or construct); Rua-i-te-mahina 

(dawning); and Rua-i-te-kōrero (personifies thought). In these names, rua refers to the origin 
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or storehouse of that specific form. For example, Rua-i-te-pupuke is the source regarding the 

ability for us to accumulate knowledge. Rua-i-te-pupuke is also the father of Māori carving 

Ruatepupuke. It was Ruatepupuke who accumulated the knowledge of carving for Māori. 

Therefore, accumulation of both knowledge and carving aligns the two whakaaro (thought 

processes) from both pūrākau. Matua explains the following: 

Whenever you see things written like this, the first word ‘Rua’, refers to the 

source of origin. It is also a Māori methodology that we use in whaikōrero to 

build up a person’s importance or achievements (Matua, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Matua relates rua back to the acknowledgment of importance and achievement 

supporting the notion of rua being critical to Māori achievement; this also aligns with rua 

pertaining to the highest forms of artistic achievement, being carving (NZQA, Te 

Whakaruruhau booklet, 1999). Although Best (2005) does not make clear and direct links of 

these rua having whakapapa to Tangaroa, Aranga (2009) examines them in reflection of 

knowledge being influenced by the realm of Tangaroa through his domain, his children and 

Ruatepupuke.  

Table 1 is a table of the rua names I have been able to retrieve and develop whakaaro 

for. It is the following that are said to be the institutions that master carvers succeed in 

accumulating to establish a tohunga role within carving. While several have been translated 

into English as previously described above, many have not; as they are strongly engrained in 

the traditional language of our ancestors.  
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Table 1:Ngā Kura Huna o Rua adapted to by Aranga (2009) and Best (2005). (note: * next to 

forms with no previous translation) 

 

These personified forms are said to be the indigenous institution of knowledge 

acquisition. While I was able to find translations and understandings for many of them, several 

remained yet to be identified. I was able to build a conscious understanding for the majority of 

the forms. These were developed through revisiting the translations of the names while also 

consulting my participants and supervisors. Matua enlightened me on rua-i-te-rarama where he 

examined it as a glimmer. Glimmer being a spot of light that has a higher source behind its 

gleam. Therefore, I understood this as understanding a small part of a larger idea or to be 

enlightenment. I had a discussion with my one of my supervisors on rua-i-te-wetewete. He said 

the following:  

Personified form Whakaaro 

Rua-i-te-pūkenga Repository 

Rua-i-te-hiringa Desire (ira atua level of knowledge & knowing) 

Rua-i-te-horahora Dissemination 

Rua-i-te-mahara Power of thinking, memory 

Rua-i-te-wānanga Body of knowledge 

Rua-i-te-pupuke Accumulation  

Rua-i-te-wanawana Acquire & understanding 

Rua-i-te-wetewete* Release → finer distinctions of knowledge & knowing 

Rua-i-te-rururu* - 

Rua-i-te-ruru* - 

Rua-i-te-hotahota Determination 

Rua-i-te- hemorere Increase → Gaining 

Rua-i-te-atamai Beauty & combining → Intelligence 

Rua-i-te-whaihanga Construction → Build 

Rua-i-te-kukakore Without chips → Refine 

Rua-i-te-parakore Without dust → Refine 

Rua-i-te-rarama* Glimmer →Enlightenment 

Rua-i-te-hōhonu Esoteric → Advanced 

Rua-i-te-māhina Dawning 

Rua-i-te-kōrero Personified thought 

Rua-i-te-wareware* Disorder 

Rua-i-te-momotu-herepi* Break down 

Rua-i-te-aupō* Twilight 
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Wetewete is more of to unravel, so I would suggest this could be understanding 

the finer distinctions of knowledge and knowing (Hakopa, personal 

communication, 2019).  

 

Therefore, I was able to utilise his words to make sense of a form I had previously no 

knowledge of. The next form I was able to construct an understanding for was rua-i-te-

wareware. For this I refer to a quote from Taua: 

…wareware is the perfect word for me because it explains the mixing up and 

not necessarily making sense of everything in the world (Taua, personal 

communication, 2019).  

 

Wareware for Taua is not necessarily the removal or disappearance of thought and 

memory, however it is more of the mixing up of understanding and knowledge. I gathered from 

this that rua-i-te-wareware for me is the disorder of our current set of knowledge and 

understandings. The one that I found difficult to find an understanding was rua-i-te-aupō. Once 

again it was both of my supervisors who informed me that ‘au’ means a current and ‘pō’ often 

referring to the darkness of night. While it dawned (Rua I te māhina) on me that literal 

translation may not identify its true meaning, I found understanding of it being a current of 

darkness, or the setting of the sun. I entitled this phase twilight as referring to the increasing of 

darkness. 

I found sense in understanding ngā Kura Huna as a cycle which I made sense with the 

names of the first and final three forms. The first being the process to store knowledge, the 

desire to learn and then the dissemination. The final three being the disorder of knowledge, the 

breakdown of knowledge followed by the setting of knowledge. As stated, these forms are a 

cultural institution for learning (Aranga, 2009). It is also said that specifically for carving, these 

are the learning stages of the school of toi whakairo; succession would lead to a level of 

tohunga.  
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Emergent Themes 

Ngā Kura Huna o Rua has been discussed as a connection between Tangaroa, 

knowledge and knowing. Therefore, this relationship exhibits a role where Tangaroa is present 

within the brain as the brain is the vehicle in helping us understand these higher institutions of 

knowledge embedded in ngā Kura Huna o Rua. Furthermore, the following are two themes that 

arose from the examination of this pūrākau and participant data. The first is acknowledging the 

role of tohunga as spiritual mediums for Māori. While kura huna is the translation of hidden 

knowledge, it was tohunga who would attain this knowledge from the spiritual connection and 

communication they had to atua (Roake, 2014). The second theme that arose was the 

importance of understanding the history of our own cultural through examining pūrākau of our 

home and environments. Brendan shares his expertise in the ability to demystify pūrākau as a 

way to understand the extremity of our ancestors. He does this by discussing and demystifying 

the renowned pūrākau of the Pacific of Māui slowing the sun. Therefore, the first theme I 

discuss is tohunga. 

Tohunga  

Tohunga is the coined term for a person or kaumātua who has expertise in a particular 

field (Gudgeon, 1907). Roake (2014) stated that the role of tohunga is to “maintain the balance 

between knowledge and practice” (p. 15). As mentioned earlier, Te Matorohanga was a 

tohunga of my tribe and many other tribes along the East Coast of the North Island. He was 

known for his expertise of whakapapa and has expressed this through the recital of creation 

narratives such as the twelve heavens, Io-matua, the departmental atua and creation of mankind 

(Simmons, 1994; Whatahoro, 2011). Te Matorohanga shared cultural narratives through 

oration; it was in 1863 when Hoani Whatahoro Jury began to write the teachings down (later 

translated by Simmons in 1994). Whatahoro was a Māori scholar, recorder and interpreter of 

Ngāti Kahungunu.  
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Te Matorohanga had prophecies that contained knowledge on the great roots of Māori 

cosmogony (Simmons, 1994). Gudgeon (1907) states that these tohunga and prophets 

“translated the replies” of the atua (p.1). Furthermore, tohunga often expressed visions of 

prophecy, such as famous Ngāti Apakura tohunga, Tiriwa. Tiriwa was well known for the 

prophecy and wisdom he shared. It was one in particular that caught the attention of both Māori 

and European. He stated “kei tua i te awe kapara, he tangata ke mana e noho te ao nei, he ma” 

(Gudgeon, 1907 p.65. no macrons used in the original text). Gudgeon (1907) acknowledges 

the difficulty of translating this but provides the following, “when the tattooed face (Māori) 

has passed away, strangers will occupy this world, they will be white”. 

It is noted that Tiriwa died around the date of which Captain Cook arrived in our lands. 

It was once Māori began to see the effect of European arrival that they began to uncover the 

true meaning of Tiriwa’s prophecy; the ruling of the white man taking over our ancestral lands. 

Tiriwa and his prophecy was an example of where tohunga were connected to the knowledge 

unobtained by mankind. Hammond (1908) further agrees that the kōrero of our tūpuna and 

those that were of tohunga status lay in our proverbs of whakataukī. For example: 

Kāore a te rākau whakaaro, kei te tohunga te whakaaro. 

The wood has no thoughts, such only belong to its carver, or designer (Neich, 

2001. p.132). 

 

The above whakataukī speaks of a carving being the voice of the atua expressed through 

the work of an expert carver, ‘he tohunga whakairo’. Tohunga were experts in their fields. For 

Māori, we often speak of tohunga in the fields of ancestral practices such as theology, carving, 

navigation, building and healing. Tohunga are important to this research as the knowledge 

contained in many of the pūrākau that I explore are accredited to tohunga such as Te 

Matorohanga. Te Matorohanga was a high chief and tohunga of which I whakapapa to as a 

descendent of Ngāti Kahungunu. Examining the previous section of tohunga reminds us that 

as Māori, esoteric knowledge is embedded in our identity. Having a whakapapa that passes-
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through generations of tohunga should be a constant reminder for us that our brains are beyond 

capable of succeeding in understanding the science of the universe. The following section gives 

insight to the various pūrākau that have influenced our understandings of our homeland 

Aotearoa. 

Pūrākau of Aotearoa 

The emergent theme of pūrākau of Aotearoa is being examined as it provides examples 

of where we can utilise pūrākau in order to develop an understanding of cultural identity. While 

the kaupapa of this research is examining Tangaroa as kaitiaki of the brain, the following 

section highlights how I have come to understand and utilise pūrākau as a cultural tool in which 

in turn has led me to the journey of connecting Tangaroa to the brain.  

A pūrākau which has helped me come to grips with the development of my own Māori 

heritage and identity is the history of my tribal affiliation, Ngāti Kahungunu. The surrounding 

pūrākau of Kahungunu has enabled me to develop a sense of cultural identity and 

understanding by examining the history of my people, my region and my ancestors (Hanara, 

2018). The importance of recognising this is that it explains the scope of which this research 

positions pūrākau. It is about understanding the origin of one thing in order to understand the 

connection between. For this research it is about understanding the origin of Tangaroa to 

understand the connection between him and the brain. Furthermore, the following concisely 

examines pūrākau through how they help us understand the Te Ao Māori through 

understanding our cultural origins.  

The stories of Māui are echoed throughout the Pacific and their explanation is put into 

metaphorical story telling. Brendan shares the following on demystifying the narrative of Māui 

capturing the sun in order to slow the day for his people: 

We kind of talked about that it was when you are on the equator, the day and 

the night are the same lengths and there is no difference in the seasons, it’s 12 

hours day and night no matter where you are along the equator. Then you travel 

south (45 degrees south) to here where the Waitaki river is in the middle of 
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summer, your day starts at like 4:30 in the morning and will usually end around 

10:30 at night, therefore that day is lengthened. During winter the process 

repeats however on the opposite side of the equator in Hawai’i where he 

would’ve travelled (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Pūrākau such as Māui capturing the sun are effective in the storytelling of the many 

great feats our ancestors accomplished (Pouwhare, 2016). The mātauranga of these pūrākau 

hide behind the ability to demystify them which Brendan has eloquently demonstrated. The 

stories of Māui are echoed all throughout the Pacific, each culture having their own version 

which reflects their environment and interactions. Akin to Pacific variations, pūrākau also 

distinguish differences throughout the various iwi and regions of Aotearoa; also regarding the 

interacting of elements as atua. For example, the South Island and North Island experience 

different Summers in terms of duration of daylight. As Brendan explained above, some of this 

is affected by the distance that separates both the North and South Island from the equator, this 

being called the declination of the sun. With the South Island being further, it then experiences 

longer days during the summer and shorter days during the winter. However, Taua also 

examines the role of atua in pūrākau in regard to these changes: 

Down south we have a lot of woman atua and there is a big weather difference 

(between here and the north). So, you have Hineraumati and the way she 

behaves in the winter is different because of the way she interacts with Rakinui 

(Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua acknowledges how the atua wāhine of the South act and behave differently 

compared to the north. She discussed how the weather differences reflect how atua interact and 

behave with each other during different periods. For example, Te Wai Pounamu and Kāi Tahu 

have different tells in regard to weather conditions. NIWA (2017) explains how Te Wai 

Pounamu have ways of understanding what weather may come from observing the kōhara 

(lightning flickering above the horizon). Another is that weather conditions in the South 

influence the prospect for visibility of Te Mangoroa (milky way) (NIWA, 2017). Each of these 

are the interaction of environmental elements personified by atua. Taua elucidates the idea of 
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how pūrākau, especially those pertaining to our atua help Māori understand environmental 

behaviour which therefore supports Lee (2009) in the discussion of pūrākau being a cultural 

tool to explain our affiliated experiences and environments.  

Tangaroa o ngā Kura Huna o Rua 

Tangaroa o ngā Kura Huna o Rua is acknowledging Tangaroa in his role within Ngā 

Kura Huna o Rua.  

The origin of knowledge we can firmly say as Māori comes from the heavens, further 

beyond the departmental and primal parents. Te Matorohanga speaks of this as the ascension 

of Tāne-nui-a-rangi (Tāne Mahuta) to the heavens where he collected the three baskets of 

knowledge from Te-toi-o-ngā-rangi (highest heavens). From this he earned the several names 

granted from the Apa-atua (messenger atua); two of these are Tāne-te-wānanga-a-rangi (Tāne 

who brought knowledge from the heaven) and Tāne-te-waiora (Tāne the salvation) 

(Whatahoro, 2011). Whatahoro (2011) wrote according to Te Matorohanga the three baskets 

are listed as follows: 

• Te kete-uruuru-tau which held all the knowledge of peace, goodness and love 

• Te kete-uruuru-rangi which held the knowledge of ritual, memory and prayer 

• Te kete-uruuru-tawhito which contained knowledge of things that tend to life, 

or well-being. 

While it is said that Tāne-nui-a-rangi ascended the heavens to access knowledge, it is 

then within the offspring of his brother Tangaroa that various forms of these knowledges are 

preserved. Therefore, it is vital that we concern knowledge with not only Tāne-nui-a-rangi, but 

also to Tangaroa as the father of the hidden schools. Furthermore, knowledge that stems from 

atua and beyond to the heavens are embedded with divine sacredness. Brendan professes the 

sacredness of the head in regard to its role and the brain. He said: 

I guess that in terms of burials and that for our tūpuna, the head was often taken 

for various reasons. Like apart from the tapu side, the knowing and knowledge 
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that it contained was I guess considered to be really important and powerful 

from all sides. The knowledge that the person had contained their philosophies 

and beliefs. I guess eh (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). 

 

The power of knowledge is immense and is sourced from the heavens therefore 

considered tapu (Calman, 2012). Brendan agrees with this notion and further solidifies it as he 

explains how early Māori customs during war and burials would often remove the head of their 

enemy; this was often seen as taking their sacredness from them because the head “contained 

their philosophies and beliefs” (Brendan, personal communication, 2019). Brendan also 

reaches towards the idea of knowledge and knowing existing as a cycle between generations. 

He outlines: 

So many of these [forms of rua] could even be looked at in a cycle, in a way 

you are becoming your descendants at some point passing down the knowledge 

of your own ancestors. Kind of like a cycle (Brendan, personal communication, 

2019). 

 

Brendan highlights the significance of whakapapa in regard to ngā Kura Huna o Rua 

existing as a cycle. The first rua represents repository knowledge, therefore the ability to store 

information; this being rua-i-te-pūkenga. The second form represents the desire for the higher 

levels of knowledge; this being rua-i-te-hiringa. These two reflect the beginning of life where 

we learn to store and desire higher forms of knowledge. The final three that I was able to draw 

upon are entitled rua-i-te-wareware, rua-te-momotu-herepi and rua-i-te-aupo. There has been 

no current archival or literature material to develop what these three forms are. Through 

translation, wareware is the mixing up or confusion of knowledge.  

Momotu translates to departed or to separate. I have been unable to find a suitable 

translation for herepi; however, here translates to bind together while pī is also recognised as 

source. The final form recites aupo. Although I have no direct translation for aupo, au often 

translates to current and pō speaks of the darkness or setting of the sun. Therefore, a personal 

understanding of this form is the flowing of knowledge to darkness. There is the possibility for 

the rua I have mentioned to exists as a life cycle of whakapapa from out tūpuna to us. Koro 
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previously explained that the richest elements for Māori knowledge and knowing are within 

the kōrero of our ancestors. He said: 

So, what I’ve been doing especially now that you guys are in the space and in 

better learning and understanding and what I suggest is to go back to your 

ancestors kōrero, its written in their waiata and tauparapara you know. It just 

needs to be translated (Koro, personal communication, 2019).  

 

Koro shares the importance of collecting the knowledge of our ancestors from their 

traditional ways of storing and expressing them. Therefore, haka, waiata and mōteatea are the 

knowledge that cycles from our tūpuna through to us. The difficulty that arises for some Māori 

when knowledge is embedded in deep and rich te reo Māori is that they have lost the ability to 

use their own language due to colonisation. However, this is also what makes the knowledge 

within these kōrero pure. Brendan influenced me to understand the rua forms as a cycle of 

knowledge and knowing the connects us to elements before and after our times. Ngā Kura Huna 

o Rua are elements of Māori history that dives into understanding how we connect our minds 

to the world. Matua recognises how Māori knowledge offers an adverse outlook on research 

compared to Western outlooks: 

I remember doing some reading on mātauranga Māori and they said in terms of 

research, we have a different starting point. Western knowledge looks at it in 

isolation where Mātauranga Māori ask, ‘He aha te whakapapa o tēnei?’ (Matua, 

personal communication, 2019). 

 

Māori with every element of the world continue to thrive by asking what the origin is 

or what is the source of everyone and everything; this truly enforces the connection between 

celestial knowledge (kauwae runga) and terrestrial knowledge (kauwae raro). Kauwae runga is 

a branch of teaching and learning within traditional whare wānanga concerned with all things 

pertaining to celestial bodies; these including the atua, heavens, creation, astronomy, record of 

time and all celestial matters. Kauwae raro is the branch concerned with all things as the 

histories of people, genealogies, migrations and all terrestrial matters.  
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Knowledge is a sacred gift that we have been gifted from the highest of heavens. It has 

a direct link to not only Tāne-nui-a-rangi who ascended the heaves, but also to his brother 

Tangaroa as the father of the hidden schools of knowledge. Therefore, it is from this role that 

Tangaroa is considered the guardian of knowledge while Tāne-nui-a-rangi acquirer of 

knowledge.  

Summary 

Pūrākau are cultural stories that explain and conceptualise the philosophies of which 

Māori understand the world; pertaining to genealogy, mythology and cosmology (Lee, 2009; 

Pouwhare, 2015; Hakopa, 2019). Although Māori have experienced a loss of culture due to 

colonisation, the keeping of pūrākau shared by tohunga have been effective due to the role of 

scribes such as Whatahoro (2011) and ethnologists such as Elsdon Best and Alexander Reed 

(Holman, 2007). Admittedly, when the voice of Māori is being told through the written word 

of Europeans the content is vulnerable to distortion. However, pūrākau are and will remain a 

vital element in the regeneration of Māori culture within a Westernised world. These four 

pūrākau are all unique in how Tangaroa is portrayed throughout Māori mythology. Through 

examining each of them, there is consistently one main finding; and that is the role of Tangaroa 

as atua of waitai. Each of these pūrākau were chosen with reason. The first is that they all 

engage with whakapapa that consistently traces back to our great marine atua. The second is 

that each of them has a relevance to the participants I have been fortunate enough to sit and 

kōrero with. Koro has vast knowledge of environmental connectivity through whakapapa and 

traditional ways of connecting to our pūrākau such as karakia, waiata and mōteatea. Matua is 

a Māori minister and his kōrero allowed insight into the world of understanding atua through 

a theological lens. Brendan is our waka expert and is heavily engaged with Tangaroa and the 

demystifying pūrākau. Taua is heavily gifted with the knowledge of Kāi Tahu as her life has 

revolves around interaction on and within. I personally consider each of these participants as 
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tohunga in their role within Te Ao Māori and all have proficiency when it comes to examining 

atua, whakapapa and pūrākau. The aforementioned pūrākau have been traditional keep safes of 

mātauranga Māori.  

Kaitiaki o te wairoro refers to Tangaroa as keeper or guardian of the brain. These links 

have been made through analysing and examining the whakapapa he has to the brain through 

the specific pūrākau explored in this chapter. Tangaroa/Takaroa as atua of waitai, has a role 

within the brain as it links to the composition and surrounding substance being salt/saline 

waters. Waitai meaning sea waters but also having ‘tai’ refers to salty. Tangaroa as the primary 

atua connected to the origin of traditional carving has links to the brain as atua engaged with 

the function of memory. For Māori, “carvings represent pūrākau, one way of maintaining the 

memory of that tupuna and events and what they did” (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

The final pūrākau builds a relationship between Tangaroa and the brain as he is affiliated and 

fathers the hidden schools of Rua. These being the genealogies of the personified forms of 

knowledge. Knowledge being the conceptualisation of understanding and interacting with the 

universe.  

Each of these findings will be further examined and explored in the following chapter 

where I introduce a health model that was influenced by these analyses. The next section 

discusses the concept of whakapapa which aligns strongly with pūrākau.  

Whakapapa 

Taupo, Phillips and Parsons (2008) theorised whakapapa as “at the heart of Māori 

understandings of the world” (p. 151). Whakapapa is the literal recitation of both the spiritual 

and physical elements, stages and experiences that have influenced the creation of where we 

stand and who we stand as today (Ngata, 2019). Whakapapa exposes much more than just 

human genealogy where it provides a foundation for everyone and everything (Paenga & 

Paenga, 2010). Roberts (2013) states whakapapa refers to “all things hav[ing] an origin” (p.93). 
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Ngata (2011) further outlines that whakapapa is the literal process of “layering one thing upon 

another” (p.6). The works of Te Matorohanga express that Māori whakapapa to, through and 

beyond Ranginui and Papatūānuku. He reveals the reality that we have origins to Io-matua in 

the highest of heavens which is an important element of creation. Therefore, genealogy can be 

considered whakapapa, however whakapapa has a magnitude of depth that explains more than 

ancestral heritage; it acknowledges the pattern of generations, experiences and phenomena, 

where we are at the current state of creation (Paki & Peters, 2015). Two participants collated 

personal thoughts on the concept of whakapapa as a culturally unique concept. Taua 

conceptualises how whakapapa is an expansion of everything and everyone through her 

relationship with ngā atua:  

I think that sometimes what people forget is that when they talk about 

whakapapa and connection to place, they don’t see anything in the water or 

under the water as place (can’t see it from where we live) but it is… Do people 

have a whakapapa to air? Cause I’ve never heard anybody whakapapa to the air 

other than to talk about it when it’s in motion… a-hau, and its highly likely 

because it’s unseen (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Where Taua quotes “what people forget is that when they talk about whakapapa and 

connection to place, they don’t see anything in the water or under the water as place” simply 

refers to the inability to see these realms while we reside on land. She supports the idea that all 

things have an origin, whether it can be seen or not (Roberts, 2013). Taua argues that things 

don’t always have to be seen to have whakapapa. This is extremely important to consider as 

65% of our own planet remains unexplored and unseen (Sentient Media, 2018). She accentuates 

what Paenga & Paenga (2010) highlight that whakapapa expose all elements and senses to 

foundational structuring by arguing about having whakapapa to air and water. By stating that 

people don’t talk about whakapapa to air, Taua recognises that this is “because it’s unseen”. 

Taua notes that whakapapa is everything and everything has whakapapa, whether it can or 

cannot be perceived by our sense. Whakapapa holistically approaches a way for Māori to 

genuinely build an understanding of where, who and what our origins are within this universe.  
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Koro also explains how his understandings of whakapapa were influenced by the 

kaumātua and orators of his tribe Tūhoe: 

Up in Tūhoe we have that whakapapa to the trees and the ngāhere you know, 

and it all stems from that one fella Tānemāhuta…you have the manuka and the 

kanuka… they’re related, then you have the black pine, the white pine, the red 

pine… they’re related, and then you have the rimu, mataī, kahikatea and they’re 

related. Then you go down to the pants like the harakeke the kiekie the pīngao 

the tawhara (Koro, personal communication, 2019).  

 

Koro then explained how we relate to all these trees and plants through our whakapapa 

to Tānemāhuta or Haumiatiketike (Tamaiti, 2007). For example, Koro acknowledges the 

relationship between “the manuka and the kanuka… the black pine, the white pine, the red 

pine… the rimu, matai, kahikatea” which expresses one small branch of genealogy for the 

forest. These examples further reinforce the holistic widespread lens that whakapapa allows us 

to look at life through. Having the ability to trace lineage back to various life forms besides 

humans gives Māori a spiritual connection to every component of the world whether within the 

forest or the water.  

Whakapapa has an underlying narrative through the name itself. Papa can refer to our 

atua Papatūānuku and the acknowledgement of lying flat or laying of the foundation. 

Papatūānuku is commonly referred to as the Earth Mother and personifies the whenua (land). 

She also lays the foundation for where Māori creation is said to have originated as Hineahuone 

was formed from the raw material of Papatūānuku. Whenua while meaning land also translates 

to placenta, the main source of nutrients for a baby in the womb. Whakapapa underpins the 

philosophy of a Māori source of origin. 

From this research, genealogy can mean whakapapa, however, I found through 

literature, archival material and participant kōrero and knowledge that whakapapa isn’t strictly 

genealogy (Paenga & Paenga, 2010). From collated kōrero of participants, whakapapa is the 

continuous creation patterns of everything that exists. Taua spoke of this by discussing 

whakapapa to the unseen, such as the “seabed” to “air”; this expresses whakapapa to not only 
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what we can see or experience, but everything that surrounds and inhabits our world. Koro also 

explains the theme of whakapapa as a pattern by reciting the whakapapa of several trees within 

the ngāhere such as the “rimu, mataī, and kahitkatia”. Koro has an underlying message where 

very similar to mankind, nature and all things have a pattern of emergence. 

Summary 

Māori have an innate relationship to everything that has ever existed to everything that 

is to come through whakapapa. Whakapapa is the branch that sees human genealogy, 

furthermore, it is also the stream that flows through every element of Māori cosmology such 

as Io-matua, Papatūānuku, Tāne Mahuta, the ngāhere and the birds. It is whakapapa that created 

us in the space of which our atua, tipua and tūpuna once and still occupy; and they are all now 

flowing through us. The narratives that details the connection between humankind and Māori 

are recited as pūrākau.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Theory of Māori creation (Harmsworth & Awatere, 2013) 
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Conclusion  

Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa focussed on addressing the heart of this research, 

this being the ira atua as it contains the spiritual kōrero of atua. The first component that I 

examined was pūrākau. Pūrākau being the cultural narratives that embed whakapapa, atua and 

ancestral history. Furthermore, I analysed four pūrākau that contained a connection between 

Tangaroa and the brain. These were Tangaroa, Takaroa, Toi Whakairo and Ngā Kura Huna o 

Rua. I described the 9 emergent themes from the aforementioned pūrākau: power of Tangaroa; 

mauri; iwi specific narratives; whakapapa to the sea; intelligence from the sea; influence of 

European religion; effects of colonisation; tohunga and pūrākau of Aotearoa. Following this I 

then discussed the concept of whakapapa as a Māori genealogical layering system. Whakapapa 

was intertwined through pūrākau and connecting Tangaroa to the brain. The final component I 

discussed in this chapter was the overarching concept of te ira atua. Te ira atua containing 

knowledge related to all thing spiritual such as atua. The next chapter is the final of the three 

analytical chapters and interweaves te ira tangata and ira atua through the development of a 

Māori brain health model, Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi.  
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Wāhanga Tuarima: Chapter Five 

Kōrero Poutuarongo: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 

The following is the final of three analytical wāhanga kōrero. It is entitled Kōrero 

Poutuarongo: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. The poutuarongo is the rear post inside the whare 

tūpuna. It is often known as the ridge post supporting the back wall. In many whare tūpuna the 

back wall is where photos are hung of loved ones who have passed. Therefore, this wāhanga 

has been titled Kōrero Poutuarongo in symbolism of it being the back post of this research. It 

highlights the connection between ira atua and our tūpuna who are kei tua o te arai (beyond the 

veil of death), and te ira tangata, recognising the living, and human elements. It represents the 

final analytical chapter. The name poutuarongo has components that resonates within the brain. 

Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa examined the three main structures of the brain, one of 

these was the roro tuarongo representing the cerebellum. It was also explained that the roro 

tuarongo has the primary role of coordinating voluntary movements; thus highlighting the 

ability to weave and create unity between the brain and the body. Therefore, the purpose of this 

chapter is to integrate, coordinate and weave the two primary elements of this research together 

– te ira tangata and te ira atua.  

The sole focus of this chapter is to combine the previous two analytical chapters in 

order to develop a way for Māori to understand the brain; this being done by repurposing the 

knowledge embedded in pūrākau and participant data to construct Māori philosophies of te 

wairoro. Therefore, the majority of this chapter focuses on a model I have developed in 

reflection of this thesis; of te ira tangata and te ira atua. The model encases the rich whakapapa, 

pūrākau, archival and whānau kōrero that have been influential to this research. The purpose 

of this model is that it is ‘by Māori for Māori’ in alignment with KMT. The model is called Te 

Āheinga Pū Reretahi 
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Ira Tangata me te Ira Atua 

Te ira tangata and te ira atua are two of the fundamental elements of this research. Te 

ira tangata recognises the kōrero based around Māori health and wellness, whereas te ira atua 

invites kōrero of the supernatural realities of Te Ao Māori; thus primarily exploring whakapapa 

that pertains to our atua, the supreme beings that personify everything that has, does and will 

exist. Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa engaged on this topic through the discussion of 

hauora (breath of life), waiora (wellness) and toiora (to be sound).  

Te ira tangata and ira atua are united through whakapapa. Whakapapa that flows 

through our tūpuna, our departmental atua, all the way through to creation of Te Pō, Te Kore, 

Te Ao Mārama (Royal, 2005; Whatahoro, 2011). We are made up of the raw material and fibre 

of atua, therefore, the environment. Ira atua are alive through not only the natural world but 

through us as Māori, tangata whenua. Similarly, we as the ira tangata are well and truly alive 

through atua. It is connected and we are all embedded with the natural elements of Te Ao Māori 

(Marsden, 2003). Matua recognises the following: 

Even atua have an origin, so I ask what are the origin of these atua… therefore 

(there’s a missing word here) can’t be God, in theology God has no origin 

because God is the origin. Whereas atua have an origin i.e. Te Pō, Te Kore, Io-

matua, whakapapa (Matua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

As Māori, we build the link of knowing who we are by knowing where we are from 

and Matua acknowledges this by asking “what are the origin of these atua”, as they are among 

our lines of origin. He states that because atua have an origin, they are therefore not the 

equivalent of western theologies conception of a God, “in theology god has no origin because 

god is the origin”. Reflecting on the realities of atua is the following quote, “atua are not 

figments of the imagination or make believe” (Hakopa, personal communication, 2019). Atua 

are very much real and this is proven as they are sourced from the same whakapapa as we are. 

Matua refers to this origin being “Te Pō, Te Kore, Io-matua” which are the earliest sources of 

human life. From this argument, it is crucial that as Māori, the realness and existence of atua 
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are carried through to helping us understand our health and wellness; because it is not just our 

health, it is the health of our whakapapa. Jackson (1998) argues “we have to reclaim the right 

to define ourselves, who we are, and what our rights are. We have to challenge definitions that 

are not our own especially those which confine us to a subordinate place” (p. 73). Taua and 

Koro highlight the importance of establishing this cultural autonomy in a world that was once 

ours: 

the repurposing (pūrākau) is from information about to information that is our 

own (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

We need to understand it as Māori not as Pākehā (Koro, personal 

communication, 2019). 

 

Following along the kōrero of Jackson (1998), Taua and Koro both suggests that we must 

challenge the philosophies that are foreign to us, that are not ours and we should encase these 

challenges with “information that is our own”; consequently, that information becomes ours 

and we come to understand it “as Māori not as Pākehā”. Therefore, the following introduces a 

perspective of the brain that is by Māori and for Māori. I have entitled in Te Āheinga Pū 

Reretahi.  

Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 

The following introduces a model that has been framed from this research. I have titled 

it Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. The name I have chosen stems from the functions of the three 

primary structures of the brain; te roro hiringa, te roro tuarongo and te pūroro. Te Āheinga Pū 

Reretahi uses the metaphor of a brain while recognising those 3 main structures. Āheinga 

originates from te roro hiringa as the primary job for this structure is processing higher 

functions. Āheinga translates to functions or competencies. Pū originates from te pūroro as the 

root of the brain. Te pūroro controls our basic vital functions and therefore I have entitled this 

component pū. Pū being precise, acknowledging our vital functions as well as pūroro being the 

source of our brain and its connectedness to the body, it also refers to pūrākau. The final pillar 
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is entitled reretahi which translates to flowing as one, reflecting coordination; this embodies 

the role of te roro tuarongo. The emergent themes from Chapter 3: Te Kōrero Poutohu are 

reflected in the Reretahi aspect of this model. The themes and pūrākau that were threaded 

throughout Chapter 4: Te Poutokomanawa are represented in the remaining two elements: 

Āheinga and Pū. I discuss the three pillars of Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi and the four 

corresponding elements next.  

 

  

Figure 12: My original drawing of the brain for Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 
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Āheinga 

Āheinga is the first component of this framework and as stated, acknowledges the 

higher functions of te roro hiringa. Āheinga is symbolised by the largest component of the 

brain, te roro hiringa. Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa discussed hiringa as vitality and 

energy which compliments the primary tasks of this section of te wairoro. The four primary 

functions that this research considered vital were mātauranga (knowledge), maumahara 

(memory), kōrero (speech) and reo (language). These elements also align to the tasks of which 

te roro hiringa is responsible for. The following briefly expands on each of these four tasks and 

explains their connection to Tangaroa. 

Mātauranga 

Mātauranga is Māori knowledge and ways of knowing; this task has been adapted into 

this framework through examining both knowledge as a higher function and knowledge within 

the pūrākau of Ngā Kura Huna o Rua. Mātauranga in this framework is about understanding 

how te roro hiringa specialises in how we come disseminate mātauranga Māori. It is also in 

this framework that mātauranga Māori is being championed in order to exhibit a Māori 

understanding of the brain. Furthermore, Mātauranga was a crucial concept that connected 

Tangaroa to Ngā Kura Huna o Rua. 

Maumahara 

Maumahara translates to memory recall. Mahara means to remember while mau 

promotes the action of grasping or recalling of that memory. Ngā Kura Huna o Rua examines 

the element of memory as rua-i-te-mahara which I have acknowledged as the power of thought 

and memory. It is also prevalent in te toi whakairo as a main theme that arose from whānau 

data was that carving represents cultural memory as outlined below by Matua and Koro: 

Carvings represent pūrākau, one way of maintaining the memory of that tupuna 

and events and what they did, ae memory (Matua, personal communication, 

2019). 
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That’s our photographic memory and thing. Even when years go by, a carving 

tells a story and that was the only way of doing it back then and painting murals 

and that sort of thing you know (Koro, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Maumahara represents the ability of te roro hiringa to store mātauranga Māori. It also 

provokes the ability and power of having whakaaro Māori. Tangaroa is affiliated to this 

particular element with the connection he has with cultural memory in carving and the 

personified form of memory, rua-i-te-mahara.  

Kōrero 

Kōrero translates to the ability of speech. Speech is unique to humans as we are the 

only species on earth that possess this ability. Rua-i-te-kōrero highlights speech as personified 

thought. It recognises the ability to express mātauranga Māori orally which is crucial as Koro 

and Taua both discuss our culture being a spoken language: 

That is the only thing we had, we couldn’t take pictures. Even our language, it’s 

not a written language, it’s a spoken language (Koro, personal communication, 

2019) 

 

We never, did need the written word because we were said to be and still are, 

story tellers (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Kōrero represents the ability of te roro hiringa in its expression of thought. It is also a 

vital task for Māori as it is the expression of our culture through forms such as waiata and 

karakia. Chapter 3: Kōrero Poutohu discussed the loss of language through colonisation and 

therefore, incorporating kōrero embeds traditional ways of Māori expression and 

communication.  

Reo 

The final component of Āheinga is te reo, or the language. For Māori and many other 

indigenous cultures, language is intrinsic and embedded into their beliefs; this has been proven 

in this research through the examination of pūrākau and adaptation of te reo within the realm 

of western dominated research (brain research). As stated above, te reo is “not a written 

language” and it expresses our beliefs and worldview through story telling (Taua, personal 
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communication, 2019). Te reo as apart of te roro hiringa is about the expression of culture 

through the language as it is all embedded within each other.  

Pū 

The Pū is the second component of the framework and represents the region of the brain 

known as the pūroro or brain stem. Te pū acknowledges all vital and precise functions that 

align to the role of the pūroro; these are vital functions that are controlled autonomically such 

as breathing, heart rate, blood flow and swallowing. Therefore, the four elements of te pū 

coincide with these processes and are labelled as follows: te hau (the breath), te manawa (the 

heartbeat), te karukaru (the blood flow) and te horo (the swallowing and absorbing). Each of 

these four elements have been examined through this research and the following section will 

discuss their presence in this framework.  

Te Hau – the breath 

Te hau acknowledges the breath which has been examined through both pūrākau and 

Māori health and wellness. As stated, hauora is the Māori term for holistic health and originates 

from the word hau meaning breath and ora meaning to be alive. It is also reflective of Tāne 

Mahuta breathing the breath of life into the first human Hineahuone. As a vital function for 

living, te hau regards the essence of being alive as our breath is what considers us as living. Te 

hau has been implemented in this framework to engage a Māori understanding of vitality that 

is controlled by te wairoro and is evident in our stories and health frameworks (Durie, 1995).  

Te Manawa – the heartbeat  

Te manawa is the component concerned with the heartbeat. Manawa translates to heart 

and this framework recognises it due to its role as a vital organ controlled by te pūroro. As 

stated, te pū is about the acknowledgment of vital functions and the ability to autonomically 

continue to beat your heart is crucial for health and wellness. Te manawa has been implemented 

in this framework to engage discussion on the Māori heart, one of the most important organs 

in our body following the brain.   
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Te Karukaru– the blood flow 

Te karukaru is about the recognition of the blood within our body; more specifically it 

recognises the vital of blood pressure and blood flow. Blood flow or pulmonary circulation is 

an extremely important vital as it delivers oxygen and nutrients around the body as well as 

collecting and expelling carbon dioxide (Patton & Thibodeau, 2013). Te karukaru is an 

important element of this framework as it raises a point of discussion around mātauranga Māori 

surrounding the blood and blood flow. It is also pertinent that the brain is reliant on blood flow 

to flourish and undertake its many complex tasks. 

Te Horo – the swallow 

The final element of te pū is te horo. Horo has many translations and for this framework 

it translates to swallow. Swallowing is once again one of our vital functions controlled by te 

pūroro. Te horo concerns everything such as food digestion as well as protecting any unwanted 

material from entering the stomach and lungs. Te horo is included in this framework as it is 

another crucial function that helps us remain healthy and well. Swallowing also draws parallels 

to Marsden’s view on the mauri stones of rehutahi and hukatai which are swallowed by learners 

as they acquire knowledge in the whare wānanga (Marsden, 2003). 

Reretahi 

The final pillar of the framework is entitled Reretahi. Reretahi means to be coordinated 

or harmony. Reretahi coincides with the role and function of roro tuarongo as the structure 

involved with coordinating voluntary movements. Therefore, this pillar of Te Āheinga Pū 

Reretahi is about the recognition of being able to coordinate and link all elements of this 

research in regard to brain health and wellness. The four elements of reretahi were the four 

main themes that arose from participants upon discussion of te wairoro. These were that the 

brain needs to be flexible (tāwariwari), it needs to be able to coordinate and weave information 

(rāranga), it needs to be understanding (mārama), and it needs waiora (wellness). Each of the 
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four elements were influenced by each of the participants in this research and will be further 

explored in their relevance to creating a Māori philosophy towards understanding te wairoro.  

Tāwariwari 

Tāwariwari with its role in this framework translates to flexibility. Tāwariwari was 

introduced through kōrero with whānau member Taua: 

Water is extremely flexible to its environment which is why it is crucial in our 

brain (Taua, personal communication, 2019). 

 

Taua recognises the principle of flexibility being important for our brain. Flexibility 

allows for adaptability and growth. Taua also argues that “water and solids are always at a point 

of resistance where they shouldn’t be”. Therefore, our brains should and do have this ability to 

be flexible and adaptable because of the majority of it being water. Tāwariwari is important in 

this framework as it recognises the ability of our brains to adapt and grow both in size and 

capacity. 

Raranga 

Raranga within the framework is the element of weaving or interlinking information. 

Raranga is often associated with the traditional practice of weaving baskets or kete. Raranga is 

in our brain and more specifically te roro tuarongo is the ability to coordinate and weave 

information and the signals involved with voluntary movement. Matua refers to this being 

coordination through the following quote about the origin of the word tuarongo: 

The tuarongo is the coming together of the tapu and noa in the whare (Matua, 

personal communication, 2019).  

 

Matua acknowledges the role of tuarongo being the coordination of the two spiritual 

elements within the whare. Therefore, raranga is vital as it coordinates and weaves together all 

systems that are needed for voluntary function within te wairoro.  
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Mārama 

Mārama is the concept of understanding and comprehension. Mārama translates to 

many things, one of them being evident in Te Ao Mārama meaning the world of light. Mārama 

therefore means to be enlightened. Brendan argues the role of mārama as conscious 

comprehension in te wairoro with age: 

Your brain becomes more important because its figuring out how to do things 

and complete tasks more easy, efficient to maybe the current state of your 

tinana. It keeps conscious of your current state of wellness (Brendan, personal 

communication, 2019).  

 

What Brendan examines here is that our brain contains the understanding of who, what 

and how we are in order to be able to control the rest of our body accordingly.  

Waiora 

Waiora is the final element of this pillar and has been explored in Chapter 4: Kōrero 

Poutokomanawa. Durie (2004) expresses waiora as understanding hauora Māori through 

environmental influence and engagement. Waiora is also considered the purest form of water 

and contains the source of life and wellbeing (Water New Zealand, 2018). Koro reiterates the 

importance and acknowledgement of waiora for the brain: 

…wai represents quite a bit eh like the wai puna, the waiora and it is all 

representative of something like brain or holy water or energy (Koro, personal 

communication). 

 

Waiora is a fundamental element for this framework as it dovetails the concepts of 

health and wellness into understanding the brain. It can further be developed with examining 

other elements of health such as hauora, toiora,and mauriora. Waiora as the final element of 

this model connects Tangaroa to the brain through the expression of wai being the fundamental 

component. It is also waitai that encases the brain while simultaneously making up its structure.  

Summary 

Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi was created in order to begin the investigation and journey of 

mātauranga Māori into understanding not just the brain, but the Māori brain. Each pillar of the 
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framework connects to not only the anatomical features of te wairoro, but also with the 

functions that each structure primarily undertakes and controls. Within each pillar stands four 

vital elements to each structure of the brain, with the final element being reflective of the 

information shared from whānau within this research. The three elements of the model are 

encased with emergent themes and kōrero that have arisen from the exploration of te ira tangata 

and te ira atua. It is also pertinent to note that this model has been influenced by examining 

narratives pertaining to atua, therefore inviting te ira atua into its much-deserved position to 

enhance hauora Māori. 

 

Figure 13: Colourised and labelled development of Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 
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Figure 15: Moko kauwae added to Te Āheinga Pū 

Reretahi to represent knowledge derived from 

mātauranga Māori 

Figure 14: Wai elements added overlaying Tangaroa 

into Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 
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Conclusion 

Chapter 5: Kōrero Poutuarongo involved weaving both elements of ira tangata and ira 

atua together in order to express the notion of Tangaroa as a kaitiaki of the brain. The chapter 

began by recognising the unity between the two elements and acknowledging this to be by 

virtue of whakapapa. It expressed the importance of being able to intertwine the elements in 

order to establish Māori ways of knowing and doing, for Māori by Māori. I then introduced the 

framework, Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. This framework arose from the findings and kōrero 

embedded throughout this thesis. Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi is a kaupapa Māori based framework 

that provides a way for Māori to understand the brain driven by our own cultural values, 

customs and understandings. The next chapter entitled, Tangaroa: Kaitiaki o te Wairoro will 

conclude this research and highlight the overarching thesis or kaupapa of Tangaroa as a kaitiaki 

of the brain.   
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Wāhanga Tuaono: Chapter Six 

Kōrero Ātea: Tangaroa Kaitiaki o te Wairoro 

Human nature demands space for free movement, and the larger the space the 

better it is for people. Islanders have broken out of their confinement, are 

moving around and away from their homelands, not so much because their 

countries are poor, but because they were unnaturally confined and severed 

from many of their traditional sources of wealth, and because it is in their blood 

to be mobile (Hau’ofa, 1994 p. 156). 

 

I began this thesis describing the intrinsic connection between Māori and the sea. As 

Māori, it is in our human nature that we seek space, freedom and movement. The vast Pacific 

Ocean provided a platform to do so and to connect to Tangaroa. This quote encapsulates the 

genesis of this research by immediately establishing a life that revolves around connection to 

the sea.  

Wāhanga Tuaono is entitled Kōrero Ātea: Tangaroa Kaitiaki o te Wairoro and is the 

conclusion for this thesis. I have chosen the name ātea as it is not only a landmark of the marae, 

but it also translates to be clear or free of obstruction. The marae ātea is an extremely important 

location as it is often the initial courtyard of welcoming for the marae. It is also considered to 

be the public forum of the marae. The symbolism of the ātea is that it represents the path of 

which this research is intended for. It summarises the utilisation of this thesis as a way to look 

forward and clear the obstruction of limited Māori presence in the specific field of brain health 

research. The following is from Royal (1989) as a representation of this research not only 

representing a whare tūpuna, but also as a consideration to the marae of Tangaroa. 

Ko te moana 

Ehara rawa I te wai kau 

No Tangaroa ke tena marae 

He maha ora e hua e ora ai nga maru o te rangi te iwi ki te whenua 

The sea is not any water 

It is the marae of Tangaroa 

It yields life for many things, the birds in the sky, the people upon the land (page 

9, no macrons used in the original text). 
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Aim & Research Questions 

The aim of this research was to investigate whether pūrākau and whakapapa of 

Tangaroa provides insights to Māori perspectives of the brain. The research question was: 

What are the connections between Tangaroa and Māori brain health for Māori health 

and wellbeing? 

The sub-questions for this research were: 

How does Mātauranga Māori preserve and protect Māori perspectives of the brain? 

How does the whakapapa and pūrākau of Tangaroa inform Māori understanding and 

perspective of the brain? 

KMT framed this thesis. KMT privileges Māori ways of thinking and being. I 

specifically used the principles of Tino Rangatiratanga, Taonga Tuku Iho and Ako Māori, while 

being guided by the additional principles of pūrākau, whakapapa and atuatanga. This research 

was conducted through two forms of data collection. The first was archival analysis of which 

I examined a number of pūrākau and the whakapapa these contained in connecting Tangaroa 

to the brain. I then utilised the voices of kaumātua/kuia and pākeke around Dunedin through 

kanohi ki te kanohi semi-structured interviews. These interviews were further transcribed and 

analysed. through deductive and inductive analysis. The following discusses the main findings 

of this research while addressing the research question mentioned. It acknowledges the 

significance and rationale of this research and explains the future aspirations and directions this 

research. Furthermore, I consider the dissemination of this thesis before summarising my 

personal connection to this research.   

Main Findings  

The main findings of this research are that while Tangaroa is the personification and 

embodiment of the marine, there are prominent links where there is whakapapa that branches 

into elements contained and commonly associated to the brain. Throughout the course of this 
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thesis, I have continuously approached an understanding of the brain through mātauranga 

Māori embedded within Te Ao Māori. The following summarise the key main findings from 

the three analytical chapters. 

Chapter 3: Kōrero Poutohu uncovered the main findings of which were further 

implemented into the model Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. These emergent themes were: tāwariwari; 

raranga; mārama and; waiora and arose from transcript analysis. Furthermore, this chapter also 

discussed the main finding that although there is current research on Māori brain health 

regarding traumatic brain injury (Elder, 2013, 2015; Dudley, Wilson & Barker-Collo, 2014), 

there remains limited research that understands the brain via mātauranga Māori.  

Chapter 4: Kōrero Poutokomanawa addressed the main finding of which there is a lack 

of atua based mātauranga embedded into Māori health, more specifically Māori brain health. 

It also saw the emergence of several themes from both archival and interview analyses that 

established a connection between Tangaroa and the brain. As Tangaroa atua of waitai, the 

emergent themes were: the power of Tangaroa; mauri; iwi specific narratives; whakapapa to 

the sea and; human intelligence from the sea. There were two key themes that emerged from 

Tangaroa and toi whakairo: the influence of European religion and; the effects of colonisation. 

The final themes that emerged from Ngā Kura Huna o Rua were: tohunga and; pūrākau of 

Aotearoa. These 9 themes were all influential to the development of Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 

which I will discuss next. 

Chapter 5: Kōrero Poutuarongo held the main finding that was Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi. 

This model encapsulated the main findings of the thesis in light of the theoretical and 

methodological framing of the research. The creation of Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi alludes to the 

aim where pūrākau and whakapapa have been influential in connecting Tangaroa to the brain. 

Chapter 3 and 4 examined the connections and current mātauranga Māori around te ira tangata 

and te ira atua while Chapter 5 summarised and collated the main findings and encased them 
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in a model to provide a Kaupapa Māori based philosophy towards understanding the brain 

through Tangaroa. These findings ultimately support the aka matua (golden thread, main 

argument) of this thesis that Tangaroa is a guardian/keeper of the brain. 

Tangaroa: Kaitiaki o te Wairoro 

Kaitiaki o te Wairoro means the ‘Keeper of the Brain’. Tangaroa is the keeper and giver 

of various elements pertained within the brain. This thesis was conducted under the umbrella 

of the specific research question: what are the connections between Tangaroa and Māori brain 

health for Māori health and wellbeing? Therefore, to concisely summarise the results for this 

question I conclude with the following connections between Tangaroa and the brain; 

furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 5: Kōrero Poutuarongo, it is logical to present the idea 

that from these findings, Tangaroa would have gifted the brain and the complexities that go 

alongside it to the creation of the first human, Hineahuone.  

Tangaroa/Takaroa o ngā Waitai 

As an atua of the marine and therefore embodiment of waitai, Tangaroa connects to the 

brain through the pure substance of waitai being saline (in the brain) and salt (in the ocean) 

water. 

Tangaroa o te Toi Whakairo 

As an atua perceived as responsible (alongside his grandson Ruatepupuke) for the 

creation and introduction of traditional Māori carvings into Te Ao Māori, Tangaroa connects 

to the brain through how and what carvings represent for Māori, this being memory.  

Tangaroa o ngā Kura Huna o Rua 

As an atua connected to the ancestral genealogy (through his son/descendent Tinirau) 

pertaining to knowledge, Ngā Kura Huna o Rua, Tangaroa connects to the brain through the 

affiliation with the power of knowledge and knowing. It is these personified forms that are 

presented as the offspring of the great ocean deity.  
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The mātauranga Māori embedded in the aforementioned connections are crucial to the 

preservation and protection of Māori perspectives of the brain. They not only stem from 

pūrākau analysis, but they are also created and repurposed into their own pūrākau as a means 

to express Māori perspectives of the brain. Therefore, the knowledge is further preserved in a 

fashion both familiar and beneficial to Māori. 

The whakapapa and pūrākau of Tangaroa inform Māori understandings and 

perspectives of the brain by wrapping our own ancestral and traditional kōrero around brain 

research. Furthermore, this is a vital process as it enhances the mind and ways of Māori 

research.  

Health Models: Ngā Taonga o te Hauora Māori 

Health models are extremely prevalent in modern day health education and research 

within Aotearoa. More specifically, Māori scholars such as Sir Mason Durie, Dr Rose Pere and 

Professor Hinemoa Elder have provided a platform where mātauranga Māori is at the apex of 

holistic health. Te Whare Tapa Whā has risen to represent the pinnacle of what is referred to 

as hauora Māori. Further models such as Te Wheke (Pere, 1991), Te Pae Māhutonga (Durie, 

1999) and Wai Puna (Phillips, 2018) further enhance the role of mātauranga Māori and Te Ao 

Māori in the western dominated sectors of health and education in Aotearoa.  

Throughout this thesis, I examined the depth of health models, developed and under 

development, as they are crucial to the preservation and protection of mātauranga Māori. 

Furthermore, the framework introduced in Chapter 5: Kōrero Poutuarongo has been influenced 

by the successful preservation and protection of mātauranga Māori by the aforementioned 

health models.  
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Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 

The framework entitled Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi was introduced and developed in order 

to provide a foundation of Māori philosophy and understanding of the brain. The name is 

reflective of not only the three primary structures of the brain, but they are also reflective of 

functional differences. The importance of this framework is that it provides autonomy for 

Māori to explore ancestral knowledge in order to uncover culturally preferred ways of learning 

that is by Māori for Māori. The future for this framework is that it opens up the space for the 

development of mātauranga Māori in brain research.  

Figure 16: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi Māori brain health model (Te Reo) 
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Overlaying Tangaroa in Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi 

Figure 16: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi Māori brain health model (Te Reo) and Figure 17: 

Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi Māori brain health model (English). are the two images that depict Te 

Āheinga Pū Reretahi in its final form as a Māori brain health model. I have further designed 

this as a figure with a facial moko to represent the knowledge embedded in the model as being 

of mātauranga Māori. Furthermore, I have also designed the model to be a part of a wave that 

represents movement forward for Māori in brain health. The bubbling formation that is seen 

below represents the rise of mātauranga Māori into brain health research. The addition of the 

Figure 17: Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi Māori brain health model (English). 
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wai component (wave and bubbling) represents Tangaroa guarding Māori philosophies and 

elements pertaining to the brain. It is within this design that Te Āheinga Pū Reretahi is 

regarding Tangaroa as Kaitiaki o te Wairoro.  

Future Implications 

This thesis sought to unravel and understand the connection between Tangaroa and the 

brain. In doing so, the main findings are compelling in providing evidence that Māori have an 

intrinsic connection to understanding natural phenomena such as those that occur in the brain. 

By championing this connection, it opens the space for more Māori to examine their own 

cultural heritage, both physical and spiritual, to gain an understanding of the world. Therefore, 

the future implications of this research will encourage mātauranga Māori and Te Ao Māori 

being adapted to in all fields of science, not merely brain health research. Furthermore, there 

needs to be more research conducted where Māori culture is championed in fields dominated 

by western science in order to validate this knowledge not necessarily for Māori, but for the 

non-Māori that sit at the top of Western science research.  

This thesis explored pūrākau and whakapapa of Tangaroa and provided an example of 

atua contributing to knowledge of the brain. Furthermore, there are a multitude of other atua 

who also contribute to the human body such as Tāwhirimātea in understanding breathing and 

the lungs or Tūmatauenga in understanding muscle function. This research has future 

implications to examine the contribution of atua towards the human body and health.  

Future Aspirations for Māori 

The future aspirations I have envisioned from writing this thesis is that it will enlighten 

not only the younger generation of Māori, but also our older generations all throughout 

Aotearoa in knowing that Māori are natural born scientists in our own right. There is the space 

for us to be scientist in the way our ancestors both were and intended. I have the aspiration that 

Māori alongside the rest of Aotearoa and the world recognise the esoteric knowledge embedded 
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within indigenous communities, cultures and history. This can contribute to Brain Research 

NZ, Rangahau Roro Aotearoa.  

My Koro 

While this research was aimed at presenting the connection between Tangaroa and the 

brain, the biggest influence has been my Koro. For me, this thesis was a journey of celebrating 

the knowledge and ability I have embedded in me as a result of my whakapapa; my whakapapa 

that is encased in the Hanara and Taiaroa name. This thesis would not have been the taonga it 

is for me and my whānau if it weren’t for my Koro. The journey of writing this thesis held not 

a single doubt because I know that it is needed, and more specifically it is needed for my 

whānau.  

My Koro remains the cheeky and charismatic man I have always known. There is not 

a time where I go to visit him that he is not making us all still laugh. The past 3 years I have 

seen my entire whānau battle alongside him in this fight against the confusion of life. Dementia 

is an illness that there is no return from, and that is the reality my whānau and many other 

whānau have begun to realise. However, we as Māori are equipped with a knowledge source 

that runs deep into the realms of our spiritual ancestors; therefore, this thesis is me turning to 

atua for guidance. 

 

Tangaroa wai noa 

Tangaroa wai tapu 

Nāu ko te ngāwari 

Nāu ko te marino 

Nāu ko te hōhonu 

Nāu ko te wātea 

Nāu ko te wai tapu 

Nāu ko te wai noa 

 

Ko Tangaroa, Ko Hinemoana 

Me whakanoa, whakatapua e. 
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Figure 18: 14/01/2020 My most recent visit to my Koro was the day before I returned to finish writing 

this thesis. 
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Appendix A 

 

Te Wairoro o Tangaroa – Tangaroa in the brain 

INFORMATION  SHEET  FOR  PARTICIPANTS 
 

Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully 

before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If 

you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for 

considering our request.   

 

What is the Aim of the Project? 

 

The aim of this project is to examine the role of Tangaroa (god of the ocean and seas) within 

our brain. In Māori creation narratives, there are genealogical links between Tangaroa and the 

names and systems within the brain. Yet, there is limited research that has examined these 

links. It is indeed a great positive that we are seeing Māori living much longer, however this 

does align with the increase of Māori living with brain health issues such as dementia. 

 

Tangaroa is the personifying atua of the seas and oceans. These domains cover up to 70% of 

our planet. The contributing factor which differentiates these waters from our fresh-water ways 

are that these waters are salty. Our brains much alike our planet is primarily water based and 

majority if not all has high concentrations of sodium i.e. salt.  

 

The key research question is: 

What are the connections between the whakapapa of Tangaroa and Māori brain health? 

 

This project is being undertaken as part of the requirements for Ben’s Master of Science. 

 

What Types of Participants are being sought? 

 

Participants for this research should be a Māori adult. Each participant will be personally 

contacted by Ben via email, social media, phone calls and face to face interaction. These 

participants will be those who have previously shown interest in this project. Participants will 

be offered a koha in the form of kai or kai vouchers. Participants will have the option to remain 

anonymous, access to transcriptions from the interview and withdrawal any shared 

information. 

 

What will Participants be asked to do? 

 

Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to engage in a kanohi ki te 

kanohi (one on one face to face) interview with Ben upon the discussion of Tangaroa and the 

brain. Participants will be informed of several lineages of Tangaroa and what their relevance 

is to the brain. They will also have the chance to express any personal knowledge of Tangaroa, 
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whakapapa and any other knowledge they wish to explore. Please be aware that you may decide 

not to take part in the project at any time without any disadvantage to yourself. 

 

What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it? 

 

Information will be collected from each participant and interview via audio recording. Personal 

information which will be collected is name, age, and iwi affiliations. Understanding iwi 

affiliation will also provide understanding on cultural knowledge of that participant. 

Participants will also have the option to remain anonymous.  

 

This research is being externally funded by Brain Research New Zealand, however there will 

be no commercial use of collected data.  

 

The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned below will 

be able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result of the research will be retained for at 

least 5 years in secure storage. Any personal information held on the may be destroyed at the 

completion of the research even though the data derived from the research will, in most cases, 

be kept for much longer or possibly indefinitely. The data collected from participants will be 

stored on a Bens laptop, and a personal hard drive. Supervisors will also have access to this 

information. The information will be secured on a personal laptop, restricting others to gain 

access to it, apart from the interviewees themselves.  

 

No material that could personally identify you will be used in any reports on this study.  

Results of this research may be published. The data from this project will be publicly 

archived so that it may be used by other researchers. 

 

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 

Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity. 

  

On the Consent Form you will be given options regarding your anonymity. Please be aware 

that should you wish we will make every attempt to preserve your anonymity. However, with 

your consent, there are some cases where it would be preferable to attribute contributions made 

to individual participants. It is absolutely up to you which of these options you prefer. 

Participants may also have access to the results of this project if requested.  

 

This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning includes 

Tangaroa, whakapapa and Māori health/brain health. The precise nature of the questions that 

will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on the way in which the 

interview develops.  Consequently, although the Department of Physical Education is aware of 

the general areas to be explored in the interview, the Committee has not been able to review 

the precise questions to be used. 

 

In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or 

uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s).  

 

Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project? 

 

Participation in this research is voluntary. Therefore, you will not be expected to continue 

answering questions if they no longer wish to. You may ask to withdrawal shared information 

from this project at any time.  
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What if Participants have any Questions? 

If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to 

contact either:- 

Ben Hanara and  Dr. Anne-Marie Jackson 

School of Physical Education, Sport  School of Physical Education, Sport and  

and Exercise Sciences  Exercise Sciences    

Telephone Number: 03 479 8378   Telephone Number: 03 479 8378 

Email Address:   Email Address: 

hanbe084@student.otago.ac.nz   anne-marie.jackson@otago.ac.nz  

This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you 

have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee 

through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email 

gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated 

and you will be informed of the outcome. 
 

  

mailto:hanbe084@student.otago.ac.nz
mailto:anne-marie.jackson@otago.ac.nz
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Appendix B 

 

Te Wairoro o Tangaroa – Tangaroa in the brain 

CONSENT FORM FOR 

PARTICIPANTS 

 

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All my 

questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I am free to request further 

information at any stage. 

I know that: - 

1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 

 

2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 

 

3. Personal identifying information from audio recording will be destroyed at the conclusion of the 

project but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage 

for at least five years; 

 

 3.  The data from this project will be publicly archived so that it may be used by other researchers, but 

any information that could identify you will be removed or changed. 

 

4.  This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning includes 

Tangaroa, whakapapa and their relevance to Māori health/brain health.  The precise nature of the 

questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on the way 

in which the interview develops and that in the event that the line of questioning develops in such 

a way that I feel hesitant or uncomfortable I may decline to answer any particular question(s) and/or 

may withdraw from the project without any disadvantage of any kind. 

 

5. I know that I can withdraw from this project at any time should I feel uncomfortable with the 

sharing or discussion of cultural knowledge. 

 

6. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago Library 

(Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity.   

 

I agree to take part in this project. 

 

.............................................................................    ............................... 

       (Signature of participant)     (Date) 

 
............................................................................. 

       (Printed Name) 

 

 

8. I, as the participant: a) agree to being named in the research,    OR;  

  b) would rather remain anonymous,  
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Appendix C 

Outline of Interview Questions 

 

1. The three main components of my research are Tangaroa – Whakapapa – 

Pūrākau.  

 

What is your relationship or knowledge of each of these three?  

 

2. My research aims to understand how these three components, can uncover ways 

Māori can better understand the brain & brain health. 

 

Off the top of your head, do you think Māori need ways of understanding the brain and brain 

health separate from Western knowledge and research? Why? 

 

What are some ways you have seen, or experienced Māori ways of thinking being implemented 

in Western dominated fields of research? 

 

3. Māori are living longer which is extremely positive to see, however this then leaves 

us vulnerable to the health effects that align with elderly (i.e. dementia) which we 

are yet equipped to cope with…  

 

Why do you think we are not equipped as of right now? 

 

Do you think Māori need Māori philosophies to help cope with these health complications? 

 

4. Cultural Identity is one aspect that is often lost for Māori once diagnosed with 

dementia. The three KMP I utlise in this research are Ako Māori, Tino-

Rangatiratanga and Taonga Tuku Iho. 

 

Why do you think these are important for maintaining cultural identity? 

 

How does Mātauranga Māori frame perspectives of the brain? 

 

5. The pūrākau I examined in my research were Tangaroa/Takaroa (atua of 

saltwater’s), Tangaroa Atua of Toi Whakairo, and Tangaroa as atua with 

whakapapa to Rua & Knowledge. 

 

Do you think pūrākau are effective in communicating connections between Tangaroa, 

whakapapa and the brain? 

 

Why should/why shouldn’t Māori be encouraged to examine our pūrākau to further Māori 

voices in western dominated fields of research? 

 

6. Wairoro is our brain, and therefore immediately acknowledges wai. Tangaroa 

being one of the many atua that associates to wai, however much alike his 

environment, the wai in our brains is composed of high levels of sodium chloride, 

aka. Salt.  

 

For you as Māori, do you believe that considering the realm of Tangaroa and that being of 

saltwater, does this then give Tangaroa affinity within our brain? 
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7. The term Mate Wareware is translated to Dementia. For non-Māori, dementia is 

generally where life begins to degrade & identity is lost. For Māori, some argue 

the same, however, research has also uncovered that kaumātua see Mate 

Wareware as “not an illness but growing old & preparing to join tūpuna.” This is 

an example of a strong cultural tolerance to life threatening illness; 

 

Why do you think many Māori have built this tolerance? 

What components of Te Ao Māori and cultural identity do you think maintain this tolerance? 

 

 

The final comment from me is that this research is about combining te ira tangata (human 

element) with te ira tangata (spiritual element), as a way for Māori to become more 

comfortable around brain research and brain health.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


